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WELCOME MESSAGE 
 

Welcome to Accessing Independence (AI).  You are now a member of a team of 
dedicated and skilled men and women working together to make our organization a 
success.  We hope your position with us will live up to your expectations and your stay 
with us will be a rewarding one.  If you have been working for us, we wish to express our 
sincere appreciation for your valued service.   
 
We are pleased to provide you with this employee handbook, which outlines the 
personnel policies and practices in effect.  We’re sure that the handbook will be a helpful 
reference during your association with us, and you should refer to it should you have any 
questions.  Also, we encourage you to freely ask questions of your supervisors and co-
workers.  By doing so, you will learn your position more quickly. 
 
Early in your employment with us, you will realize that we have set high standards for 
you.  These are necessary if we are to sustain our growth and achievement in a highly 
competitive industry.  At the same time, we are committed to providing you with 
challenges, recognition, appropriate compensation and benefits to help you reach your 
goals and objectives, as well as the goals of AI.   
 
Our most important asset is our workforce.  We value the safety and wellbeing of our 
employees, and encourage our employees to report any safety hazards they may see in 
the scope of their position and employment with us.   
 
 
Welcome to Accessing Independence!  We are so grateful to have you part of our team! 
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HISTORY AND MISSION OF UDS FOUNDATION 
 

Helping Seniors, Veterans, and People with Disabilities. 
 
It all began with Anna… and Mary Poppins.   
 
It was 1965 when we were inspired by the touching story of a young girl named Anna 
who was unable to attend a local theater showing of Mary Poppins with the other 
children because she was in a wheelchair.  From this inspiration was born United 
Cerebral Palsy of Lancaster County.  In 2000, we became United Disabilities Services 
(UDS)—a new name to reflect our greatly expanded capabilities.   
 
UDS Foundation (UDSF) is a non-profit organization based in Lancaster, Pennsylvania 
committed to helping seniors, veterans, and people with disabilities, lead more 
independent and fulfilling lives.  In our over 50 years, we’ve developed a wide variety of 
services and programs that improve quality of life and expand boundaries including 
Accessible Home Modifications, Care Management, Service Dogs, Custom Wheelchair 
Seating, Independent Living Services (ILS), Adult Enrichment (AE) and many more. 
 
Today, over 350 caring, dedicated employees proudly serve people with disabilities in 50 
counties throughout Pennsylvania and beyond.  Last year alone, we provided services to 
more than 5,000 clients, enabling them to live more happily, more independently, and in 
control of the decisions that affect their lives.   
 
Recognized as one of the leading human services providers in Pennsylvania, we take 
our commitment to improving people’s lives very seriously—continually creating new and 
better ways to make a difference; balancing our mission focus with our business focus, 
so we can help more people with more services. 
 
Thanks to the innovative spirit of our employees, UDSF was recognized by the Central 
Penn Business Journal as one of the region’s most innovative nonprofit organizations.   
 
Additionally, the UDS Foundation personal care division, Independent Living Services, is 
a certified medical assistance provider licensed by the State of Pennsylvania, and UDS 
Accessible Home Modifications is an accepted builder in the Department of Veterans 
Affairs Home Loan Guaranty Program. 
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY AND ANTI‐DISCRIMINATION AND 

HARASSMENT  POLICY 
 

Policy Number 1.01 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date  
Effective Date February 1, 2021 

I. SCOPE 

At Accessing Independence, we take pride in providing equal employment 
opportunities to everyone regardless of their race, ethnicity, beliefs, religion, 
marital status, gender, gender identity or expression, citizenship status, age, 
veteran status or disability or any other characteristic protected by federal, state 
or local laws. 
 
Accordingly, the purpose of this policy it is to reinforce our commitment to the 
creation and maintenance of a diverse workplace where equality, respect and 
consideration for one another are the norm. 
 
This equal opportunity employer policy is a blanket policy. This means it applies 
to all employees, prospective employees, volunteers, suppliers, donors, 
associates, affiliates and guests. 
 
While we believe that equal opportunity should and does apply to everyone, we 
also understand it is especially important for those people in groups that have 
historically been subjected to unfair treatment in the workplace. Although we 
don’t promise to employ or promote all people in such groups, we do pledge to 
treat qualified job applicants and employees eligible for promotion fairly. We also 
pledge to avoid discriminating against them based on conscious or unconscious 
biases. 

II. POLICY  

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY AND NON-DISCRIMINATION 
 
It is the policy of AI to ensure equal employment opportunity without 
discrimination or harassment on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, 
creed, sex, gender, age, disability, citizenship or alienage status, marital status, 
domestic partnership or civil union status, sexual orientation, gender identity 
and/or expression, military or veteran status, domestic violence victim status, 
pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding, or related medical conditions, ancestry, 
nationality, genetic information or any other characteristic protected by federal, 
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state, or local law ("protected characteristics").  AI prohibits and will not tolerate 
any such discrimination or harassment. 
 
This policy applies to all terms and conditions of employment, including, but not limited to, 
hiring, placement, promotion, transfer, termination, layoff, recall, and leaves of absence, 
compensation, and training and as a service deliverer. 
 
Program services shall be made accessible to persons with disabilities through 
the most practical and economically feasible methods available.  These methods 
include, but are not limited to equipment redesign, the provision of aids, and the 
use of alternative service delivery locations.  Structural modifications shall be 
considered only as a last resort among available methods. 
Reasonable accommodations will be made to meet the physical or mental 
limitations of qualified applicants or employees. 
 
Persons who believe they have been discriminated against may file a complaint at 
any of the following offices: 
 
United Disabilities Services Foundation  PA Human Relations Commission 
2270 Erin Court     333 Market Street, 8th Floor 
Lancaster, PA  17601 or call the   Harrisburg, PA 17101 
Human Resources Office at (717) 397-1841  
 
Department of Human Services   US Department of Health & Human Services 
Bureau of Equal Opportunity   Office for Civil Rights 
625 Forster Street     Suite 372, Public Ledger Building 
Harrisburg, PA  17120    150 S. Independence Mall West 
       Philadelphia, PA 19106-9111 
 
 
ANTI-HARASSMENT 
 
Definitions of Harassment 
 
a. Sexual harassment constitutes discrimination and is illegal under federal, 
state and local laws. For the purposes of this policy, sexual harassment is 
defined, as in the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Guidelines, as 
unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors and other verbal or 
physical conduct of a sexual nature when, for example: (I) submission to such 
conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an individual’s 
employment; (ii) submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is 
used as the basis for employment decisions affecting such individual; or (iii) such 
conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s 
work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive working 
environment.  
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Sexual harassment may include a range of subtle and not so subtle behaviors 
and may involve individuals of the same or different gender. Depending on the 
circumstances, these behaviors may include, but are not limited to: unwanted 
sexual advances or requests for sexual favors; sexual jokes and innuendo; 
verbal abuse of a sexual nature; commentary about an individual’s body, sexual 
prowess or sexual deficiencies; leering, catcalls or touching; insulting or obscene 
comments or gestures; display or circulation in the workplace of sexually 
suggestive objects or pictures (including through e-mail or text); and other 
physical, verbal or visual conduct of a sexual nature. Sex-based harassment - 
that is, harassment not involving sexual activity or language (e.g., male manager 
yells only at female employees and not males) - may also constitute 
discrimination if it is severe and pervasive and directed at employees because of 
their sex.  
 
b. Harassment on the basis of any other protected characteristic is also 
strictly prohibited. Under this policy, harassment is verbal or physical conduct 
that denigrates or shows hostility or aversion toward an individual because of 
his/her race, color, religion, creed, sex, national origin, age, disability, citizenship 
status, sexual orientation, gender identity and/or expression, marital status or any 
other characteristic protected by law or that of his/her relatives, friends or 
associates, and that: (1) has the purpose or effect of creating an intimidating, 
hostile or offensive work environment; (2) has the purpose or effect of 
unreasonably interfering with an individual’s work performance; or (3) otherwise 
adversely affects an individual’s employment opportunities.  
 
Harassing conduct includes, but is not limited to: epithets, slurs or negative 
stereotyping; threatening, intimidating or hostile acts; denigrating jokes and 
display or circulation in the workplace of written or graphic material that 
denigrates or shows hostility or aversion toward an individual or group (including 
through e-mail and text).  
 
COMPLAINT PROCEDURE 
 
Reporting an Incident of Harassment, Discrimination or Retaliation 
 
Individuals who believe they have been the victims of conduct prohibited by this 
policy statement or who believe they have witnessed such conduct should 
discuss their concerns with their immediate supervisor, Human Resources or any 
member of management. 
 
When possible, AI encourages individuals who believe they are being subjected 
to such conduct to promptly advise the offender that his or her behavior is 
unwelcome and request that it be discontinued. Often this action alone will 
resolve the problem. AI recognizes, however, that an individual may prefer to 
pursue the matter through the complaint procedures.  
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Early reporting and intervention have proven to be the most effective method of 
resolving actual or perceived incidents of harassment.  While no fixed reporting 
period has been established, AI strongly urges the prompt reporting of 
complaints or concerns so that rapid and constructive action can be taken. AI will 
make every effort to stop alleged harassment before it becomes severe or 
pervasive, but can do so only with the cooperation of its employees.  Therefore: 
 

- Supervisor, managers, department heads and all management personnel 
are required to immediately report any information or knowledge they may 
have concerning any violation or alleged violation of this policy to the 
Director of Human Resources or the President/CEO. 
 

- Human Resources will conduct a confidential investigation.  Only those 
parties that have a “need to know” will be involved in the investigation.  

 
The investigation may include individual interviews with the parties 
involved and, where necessary, with individuals who may have observed 
the alleged conduct or may have other relevant knowledge.  
 

- Pending the outcome of the investigation, in some cases the employee(s) 
involved may be temporary suspended to allow time to fully investigate the 
matter.  
 
This suspension may be with or without pay.  Human Resources will 
provide their findings within five (5) working days of a receipt of the report 
of harassment or as soon as is feasible. 
 

- After completion of the investigation, the employee’s discipline, if 
warranted, will be documented in accordance with established Human 
Resources policy.  Based on all available facts, disciplinary action up to 
and including immediate termination of employment may result. 
 

- The Program Director/ Manager will report the results and action taken to 
the Board Chair as appropriate. 

 
- The final results of the investigation will be discussed with the appropriate 

individuals. 
 

- If a party to a complaint does not agree with its resolution, that party 
should follow the Conflict Resolution procedure (Policy 2.07).  

 

Confidentiality will be maintained throughout the investigatory process to the 
extent consistent with adequate investigation and appropriate corrective action.  
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Retaliation against an individual for reporting harassment or discrimination or for 
participating in an investigation of a claim of harassment or discrimination is a 
serious violation of this policy and, like harassment or discrimination itself, will be 
subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment. Acts 
of retaliation should be reported immediately and will be promptly investigated 
and addressed.  
 
III. ENFORCEMENT   
 
Misconduct constituting harassment, discrimination or retaliation will be dealt with 
in a timely and appropriate manner according to the policies of AI.  
 
False and malicious complaints of harassment, discrimination or retaliation may 
be the subject of appropriate disciplinary action up to and including termination. 
 
This policy should not, and may not, be used as a basis for excluding or 
separating individuals on the basis of any protected characteristic, from 
participating in business or work-related social activities or discussions in order to 
avoid allegations of harassment. The law and the policies of AI prohibit disparate 
treatment on the basis of any protected characteristic, with regard to terms, 
conditions, and privileges of employment. The prohibitions against harassment, 
discrimination and retaliation are intended to complement and further these 
policies, not to form the basis of an exception to them. 
 
Individuals who have questions or concerns about these policies should consult 
with the Director of Human Resources. 
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INTRODUCTORY PERIOD 
 

Policy Number 1.02 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
All Accessing Independence (AI) employees will be conditionally employed for an 
introductory orientation period of ninety (90) days. As a condition of employment, all 
employees are subject to background clearances which may include, but are not limited 
to criminal history, FBI, and child abuse checks. These clearances must be on file in 
Human Resources within the first thirty (30) days of employment. Failure to meet this 
requirement may result in termination of employment.  

1. This is the time period when both the employee and AI evaluate one another to 
determine if the employment meets the expectations of each party. During this 
time period employees are carefully being evaluated and we hope employees are 
similarly evaluating AI to decide whether or not they wish to work here. 

2. Continuance of employment after satisfactory completion of a new employee’s 
introductory period should in no way be interpreted to mean that AI has 
contracted to offer that employee a lifetime or otherwise specified term position.  
The introductory period is intended to suggest only that an employee who 
performs satisfactory during this period has met the minimum performance 
expectations set by his or her supervisor or department. 

3. AI reserves the right to exercise Pennsylvania’s at-will employee/employer 
relationship. This means that any time during employment AI or the employee 
may terminate the relationship at will for any reason or for no reason at all. 
Employees enter into the employment relationship with AI voluntarily and there is 
no specified length of employment. 

4. A Job Description is reviewed and signed both by the employee and his/her 
supervisor or department head. After it is signed it is to be kept in the employee’s 
file in Human Resources. 

5. The introductory period may be extended for a maximum of an additional ninety 
(90) days when recommended by the supervisor or department head. 

6. A performance appraisal is completed in the month of the first 90-day 
introductory period and prior to the completion of the extended introductory 
period if applicable. 
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7. All new employees are required to attend AI New Hire Orientation upon hire.  
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OPEN POSITION PROCEDURE 
 

Policy Number 1.03 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence (AI) recognizes the importance of offering transfer and 
advancement opportunities to qualified employees within the organization. Existing open 
positions will generally be filled according to the procedures described in this policy, 
utilizing the internal job posting process along with outside recruitment when necessary. 
When new positions are created as a result of organizational restructuring, they will 
generally be filled according to the following procedure. 

EXISTING POSITIONS  

1. The supervisor completes a “Request for Personnel” form in HR Actions, has it 
signed by their supervisor and Program Director and submits it to the Human 
Resources Department for posting. Any addition to staff must also be approved 
by the board chair. 

2. Announcements for existing open positions may be posted on the AI website 
and email. Posting announcements shall include information concerning position 
title, location, working hours, shift, minimum hiring qualifications, a summary of 
the job and the closing date for submitting a transfer request.  

3. To be eligible for a transfer, the employee must have successfully completed a 
ninety (90) day introductory period in his/her present position and must have the 
minimum level of experience, skills, abilities and education necessary for the 
position sought.  

After ninety (90) days in order to be eligible for a transfer you must have a 
“meets expectation” rating in your current position.  Any employee with a rating 
of “unsatisfactory” or “needs improvement” is not eligible to transfer until a 
“meets expectations” rating is reached through a Coaching Action Plan and/or a 
Corrective Action Plan.  The “meets expectation” status must be maintained 
consistently for at least 90 days.    

An employee will not be eligible for a transfer if they are on a current corrective 
action plan. If an exception is made for an employee, it must be approved by the 
Program Director and Director of Human Resources. 
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4. Eligible employees who are interested in applying for a posted position are to 
complete a “Transfer Request” form (form may be completed in HR Actions). 
This form must be signed by the employee's supervisor and then forwarded to 
the Human Resources Department, which will evaluate the request, validate the 
employee’s eligibility and forward the form to the hiring supervisor. Transfer 
requests will be accepted at any time until the closing date for a transfer request, 
and will be considered along with any outside candidates. 

5. A Human Resources representative and the hiring supervisor may interview 
eligible candidates and select the most qualified applicant. If the most qualified 
applicant is an existing AI employee, the releasing supervisor and the receiving 
supervisor will coordinate the transfer. Internal applicants not selected will be 
notified by the human resources department and the hiring manager to help 
identify potential growth opportunities.   

6. Where appropriate, the employee’s appraisal period and annual review date may 
be adjusted following a transfer.  

ORGANIZATIONAL RESTRUCTURING – NEW POSITIONS  

1. When new positions are created or redefined as a result of organizational 
restructuring, AI may select a qualified internal/external candidate to fill the 
position without posting the vacancy announcement.  

2. Any decision by AI to fill a new or redefined position without posting the vacancy 
shall be made without consideration to race, color, religion, sex, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, national origin, age, protected veteran or disabled 
status, or genetic information. 

3. All decisions for filling open positions shall be made by AI in its sole discretion, 
considering the needs and resources of the organization. 
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CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT 
 

Policy Number 1.04 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision  Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date July 2010 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence to offer employment without regard to  race, 
color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, age, disability, 
marital status, citizenship, national origin, genetic information, or any other characteristic 
protected by law.  
  

Conditions of employment include but are not limited to: 
1. Must be at least 18 years of age; 
2. Provides degree and transcripts for any further education required by a specific 

role; 
3. Completes and signs an employment application and/or provides a resume listing 

previous employment experience (if applicable).   
4. Has at least two positive work-related verification/references; 
5. Satisfies all required health screenings (if applicable); 
6. Satisfies Motor Vehicle Record check (when applicable); provides up-to-date 

auto insurance information (when applicable) and has reliable transportation as 
required by job duties; 

7. All offers of employment are contingent upon clear results of thorough 
background checks.  Background checks include: 

a. Social Security Verification 
b. Criminal History from Pennsylvania State Policy (PATCH); must meet the 

guidelines set forth by the Office of the Aging by date of hire. 
c. Child Abuse History Certification (ChildLine) at the time of offer of 

employment and every 60 months thereafter 
d. If a child (under the age of 18) resides within participant(s) home, 

Fingerprints based federal criminal history submitted through the 
Pennsylvania State Police or it’s authorized agent (FBI) are required 
(DHS).  

e. If an applicant has not been a resident of Pennsylvania for the last 
two years a second Fingerprint must be completed (Office of Aging) 
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f. Successful completion of exclusion from participation as defined in policy 
# 1.09 

8. All offers of employment are contingent upon a satisfactory employment drug 
screen. 

Candidates must complete a background check authorization form and return it to 
Human Resources.  Human Resources will order the background checks upon receipt of 
the signed release and any other appropriate form.  Human Resources staff or an 
employment screening service will conduct the checks.  A designated HR representative 
will review results.   

An HR representative will notify the hiring manager regarding the results of the check.  In 
instances where negative or incomplete information is obtained, the program leader 
along with Human Resources will assess the potential risks related to the job’s 
requirements and determine whether the individual should be hired to continue 
employment. 

If a child under the age of 18 resides within the home three certifications must be 
obtained prior to providing services (criminal history, fingerprint -DHS and child abuse 
history certification).  These three certifications must be completed every 60 months. 

If a decision not to hire a candidate is made based on the results of a background check 
or other screenings, there may be certain additional Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) 
requirements that will be handled by Human Resources in conjunction with the 
employment screening service (if applicable). 

Information will be maintained in the Human Resources File. 

No representative of AI has any authority to enter into any agreement for employment for 
any specified period of time or to assure any other personnel action, either prior to 
commencement of employment or make any agreement without approval from the 
Director of Human Resources. AI reserves the right to exercise Pennsylvania’s at-will 
employee/employer relationship. This means that any time during employment AI or the 
employee may terminate the relationship at will for any reason or for no reason at all. 
Employees enter into the employment relationship with AI voluntarily and there is no 
specified length of employment. The handbook is not intended as a contract of 
employment. It is the employee’s responsibility to be familiar with and comply with all 
policies and procedures as described in the employee handbook.  Failure to comply with 
these policies will be subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination of 
employment.   

III. ENFORCEMENT     
Any falsification of education, qualifications or eligibility requirements for employment will 
result in immediate termination.   
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Failure to return background checks results within a reasonable time frame from request 
and receipt of results will result in disciplinary action up to and including termination of 
employment. 
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EMPLOYMENT OF RELATIVES 
 

Policy Number 1.05 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence will consider hiring family members or relatives when their 
background, experience and qualifications meet the needs for an open position. The 
purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines for the employment of these relatives. 
However, under certain circumstances, employment of relatives for particular positions 
may not be acceptable. These circumstances are described below. 

DEFINITIONS:  
1. A relative is defined as a person connected to the employee by blood, marriage 

or living in the same household. 

2. The conditions of employment of close relatives are: 
a. Relatives as defined above may not be employed in the same 

program/department during the same working hours, in positions where 
collusion could represent an internal control weakness or where there is 
security sensitivity. A security sensitive position is where the job duties 
include access to or custody of AI assets or confidential information. 

b. Relatives as defined above may not be employed where one may 
supervise the other directly. 

c. If an employee marries or lives in the same household as his or her 
supervisor, one will be transferred to other duties at the earliest 
opportunity, or, in the case of a security sensitive position, immediately. If 
a transfer is not possible, one of the employees must resign. 

d. In the case of Direct Care Staff, a relative and/or friend residing in the 
same household may provide care to a participant receiving services from 
AI. Services may not be rendered by a Direct Care Staff if the 
relationship is a spouse, power of attorney (POA) of that individual, parent 
of a child under eighteen (18) years of age, and is listed as a beneficiary 
of any life insurance benefits.  Direct Care Staff in relations to relatives 
and friends living in the same household may only be compensated for 
services approved by the employer and authorized in the ISP.  All Direct 
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Care Staff who are living in the same household and/or caring for a 
relative and/or friend must follow specific guidelines as outlined in the 
Direct Care Agreement of Relatives and/or Friends. 

3. Inter-departmental transfers of relatives will follow the same guidelines as 
outlined above. 

4. Applicants will receive no special consideration resulting from the relationship 
with the existing employee. Applicants of family members must meet the same 
qualifications and criteria as other candidates. 

5. Department heads, managers, or supervisors must consult with the Director of 
Human Resources before hiring or transferring a relative. Consultation applies to 
actions affecting employment in the same department/program during the same 
working hours, where collusion could represent an internal control weakness, 
when there is security sensitivity, or where one may supervise the other directly. 

III. ENFORCEMENT   

AI in conjunction with Human Resources will make employment actions/decisions based 
on job-related criteria only. 
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CLASSIFICATIONS OF EMPLOYMENT 
 

Policy Number 1.06 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence to establish employee classifications to 
ensure uniform application of all policies and benefits. 

DEFINITIONS: 

Exempt: A regular full time employee, who is paid a fixed dollar amount or salary on a bi-
weekly basis. These employees have a regular schedule of work hours, which may 
sometimes be more or less than 40 hours per week. These employees are in positions 
which are defined under the Fair Labor Standards Act as exempt. They are exempt from 
the minimum wage and the overtime provisions of FLSA. To qualify for exemption status, 
a position must pass certain tests regarding job duties being performed. Job titles do not 
determine exemption status. In order for an exemption to apply, an employee’s specific 
job duties and salary must meet the requirements set forth by Wage and Hour 
Department (FLSA) regulations. 

Non-Exempt: Hourly employees hired with an understanding of a fixed hourly rate. 
Overtime is paid at a rate of one and one-half times the regular rate of pay after 40 hours 
of work in a work week.  

CLASSIFICATIONS OF EMPLOYMENT: 

A. Full time employee: An employee who is regularly scheduled to work thirty five 
(35) hours or more per week for a non-specified period of time will be eligible for 
all company sponsored benefits. 

B. Part time employee: An employee who is regularly scheduled to work less than 
thirty five (35) hours per week for a non-specified period of time. These 
employees are eligible for minimal company sponsored benefits. 
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C. Variable hours employee: An employee whose work schedule and work hours 
are determined from week to week for a non-specified period of time.  These 
employees are eligible for minimal company sponsored benefits. 

D. Temporary employee: An employee who will work a pre-determined amount of 
hours for a pre-determined time period not to exceed six (6) consecutive months 
without further review. 

E. Intern: An individual performing in a special status for a specified period of time 
(i.e. summer, academic semester, etc.) 

ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL:  

1. Individuals holding jobs required to maintain the AIs personal care services 24 
hours a day and 7 days a week. Employees who regularly provide direct care 
services to Participants, Participants or residents in AI Programs are considered 
essential personnel. This would be Personal Care Attendants and Transitional 
Care Attendants. 

2. In situations of staffing shortages, essential personnel will be asked to accept 
assignments to ensure service provision. Direct care staff should make every 
reasonable effort to accept these assignments.  

3. Essential personnel may be required to stay and work overtime to ensure the 
health and safety of the participant, resident or program participant. 
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AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
 

Policy Number 1.07 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence (AI) complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
and the Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act of 2008 (ADAAA) applicable 
state and local laws providing for nondiscrimination in employment against qualified 
individuals on the basis of disability.  Accessing Independence also provides reasonable 
accommodation for such individuals in accordance with these laws.  It is the policy of 
Accessing Independence to: 
 

 Ensure that qualified individuals are treated in a nondiscriminatory manner in the 
pre-employment process and that employees with disabilities are treated in 
nondiscriminatory manner in all terms, conditions, and privileges of employment.   

 
 Keep all medical-related information confidential in accordance with the 

requirements of the ADA and ADAAA, retain such information in separate 
confidential files. 
 

 Provide applicants and employees with disabilities with reasonable 
accommodation, except where such an accommodation would create an undue 
hardship on Accessing Independence. 
 

Procedure for Requesting an Accommodation: 
Qualified individuals with disabilities may make requests for reasonable accommodation 
to the Human Resources Director.  Upon receipt of an accommodation request, the 
Human Resources Director will meet with the individuals to discuss and identify the 
precise limitations resulting from the disability and the potential accommodation that 
Accessing Independence might make to help overcome these limitations.  Human 
Resources, in conjunction with other individuals who have a need to know information 
and who assist in the process, will determine the feasibility of the requested 
accommodation.  The Human Resources Director and/or HR designee will engage in a 
good faith interactive process with the employee to decide on a an appropriate and 
effective accommodation. 
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EXCLUSION FROM PARTICIPATION 
 

Policy Number 1.08 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
This Policy applies to all providers enrolled in the Medical Assistance (MA) Program’s 
Fee-for-Service (FFS) and the managed care delivery systems. 

II. POLICY 
The purpose of the policy is for Accessing Independence (AI) to screen their employees, 
interns, board members and vendor/contractors, both individuals and entities, who 
participate in the Medical Assistance Program with the PA Department of Health 
Services. The screening takes place at time of hire and thereafter, on an ongoing 
monthly basis to determine if they have been excluded from participation in Medicare, 
Medicaid or any other federal health care program. 

GUIDELINES: 

In order to protect the Medical Assistance Program against payments for items or services 
furnished, ordered or prescribed by excluded individuals and/or entities, to establish sound 
compliance practices and to prevent potential monetary and other sanctions, Human 
Resources  will use  EPStaffCheck system to determine exclusion status: 

a. Pennsylvania Medicheck List:  a data base maintained by the Department of 
Human Services that identifies providers, individuals, and other entities that are 
precluded from participation in Pennsylvania’s Medical Assistance Program: 

 http://www.humanservices.state.pa.us/Medchk/MedchkSearch/Index  
b. List of Excluded Individuals Entities (LEIE): a data base maintained by HHS-

OIG that identifies individuals or entities that have been excluded nationwide from 
participation in any federal health care program.  An individual or entity included in 
the LEIE is ineligible to participate, either directly or indirectly, in the Medical 
Assistance Program: 
https://oig.hhs.gov/exclusions/index.asp 

c. Excluded Parties List System (EPLS):  World wide data base maintained by the 
General Services Administration (GSA) that provides information about parties that 
are excluded from receiving federal contracts, certain subcontracts, and certain 
federal financial and nonfinancial assistance and benefits: 

 https://federalcontractorregistry.com/?utm_source=msn&utm_medium=cpc&utm_
campaign=SAM+Registration&utm_term=government%20sams%20registration&msclkid
=9e5b37d3be841df0248768b2b5f56f66     
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d. Office of Inspector General – Most Wanted Fugitives: The OIG-LEIE Most 
Wanted web page contains information about OIG’s most wanted health care 
fugitives that have yet to be caught and convicted. More information on this 
database and these individuals can be found on their official website. 
https://oig.hhs.gov/fraud/fugitives/ 

e. Office of Foreign Assets Control – Specially Designation Nationals: SDN is the 
U.S. Treasury Specially Designation Nationals List. The Office of Foreign Assets 
Control administers and enforces economic sanctions programs primarily against 
countries and groups of individuals, such as terrorist and narcotics traffickers. This 
list consists of individuals and companies owned, controlled, or acting on behalf of 
targeted countries, groups, and individuals.  
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/office-of-foreign-assets-control-sanctions-
programs-and-information 

AI will immediately self-report any discovered exclusion of an employee, board member 
or vendor/contractor, either and individual or entity, to the Bureau of Program Integrity: 

- Via e-mail through the Medical Assistance Provider Compliance form at the 
following link: https://www.dhs.pa.gov/contact/DHS-Offices/Pages/OA-
Bureau%20of%20Program%20Integrity.aspx  

- By U.S. mail at the following address: 
Department of Human Services 
Office of Administration 
P O Box 2675 
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2675 
  Or 

- By fax at: 1-717-772-4655 or 1-717-772-4638 
-  Phone:  1-844-347-8477 

AI will develop and maintain auditable documentation of screening efforts, including 
dates the screenings were performed and the source data checked and its day of most 
recent update; and  

AI will periodically conduct self-audits to determine compliance with all requirements. 

VIOLATIONS: 

If AI discovers any employee, board of director member, intern, and/or vendor/contractor 
to be excluded from participating in the Medical Assistance (MA) Program, we will 
immediately communicate our findings to the department leader, suspend employment 
(paid or unpaid) and/or service from the individual and/or vendor/contractor and 
immediately begin an investigation in to the matter. 

If, after completing our investigation, we find that an employee, board member, intern, 
and/or vendor/contractor remains excluded in the MA Program, AI will take appropriate 
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action up to and including termination of employment and/or internship; removal from our 
board of directors and/or termination of services with a vendor/contractor. 
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SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER VERIFICATION 
 

Policy Number 1.09 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence (AI) to verify that all newly hired employees are 
employed with a Social Security number that is verified with the Department of Health and 
Human Services – Social Security Administration (SSA). 

PURPOSE: 

SSA will verify Social Security Numbers (SSNs) solely to ensure that the records of newly 
hired, current or former employees are correct for the purpose of completing Internal 
Revenue Service form W-2 (Wage and Tax Statement). 

The following is the website used to verify Social Security Numbers: 

https://secure.ssa.gov/acu/LoginWeb/loginHandler.do  

All paper copies of SSN Verification Results are kept in a secure location in the Human 
Resources office.  
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CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK 
 

Policy Number 1.10 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
Applicants and all employees 

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence (AI) requires a criminal background check for applicants being 
considered for employment. 

PROCEDURE: 

- If the individual has been a resident of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for at 
least two (2) consecutive years preceding the date of the request, the only 
requirement is a State Police criminal record check and child abuse clearance. The 
report is obtained through the Pennsylvania State Police online service, 
Pennsylvania Access to Criminal History (PATCH) website.  Some positions may 
require an FBI fingerprint check despite being a PA resident for two consecutive 
years.   

- If the individual has NOT been a resident of Pennsylvania for the two (2) 
consecutive years immediately preceding the date of the request, the individual 
must obtain a Department of Aging letter of determination based on an FBI 
Background Check.  It is the responsibility of the individual to obtain the results of 
this letter and submit to Human Resources in a timely fashion.  Failure to submit 
results will result in suspension and/or disciplinary action including termination.   
Human Resources will register them for an appointment.  From this application, 
Human Resources will provide the individual with a fingerprint appointment 
confirmation that is taken to specified fingerprinting center. Human Resources will 
receive notification that the determination letter was mailed to the employee.   

- AI will consider the Prohibitive Offences Contained in Act 169 of 1996 as Amended 
by Act 13 to determine whether to hire the applicant. 

- The expense of the criminal background check and child clearance check will be 
initially incurred by Accessing Independence, but will be payroll deducted from the 
employee over a maximum of two pay periods.  

- Criminal background checks and clearances will be kept in the employee file.   
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- Any concerns or complaints regarding the criminal reports are to be directed to the 
agency performing the background check(s) or clearances: PA State Police, 
Department of Aging and/or the Department of Human Services. 

- If an applicant attempts to withhold information or falsify information pertaining to 
previous convictions, the candidate will be disqualified from further employment 
consideration in any position with AI due to falsification of an application. 

- Human Resources will keep the information obtained from the State Police criminal 
history records, child clearances, and the Department of Health and/or the 
Department of Aging letters of determination regarding Federal criminal history 
records confidential and use it solely to determine an applicant’s eligibility to be 
hired, on roster, or retained.  

- AI may hire an applicant for employment on a provisional basis, pending receipt of a 
criminal history report, as applicable, as long as the appropriate conditions outlined 
in the PA Homecare regulations are met. 

Specifically: 
1. Applicant applied for criminal history and ChildLine verification, if applicable, 

AND provided copy of completed request forms to AI. 
2. AI has no knowledge that would disqualify applicant pursuant to tampering 

with public record information pursuant to 18 PA. C.S.§4911. 
3. Applicant swears or affirms in writing that he/she is not disqualified from 

employment under chapter 611 because of criminal acts. A list of crimes 
that may disqualify a person from employment is provided. 

4. Applicant will not be assigned until the provisionally hired applicant has met 
the competency requirements. 

5. Applicants awaiting a criminal background check will be monitored by AI 
through random, direct observation and participant feedback and document 
the results in the individual’s file. 

6. Applicant awaiting a ChildLine verification may not provide services without 
being directly supervised by someone who has already had their ChildLine 
verification. 

7. Applicant who has been a resident of PA for two (2) consecutive years or 
more shall not serve a provisional period of more than thirty (30) days; 
applicant who has NOT been a resident of PA for two (2) consecutive years 
or more shall not serve a provisional period of more than ninety (90) days. 
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IMMUNIZATION AND PPD TESTING PROGRAM 
 

Policy Number 1.11 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All interns and employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence (AI) to offer a voluntary immunization program 
and tuberculosis testing (PPD) to all employees. 

HEPATITIS B VACCINE 
1. Employees who have the potential for exposure to blood and body fluids will be 

offered the vaccine free of charge. 

2. Employees who choose not to receive the vaccine upon employment will sign a 
declination form, and may, at any time while employed with AI, choose to receive 
the vaccine free of charge 

3. UDSF will pay for the appropriate charges for immunizations one time only.   Copies 
of the results will not be released to the employee. 

 

TUBERCULOSIS TESTING (PPD) 
1. Employees who have direct exposure with participants will be required to have PPD 

testing (1-step and/or 2-step depending on position) completed before being placed 
on the schedule. PPD requirements will be based on program regulations. 

2. After having the PPD test, the employee must return to the place of administration 
to have the results read. The employee must return within 48 to 72 hours. If the 
employee fails to return during that time frame the test is void and will need to be re-
administered. The second test will be at the expense of the employee. 

3. If an employee has a positive reaction to the PPD test, it is the employee’s 
responsibility to obtain further medical advice as to how to proceed. 

PROCEDURE: 

1. Employees should contact the Human Resources Office to obtain information for 
the healthcare facility that will be administering the immunizations or PPDs. 

2. AI will pay for appropriate charges for immunizations and PPDs. The results will 
not be released to employees. Positive PPD results requiring a chest x-ray for 
new employees will be the responsibility of the individual.  
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PERSONAL IMAGE AND CONDUCT 
 
Policy Number 2.01 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence that all employees will present a positive image 
at all times to participants, visitors, co-workers and the public in general.  Their behavior, 
language, attire and hygiene must be consistent with that image. 

As an employee of AI it is important to present ourselves as professional providers in the 
communities in which we serve.  The success of AI is determined in part by establishing 
and maintaining a proper professional atmosphere, which is determined by the image we 
project as well as the manner in which services and business is conducted. 

ALL AI OFFICES AND ENVIRONMENTS 

All employees who work in any AI office environment will utilize a “business casual” dress 
code Monday through Friday. We recognize there may be situations requiring 
“professional” attire (i.e. no jeans). If you are conducting or attending business meetings, 
seminars or other business functions you are expected to represent AI in an appropriate 
manner. Know your audience and represent AI accordingly to promote a positive company 
image. 

General Guidelines: 
Monday – Friday:  Business Casual attire includes dress pants, khakis/dockers, corduroys, 
denim pants and/or jeans  free of frays and holes, appropriate length skirts including but not 
limited to jean skirts, dresses, dress shirts, blouses, collared shirts, polo shirts, turtlenecks, 
blazers, sports jackets, suits or any other attire that presents a professional appearance. 

Things that are prohibited include:  t-shirts displaying advertisements, sweatshirts, 
sweatpants, shorts, athletic attire, halter tops, spaghetti straps or any attire that in the sole 
opinion of the supervisor is inappropriate for work.   

No tattered or torn jeans will be permitted.  Overall good judgment, modesty and 
professionalism should prevail when working on AI property or representing AI in the 
community. 
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If your supervisor considers your attire inappropriate, you may be required to leave work 
and return in acceptable attire.  In this situation, the employee would not receive pay for 
time away from work. 

Exceptions: 

- When a staff employee performs activities with participants or special projects at the 
office, the attire may be more casual to allow for comfort and safety.  These 
exceptions should be approved by the immediate supervisor in advance. 

- Employees participating in any Company-sponsored event or initiative. 

- Proper footwear should also be considered based upon job task to limit slips, trips, 
and falls. 

DIRECT CARE STAFF 

1. Direct care staff should present a neat and well-groomed appearance in proper 
attire. Examples of proper attire include jeans and plain or AI logo colored T-
shirts or scrubs.  

T-shirts should not display advertisements, logos or other written material. In 
nice weather shorts that end 2 inches above the knee would also be appropriate. 
For safety, earrings and jewelry should be an appropriate length to avoid a 
potential choking hazard.   

2. Proper footwear is required. Proper footwear is defined as shoes having heel and 
toes enclosed with a good non-skid sole. 

3. Mild scented products, including, but not limited to perfume, cologne, after-shave, 
or body lotions may be worn in moderation, but should be discontinued if 
participants, visitors, or co-workers express a concern. 

PUBLIC RELATIONS 

AI is accountable to the community and the participants it serves. Staff will frequently 
find themselves in the public eye. Thus each individual and the staff as a whole have a 
responsibility for public relations. All AI personnel must be sure their specific actions 
always support the mission statement of the organization. All media inquiry will be 
directed to the Executive Director or the designated spokesperson as appropriate. 

PERSONAL PHONE CALLS 

1. AI telephones are intended for business use. You may not charge long distance 
personal calls to AI. Personal, long distance calls made from the main office, 
residential, or other AI facilities must be made collect or charged to a third party. 

2. Personal phone calls/text should be kept to a minimum. These calls/text may be 
disruptive to your effectiveness on the job.  

PERSONAL PHONE CALLS – DIRECT CARE STAFF 
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Direct care staff should not be receiving nor making phone calls, viewing material on the 
internet including but not limited to videos, and/ or texting while at their participant’s 
home or while working within an AI location. This includes the use of an employee’s cell 
phone.  AI’s phone number should be given as the place of employment. In emergency 
situations, a message will be taken and then be communicated to the employee. This 
preserves the privacy of the participant by not giving out his/her home phone number. 
Only in certain circumstances and with the permission of the participant may his/her 
phone number be given out. 
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SMOKE FREE & TOBACCO FREE CAMPUS 
 

Policy Number 2.02 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees, contractors and visitors 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence to provide and maintain a healthful and clean 
working environment for all employees. AI is committed to our employees’ health and 
safety.   In support of laws that prohibit smoking in public areas, AI is a Smoke-Free and 
Tobacco Free Campus. 

Employees are prohibited from smoking, using tobacco products (including, but not 
limited to, cigarettes, pipes, vaping, e-cigarettes, cigars, snuff, or chewing tobacco) 
within AI, within any of its subsidiary facilities, in any company owned or leased vehicles 
or on grounds owned or leased by AI except as specifically designated at each corporate 
location. This includes all locations and participant homes, 24 hours per day and applies 
equally to employees, participants, contractors and visitors.  

III. ENFORCEMENT   
All individuals share in the responsibility for adhering to and enforcing the policy. 
Employees wishing to smoke may do so during their scheduled break and meal periods. 
Supervisors should set clear expectations regarding break periods for all direct reports. 
Discarding smoking materials on AI grounds (including the parking lots) is strictly 
prohibited.   
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND EMPLOYEE BUSINESS ETHICS 
 

Policy Number 2.03 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence that officers, administration, managers and 
employees shall conduct themselves, at all times, and in a manner consistent with 
commonly accepted ethical and moral business practice, in keeping with the mission and 
values of AI. 

Honesty and integrity are the foundation of relationships.  Any accomplishment achieved by 
violating moral principles or the established laws and regulations of the Commonwealth of 
PA or United States shall not be condoned. 

1. Commercial or political bribery to gain business is prohibited. All advertising and 
promotion shall be truthful and in good taste. No employee of AI is authorized to 
make written or oral promises or assurances that knowingly cannot be kept or 
supported. 

2. AI shall not engage the services of any consultant, sales representative, attorney, 
accountant, or other agent who does not abide by AI's policies on ethical business 
practice. Fees, commissions and expenses paid to such persons shall be based 
upon actual and proper services rendered. 

3. No employee of AI shall engage in business transactions with AI where the 
business transaction or the individual's personal relationship to AI can be 
construed to be a direct or indirect conflict of interest without full disclosure to the 
Program Director/Manager. 

4. No employee of AI will coerce, directly or indirectly, another provider to: 
a. Refer MA recipients to other providers for financial consideration. 
b. Offer, pay or accept remuneration to or from other providers for MA 

recipient referrals. 
c. Lease or rent space, shelves or equipment within another provider’s 

office. However; this does not preclude a provider from owning or 
investing in a building in which space is leased for adequate and fair 
consideration. 
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d. Solicit, receive or offer a kickback, payment, gift, bribe or rebate for 
arranging or recommending the purchase, lease, or ordering of goods, 
facilities, services or items for which payment is made under MA. 

5. To protect participants and employees from financial exploitation, care must be 
taken to avoid conflict of interest by employees when financial gain is at 
question. As a matter of policy: 

a. No employee shall solicit gifts, favors, money or other items of value from 
participants/recipients or any other person on behalf of recipients. Many 
participants, as a token of their appreciation, will give low cost items, such 
as candy, flowers, fruit baskets, etc. to individual employees. Employees 
may accept such gifts so as not to offend the donor. Gifts valued in 
excess of $25.00, gift cards or cash in any amount, shall not be accepted 
by any AI employee. 

b. Gifts or entertainment from vendors or other business affiliates of AI 
should not be accepted if such acceptance can be construed as a conflict 
between the personal interests of the employee, the interest of AI or the 
interest of the vendor. 

c. No employee shall maintain a fiduciary (e.g. representative payee) 
relationship with participant/recipient or otherwise making decisions 
about, or managing, participant’s/recipient’s personal funds. 

d. No employee shall be named as the beneficiary of any 
participant’s/recipient’s life insurance policy. 

e. No employee shall serve as any participants/recipient’s legal guardian or 
power of attorney. 

f. No employee shall borrow or lend money (i.e. check, cash, cards to 
include, but not limited to) or personal property from any 
participant/recipient. 

g. Employees shall respect the knowledge, life experiences, views, desires 
and any religious preference of the participant. 

h. In order for AI to maintain a professional relationship with participants, 
ensure compliance with state/federal laws, meet program objectives, and 
in the best interest of the participant, it is strictly prohibited for an AI 
employee to reside with a participant.  ILS employees should refer to 
Policy 1.06 Employment of Relatives Section 2, d.   

i. An employee may not accept private pay from a participant when the 
employee is already working scheduled hours through AI for that same 
participant. 

j. Refer to the HR Policy on Employment of Relatives. 

III. ENFORCEMENT   
Employees who deviate from this policy will be subject to disciplinary action up to and 
including termination. 
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WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION POLICY 
 

Policy Number 2.04 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees and volunteers  

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence (AI) has a longstanding reputation for conducting business 
with the highest ethical standards and integrity, earning us the trust of our customers, 
suppliers, coworkers and the general public. The source of our reputation is the loyalty, 
dedication, honesty and integrity of each employee and/or representative in fulfilling their 
commitments to AI, the customers we serve and to all parties with whom we do 
business. Maintaining our good name requires that we all do our jobs with full fidelity to 
the customers, suppliers, and to AI, itself, and its resources and property. The 
employees are also accountable to comply with all applicable laws and regulations. 

REPORTING RESPONSIBILITY: 

This Whistleblower Policy is intended to encourage and enable employees and others to 
raise serious concerns internally so that AI can investigate, address and correct 
inappropriate conduct and actions. It is the responsibility and duty of all board members, 
officers, employees and volunteers to report ethical concerns or suspected violations of 
law or regulations that govern AI operations. 

NO RETALIATION: 

It is contrary to the values of AI for anyone to retaliate against any board member, 
officer, employee, volunteer, or participant who, in good faith, reports an ethics violation, 
or suspected violation of the law, such as a complaint of discrimination, or suspected 
fraud, or suspected violations of any regulation governing the operations of AI. An 
employee who retaliates against someone who has reported a violation in good faith is 
subject to discipline up to and including termination of employment or dismissal from the 
volunteer position. 

REPORTING PROCEDURE: 

Accessing Independence has an open door policy and suggests that employees first 
discuss their questions, concerns, suggestions or complaints with his or her supervisor 
or department/program manager. If after this discussion there are reasonable grounds to 
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believe the concern is valid, the individual should report the concern to the Director of 
Human Resources. In addition, if the employee is not comfortable speaking with his or 
her direct leadership team or they are not satisfied with their response, the employee is 
encouraged to speak with the Director of Human Resources directly. If the concern was 
reported verbally to the Director of Human Resources, the reporting individual, with the 
assistance from the Director of Human Resources, will memorialize the situation in 
writing for clarity purposes.   

The Director of Human Resources is required to promptly (within five business days) 
report all concerns directly to the Executive Director. This committee has specific and 
exclusive responsibility to acknowledge and begin to investigate all concerns (within a 
reasonable time not to exceed 30 days). If the Director of Human Resources does not 
swiftly report the concern to the Program Director/Manager of AI, the reporting employee 
should go directly to the Executive Director. 

Concerns may also be submitted anonymously. Such anonymous concerns should be in 
writing and sent directly to the Director of Human Resources. It will not be possible to 
acknowledge receipt of anonymously submitted concerns. 

Concerns from Directors or other Volunteers should also be submitted in writing to the 
Director of Human Resources, the Program Director of AI or the Chairman of the Board 
at 2270 Erin Court, Lancaster, PA  17601. 

All reports will be promptly investigated, and appropriate corrective action will be 
recommended to the Executive Committee of the Board of Directors, if warranted by the 
investigation.  In some cases the employees involved may be temporarily suspended to 
allow time to fully investigate the matter.  Deductions are permissible for unpaid 
disciplinary suspensions of one or more full days imposed in good faith for workplace 
conduct rule infractions.  In addition, action taken must include a conclusion and/or 
follow-up with the person who submitted the concern for complete closure. 

The Director of Human Resources or the Program Director of AI have the authority to 
retain outside legal counsel, accountants, private investigators, or any other resource 
necessary to conduct a full and complete investigation of the allegations. 

ACTING IN GOOD FAITH: 

Anyone reporting a concern must act in good faith and have reasonable grounds for 
believing the information disclosed indicates an improper violation of AI policy or the law. 
The act of making allegations that prove to be unsubstantiated, and that prove to have 
been made maliciously, recklessly or with the foreknowledge that the allegations are 
false, will be viewed as a serious disciplinary offense and may result in discipline, up to 
and including dismissal from the volunteer position or termination of employment.  Such 
conduct may also give rise to other actions, including civil lawsuits. 
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CONFIDENTIALITY: 

Reports of concerns, and investigations pertaining thereto, shall be kept confidential to 
the extent possible, consistent with the need to conduct an adequate investigation.  
Disclosure of reports of concerns to individuals not involved in the investigation will be 
viewed as a serious disciplinary offense and may result in discipline, up to and including 
termination of employment.  Such conduct may also give rise to other actions, including 
civil lawsuits. 
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OTHER EMPLOYMENT 
 

Policy Number 2.05 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence (AI) to establish guidelines for employees 
who are engaged in work outside of AI. 

1. AI does not object to its employees pursuing work outside of AI provided that such 
activity does not hinder the employee from meeting the performance standards of 
their position(s). 

2. Employment with AI is considered to be primary.  An employee who has outside 
employment is still required to attend all mandatory meetings and/or trainings.  
Employees should be aware that other employment is not a legitimate excuse for 
refusal to complete a specific project, finish the employee's shift, and work any 
overtime assignment which may arise during the course of a shift, attend specific 
training requirements or attend mandatory meetings.  

3. Any outside employment that may be in conflict with AI's mission and business 
philosophy shall be reported to and approved by the employee's supervisor prior to 
accepting employment with another employer. 

4. Failure to maintain the performance standards of the position could lead to 
disciplinary action up to and including termination for unsatisfactory performance. 

5. An employee may not work for the same participant under both AI and the 
participant model. 
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS 
 

Policy Number 2.06 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence to conduct employee performance appraisals 
to foster growth and performance of all employees.  

1. Performance appraisals will be completed annually. New employees and 
employees transferred or promoted to new positions will have a performance 
appraisal following 90 days in the position.  Should an employee receive a 
performance appraisal rating of (2.87) or below the employee will receive a 
Coaching Action Plan (CAP). 

2. Based on program and position, a performance appraisal will be scheduled 
annually from date of hire and will continue on this schedule until such time as a 
change in position occurs or will be reviewed annually in accordance with the 
Focal Point Appraisal process.  Annual reviews will occur specifically for 
Essential Personnel (i.e. Personal Care Attendants).  Focal Point Appraisals will 
be based upon position title and initiated by Human Resources in July. 

3. The date of performance appraisal will be adjusted when an employee is on a leave 
of absence which extends more than six weeks. The date of the annual 
performance appraisal will be adjusted forward by the number of weeks of the 
leave. The appraisal will be scheduled after the employee returns and has worked 
the number of weeks on the leave.  

4. Performance appraisals are considered mandatory and hourly employees will be 
compensated for time during the appraisal up to a maximum of 1.5 hours. Mileage 
will follow HR Policy Travel Expense & Liability. 
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION PROCEDURE 
 

Policy Number 2.07 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
The policy of Accessing Independence is to provide guidelines for resolving problems and 
provide fair and honest treatment in every aspect of employment for all employees.  

AI is striving to provide the best possible working conditions for its employees. Part of this 
commitment is encouraging open and frank communication in which any problem, conflict, 
suggestion or question is answered quickly and accurately by AI supervisors or 
management. To fulfill this commitment, AI has established the following standards and 
procedures. 

1. Supervisors and managers are expected to treat each employee with respect, to 
not demonstrate personal prejudice, or grant unfair advantage to one employee 
over another.  

2. Each employee has the right to express his or her views concerning AI policies and 
practices to management in a positive and constructive manner. 

3. Each employee is responsible for following AI rules of conduct, policies, and 
practices. Should an employee disagree with an AI policy or practice, the employee 
is invited to express his or her disagreement through the AI's conflict resolution 
procedure. Unless and until the disagreement is resolved to the contrary, an 
employee is expected to comply with the disputed policy or practice until the 
disagreement is resolved. 

4. No employee will be subject to reprimand or harassment by anyone as a result of 
initiating a formal or informal complaint, providing testimony or assisting a co-
worker. 

5. Resolving employee issues will not be based on race, color, religion, sex, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, national origin, age, protected veteran or disabled 
status, genetic information, or any other type of discrimination. 
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STEP ONE: 

AI Encourages prompt reporting of complaints or concerns so that rapid and constructive 
action can be taken before relationships become irreparably strained.  Early reporting and 
intervention have proven to be the most effective method of resolving actual or perceived 
incidents.  Every conflict, question, problem or suggestion shall be considered and 
answered as quickly as possible. Employees should resolve informal conflicts with their 
immediate supervisor. If the employee is uncomfortable discussing the issue with your 
immediate supervisor then the employee may request a meeting with the department 
manager. This initial contact should be made within a reasonable period from the time the 
incident occurs, usually five (5) working days. It is the responsibility of the department 
manager to act on the problem and respond to the employee in writing within five (5) 
working days from receipt of the concern. If Step One has not been completed to the 
employee's satisfaction within five (5) working days the employee may proceed to Step 
Two. 

STEP TWO: 

It is the employee's responsibility to submit the concern in writing to his/her department 
head or the Director of Human Resources. The department head will be responsible to act 
on the conflict and respond to the employee in writing within seven (7) working days from 
receipt of the written concern. If after seven (7) working days Step Two has not been 
completed to the employee's satisfaction the employee should consult the Director of 
Human Resources. 
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CORRECTIVE ACTION, DISCIPLINE AND DOCUMENTATION 
 

Policy Number 2.08 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence to provide guidelines for progressive 
discipline for unacceptable behavior or performance by employees in the workplace. 

Our policy is intended to be a progressive program initiated by the supervisor that will be 
followed to assure employees are well informed of their unacceptable performance and 
to assist them in correcting it and avoid future disciplinary consequences. 

There are four steps that may include: 
- Supervisors should consult with Human Resources before proceeding. 

- Verbal Coaching (UAs) or Written Counseling: The Employee Counseling and 
Disciplinary Notice form must be used for the purpose of recording the date, the 
reason the counseling is issued, expectations and future consequences if the 
behavior is not resolved in the specified time period.  Any employee counseling 
during their introductory period shall be conducted face-to-face. 

- Written Warning: Another formal notice to the employee concerning a behavior or 
performance situation is a written warning. Use the Employee Counseling and 
Disciplinary Notice form to describe the reason for taking action, noting previous 
disciplinary actions or warnings for the same or similar situation, check the 
written warning box, indicate expectations and consequences if the behavior or 
performance does not improve within a specified time period. Wherever 
applicable, attach the agreed-upon action plan for solving the problem. 

- Final Written Warning/Disciplinary Suspension: A final notice to the employee 
concerning a behavior or performance situation.  A final warning is documented on 
the Employee Counseling and Disciplinary Notice by describing the reason for 
taking action, noting any previous warnings or disciplinary action, and indicating the 
expectations and consequences should the behavior or performance not improve. 
Wherever applicable, attach the agreed-upon action plan for solving the problem. 
Depending on the severity of the conduct, within discretion of AI, this level of 
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discipline may be accompanied by a disciplinary suspension of one or more 
days. 

- Termination: Separation from employment for failure to correct an unfavorable 
situation or a serious infraction of a policy or procedure. Describe the reason for 
the termination and note previous warnings or disciplinary action.  Terminations 
must be approved by the Director of Human Resources. 

 
AI reserves the right to skip steps in the above process as it deems appropriate. 

CONDUCT RESULTING IN DISCIPLINARY ACTION: 

The following is a partial list of the kinds of improper conduct which, when 
engaged in, shall constitute grounds for disciplinary action, up to and 
including immediate termination: 

1. Stealing, sabotage, or misuse of equipment, tools, credit cards or other 
property belonging to AI, employee of AI any visitor, participant, etc. 

2. Falsification of any AI/payroll records by an employee on his or her own or 
others’ records. 

3. Violating AI’s policy on Non-Discrimination (1.01). 

4. Dishonesty, including any falsification or misrepresentation, providing 
incomplete, misleading or incorrect information in connection with 
preparation of any AI records, including an application for employment. 

5. Violation of established AI HIPAA and/or HITECH policies and/or any 
other known regulation(s) regarding the protection of individually 
identifiable health information. 

6. Unauthorized removal of any AI property or the property of others from the 
premises. 

7. Willful damage, abuse or destruction of AI property or the property of others; 
careless or recklessness causing damage to, defacement or destruction of 
building, equipment or other AI property or the property of others. 

8. Absence from the AI or work schedule for three (3) consecutive days 
without authorization, proper notice or acceptable excuse is considered a 
voluntary resignation 

9. Absence from the AI or work schedule without authorization or proper 
notice, No call/No show. 

10. Violation of AI’s Drug and Alcohol Policy (7.06). 

11. Unauthorized use, possession, conveyance or storage of any firearms, 
explosives or other dangerous weapons on AI property or in work 
environment. 
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12. Insubordination, including refusal to perform work required by a supervisor 
or inappropriate conversations with supervisor. 

13. The use of profane, abusive or threatening language toward fellow 
employees, participants, guests or supervisors. 

14. Fighting, coercing, bullying, interfering with or threatening bodily injury to 
other employees, participants, guests or supervisors. 

15. Any actions involving harassment. 

16. Immoral conduct or indecency. 

17. Any act which might endanger the safety or life of others. 

18. Willful, deliberate or repeated violation of AI safety rules, policies and/or 
procedures, including but not limited to, failure to report accidents and/or 
injuries. 

19. Asking or taking medications prescribed to a participant for own personal 
gain. 

20. Failure to report to work at the end of an approved paid or personal time off, 
holiday, or leave of absence or upon being called back after a layoff. 

21. Engaging in any outside employment, which may be in conflict with AI’s 
mission and philosophy, without the prior knowledge and consent of AI. 

22. Any conduct which is of a serious nature and which, in the sole opinion of 
AI, makes the employee unfit for further service or warrants discharge. 
Examples: Unprofessional behavior, jeopardizing an AI funding source, 
negative behavior among co-workers affecting productivity and morale. 

23. This policy requires all employees to report any arrest(s) and/or convictions 
to Human Resources immediately after they occur. If an employee is 
arrested, but does not report it to Human Resources, it would violate this 
policy and would be grounds for suspension and/or disciplinary action up to 
and including termination.  

24. Acceptance of gifts or gratuities from vendors, outside service providers, 
consultants, participants, or anyone unauthorized to offer such gifts or 
gratuities. See HR Policy – Conflict of Interest and Employee Business 
Ethics (2.03). 

25. Disclosure of confidential AI, participant or employee information to 
unauthorized persons. 

26. Failure to follow established quality and operational standards resulting in 
incomplete or late reports, placing participants in jeopardy, or placing 
licensing requirements in question. 

27. Any charges of abuse, neglect, exploitation, abandonment, serious bodily 
injury, serious injury, and/or sexual abuse. 
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28. Entering a participant’s home or staying in a participant’s home for the 
purpose of performance of any duties when the participant is not home 
without prior approval of an appropriate Program management individual. 

29. Excessive absenteeism or tardiness. 

30. Smoking in undesignated areas. 

31. Unsatisfactory work performance. 

32. Not attending required meetings or trainings.  

33. Engaging in light horseplay where no injury or damage occurs. 

34. Sleeping or other abuse of time during assigned working hours. For 
example, performing unauthorized personal work on AI business time or 
leaving the workplace during a shift without proper notification to the 
supervisor, etc.  

35. Changing work schedules or accumulating overtime hours without proper 
notification and approval by the supervisor. 

36. Failure to observe and comply with state and municipal traffic and parking 
laws and regulations while utilizing an AI vehicle. 

37. Bringing other individuals who are not employees of Accessing 
Independence and/or pets to a work location (home/office) during working 
and nonworking hours. 

38. Failure to complete mandatory training or licensing requirements within 
the established time frame. 

39. Engaging in inappropriate conversations with a consumer 
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TERMINATION AND REHIRE OF EMPLOYMENT 
 

Policy Number 2.09 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence to provide guidelines for termination of 
employment. All notices of termination from employment should be in writing. 

Termination is the formal severance of employment, initiated either by the employee or 
AI. AI desires to make the employment separation process as smooth as possible. 

VOLUNTARY RESIGNATION: 

1. Voluntary resignations must be submitted to the immediate supervisor in writing 
and should include the date it was submitted and the effective date of 
termination, and last day of work. 

2. Employees who have resigned and are in good standing and worked the requested 
amount of notice are considered for re-employment on an individual basis. 

3. Members of the Senior Leadership Team are required to provide four (4)           
weeks notice, a three week notice is required for supervisors, managers,          
directors. All other staff employees are required to provide two weeks notice.  

Please refer to PTO Policy for using PTO during resignation period. 

No PTO/PPTO can be used in lieu of notice of a position resignation.  This 
means an employee must physically work their resignation period and cannot 
utilize PTO/PPTO during this time.  An employee may forfeit their earned, but 
unused PTO if proper notice is not provided and/or physically worked as 
initially agreed upon.    

4. Employees absent for three (3) consecutive workdays without proper notice will be 
considered to have voluntarily resigned.  

5. Employees who have not worked any hours in a three (3) month period will be 
considered to have voluntarily resigned.  
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6. Whenever possible Human Resources will schedule exit interviews for 
employees who voluntarily resign. 

 

INVOLUNTARY TERMINATION: 

Employment by AI is at the will of the agency. AI in conjunction with Human Resources 
reserves the right to terminate an employee’s employment at any time with or without 
cause, reason or prior notice. 

ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL: 

Essential personnel are required to give 2 weeks notice if resigning completely from AI. 
 

PROPERTY/EQUIPMENT: 

All AI property and equipment must be returned by the last day of employment.  This 
includes but is not limited to any company issued laptops, printers, cell phones, key fobs, 
company/building keys and/or vehicles, etc.  All equipment that is returned must be 
clean and in proper working order.  Failure to return all UDSF property will be considered 
theft and may lead to criminal prosecution by Company. 
 

REHIRE: 

1. Employees who have resigned in good standing are considered eligible for rehire 
on an individual basis. Previous experience, educational background, work 
performance, work behaviors and attendance would be some of the factors 
considered. Employees discharged for cause will be considered for rehire on a 
case-by-case basis.  

2. If an employee is rehired within a six-month period immediately following their 
resignation, the employee’s seniority will be reinstated and the evaluation date 
will change by the length of time not worked. The wait for benefits would still 
apply to those eligible. 

3. All rehire employees must submit to a pre-employment drug screen, PA Patch 
Criminal Record Check, Medchecks, Everify, etc.  
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LAYOFF AND REDUCTION IN WORKFORCE 
 

Policy Number 2.10 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence to maintain a stable yet responsive workforce 
necessary to render quality participant care. There may be occasions, however, due to 
economic conditions or for other reasons, when AI simply cannot schedule all of its 
employees for work. Should economic, business, funding contract termination or 
operational circumstances necessitate a temporary or permanent reduction in AI's 
workforce, actions must be taken, consistent with all applicable policies and procedures in 
effect to provide for the fair and equitable treatment for all employees. 
 
During this time benefits (if applicable) may be impacted.  Under the Consolidated Omnibus 
Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA), an affected employee may continue any or all existing 
group medical, dental, and vision insurance coverage and health-care flexible spending 
account elections after layoff or a reduction in force. Life insurance conversion options are 
also available. 

AI will use a formal, consistent process that has been board approved and will be 
communicated when warranted.  
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ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY 
 

Policy Number 2.11 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date August 1, 2014 
 

I. SCOPE 
This policy applies to all Accessing Independence (AI) Staff that have access to AI’s Information 
Resources. 

II. POLICY  

OVERVIEW 

Information systems are a growing and important resource for Accessing Independence (AI) staff, 
one that can provide critical competitive advantage to AI in the form of information gathering, 
improved external communications, and increased customer responsiveness.  As more and more 
of our staff use Information Systems to connect with our customers, suppliers and other key 
organizations, it is important that AI staff understand and agree on the appropriate procedures to 
protect AI’s assets. 

PURPOSE 

This policy provides useful tips and techniques to promote effective use of AI’s Information 
Systems.  It applies to all AI systems located on or accessed from AI property and systems 
provided by AI for use in AI business. 
 

 

AI utilizes sophisticated computer and communications systems to assist staff in performing their 
job functions.  These technologies support our business activities by enabling closer, more 
effective and timely communications among personnel within the AI and with our customers, 
partners and vendors worldwide.  These guidelines advise all users regarding the access to and 
the disclosure of Information Systems.  These guidelines establish the AI's expectations for all 
staff concerning the disclosure of information via AI’s Information Systems. 
 
AI maintains and uses many facilities, equipment, and communication systems, such as 
telephones, regular mail, electronic-mail, voice mail, fax machines, computers, etc., designed to 
make the AI’s operations effective and efficient.  AI’s Information Systems are provided to staff at 
AI expense to assist staff in carrying out AI business.  Some of these systems permit staff to 
communicate with each other internally and with other parties externally.  As with all AI assets, 
AI’s Information Systems are for official AI business only.  Access to AI Information Systems is 
provided in conjunction with the official AI business and individual job responsibilities.  Use of AI’s 
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Information Systems is subject to these policies and guidelines and other relevant AI policies and 
procedures. 
 

A. INFORMATION ACCESS, CONTENT, AND USE 

AI makes every effort to provide its staff with the best technology available to conduct AI's official 
business.  AI has installed, at substantial expense, Information Resources to conduct its official 
business.   
 
This document addresses general Information Systems policies and guidelines, specific issues 
related to appropriate content, and staff use of AI’s Information Systems.  All departments and 
staff are required to follow these general policies and guidelines.  All AI staff with access to AI’s 
Information Systems are required to read, understand and comply with AI's policies.   
 
AI’s Information Systems are owned by AI and are to be used for business purposes only in 
serving the interests of AI’s customers and in the course of normal business operations. 
 
The use of AI facilities, property, equipment, or communication systems is limited to Acceptable 
Use as defined in these policies and guidelines.   No AI equipment or communications systems, 
including all hardware and software, may be removed from AI property without prior express 
consent of the AI Director and/or Manager.    
 
Personal equipment, including all computer hardware and software, may not be brought onto AI 
premises or be used for AI’s official business without the prior express consent of the AI Director 
and/or Manager. Staff are not to use their personal accounts during work hours or use AI 
equipment to reach personal sites unless it is for legitimate business purposes, as determined 
solely by AI. 
 
 AI encourages the use of AI’s Information Systems for business when such business can be 
accomplished consistent with the following policies and guidelines identified in this document.  
When using Information Systems, Staff shall conduct official AI business consistent with the AI's 
mission statement.  Official AI business shall comply with all federal and state statutory 
requirements as well as standards for integrity, accountability, and legal sufficiency.  Thus, official 
AI business conducted via the Internet should meet or exceed the standards of performance for 
traditional methods (i.e. meetings, use of telephone).   
 
Staff shall base decisions to use AI’s Information Systems on sound business practices.  The 
conduct of business using AI’s Information Systems is particularly compelling where costs are 
reduced and/or the services provided by AI are improved in measurable ways.  When using AI’s 
Information Systems, AI staff shall promote and maintain a professional image. 
 
AI staff shall disseminate information that is current, accurate, complete, and consistent with AI 
policy.  Information released via AI’s Information Systems is subject to the same official AI 
policies for the release of information via other media (such as printed documents), so that the 
information disclosed avoids potential problems with copyrights, trademarks, and trade secrets.  
Information accuracy is particularly important. 
 
AI Staff shall protect confidential and proprietary information entrusted to AI.  Questions regarding 
confidential or proprietary information should be directed to AI management or his/her designee. 
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B. PROTECTING CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 

Maintaining the confidentiality of sensitive information is crucial to AI's success. Confidential 
information stored on or carried over AI’s Information Systems could become the subject of 
accidental or intentional interception, mis-delivery, hacking or even unauthorized internal review 
unless staff take the necessary precautions outlined in these guidelines.  
 
AI has developed specific procedures to ensure the protection of confidential information. Staff 
should exercise care when communicating any potentially confidential information outside of AI, 
as no electronic communications facility is completely secure.  
 
Data shall be classified per the Data Classification Policy.  All confidential data should be marked 
with "Confidential," "Do not reproduce," "Not to be reproduced without approval," or "Do not 
forward." All email messages containing confidential information should be encrypted and contain 
"encrypt" in the subject header.  
 
Some directories in AI’s Information Systems contain sensitive or confidential data.  Access to 
these directories shall be restricted. Unauthorized attempts to circumvent such access restrictions 
are violations of these guidelines and may result in disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment, and legal action.  
 
Staff must refrain from entering into discussions with third parties regarding the AI's business 
prospects or financial condition. Staff should not discuss future products, services, features or 
functionality unless AI has previously disclosed such information in a press release or through 
some other public disclosure. Such information is proprietary to AI and constitutes valuable 
information that should be protected as a trade secret. The release of such information could 
become the subject of criminal prosecution. 
 
Staff are asked to respect the privacy of individuals who send them messages. Staff should 
protect voice mail, and Email accounts from unauthorized access. Appropriate protection 
procedures include ensuring proper password protection to these accounts, closing Email 
messages after reading them and deleting all messages when they are no longer needed.  
 
Staff shall not place AI material (e.g. copyrighted software, internal correspondence) on any 
publicly accessible Internet computer without prior permission. 
 
The Internet does not guarantee the privacy and confidentiality of information.  Sensitive material 
transferred over the Internet may be at risk of detection by a third-party.  Staff must exercise 
caution and care when transferring such material in any form. 
 

C. COPYRIGHTED INFORMATION 

AI respects the intellectual property rights of other companies and individuals. Use of all 
copyrighted material, including literature, software, and graphics shall comply with relevant, valid 
license terms. AI’s Information Systems may provide access to materials protected by copyright, 
trademark, patent and trade secret and even export laws. Staff should not assume that merely 
because information is available on an electronic information system such as the Internet, that it 
may be downloaded or further disseminated. No copyrighted material should be copied, 
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transmitted, posted, or otherwise distributed without such compliance. If a question arises as to 
the propriety of downloading information, AI management should be consulted.  
 
All material trademarked or copyrighted by AI should be marked with the appropriate trademark 
or copyright designation. No AI Staff should remove trademark and copyright notices from third 
party material. 
 
AI’s license to use software is carefully set forth in legal agreements that AI has with the 
developers and distributors of the software.   Staff’s use of software must be in compliance with 
those agreements.  If AI gives staff the opportunity to use certain software, copying of that 
software is strictly prohibited.   Loading of software of a personal interest is prohibited unless staff 
are given prior express consent by AI management.  When staff leave AI, all AI owned software, 
licenses, and media will remain with AI.    
 
Unless otherwise noted, all software on the Internet should be considered copyrighted work.  
Therefore, staff members are prohibited from downloading software and/or modifying any such 
files without permission from the copyright holder.   
 

D.  PRIVACY STATEMENT 

This policy is intended to guide Staff in the performance of their duties.  It is also intended to 
place staff on notice that staff should not expect AI’s Information Systems and their contents, to 
be confidential or private.  All data, including any that is stored or printed as a document, is 
subject to audit and review.  
 
No Staff member has a reasonable expectation of personal privacy with respect to the use of any 
of the AI’s facilities, property, equipment or communications systems.  This includes anything 
created or received on AI’s Information Systems even if used for business purposes and in the 
normal course of AI operations. 
 
AI reserves the right, but not the obligation, to monitor use of AI’s Information Systems including 
the Internet, Email, computer transmissions, and electronically stored information created or 
received by AI Staff with the AI's Information Systems.  All computer applications, programs, 
work-related information created or stored by staff on AI's Information Systems, are AI property.   
 

E.  MONITORING AND INSPECTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

AI’s Information Systems are provided for official AI business. AI’s Information Systems are 
owned and controlled by AI and are accessible at all times by AI for maintenance, upgrades and 
other business or legal purposes. 
 
All Information Systems, including the messages and data stored on the systems, are and remain 
at all times the property of AI, subject to applicable third party intellectual property rights such as 
copyrights. By virtue of continued employment and use of AI systems, all Staff are considered to 
have consented to monitoring and other access by authorized AI personnel. AI reserves the right 
to inspect a Staff member’s computer system for violations of AI policies. 
 
AI reserves the right to access and conduct an inspection or search all directories, indices, 
diskettes, files, databases, faxes, AI computer hardware and software, voice mail, email and 
communication systems or deliveries sent to any AI location, no matter to whom it is addressed, 
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with no prior notice.   AI may also cancel or restrict any staff’s privilege to use any or all of its 
facilities, equipment, property, or communication systems. 
 
If a staff member refuses to cooperate with a search or inspection for legitimate business 
purposes that is based on reasonable suspicion that the staff is in possession of prohibited 
materials, Human Resources (HR) may take that refusal into consideration in determining 
appropriate disciplinary action.  A staff member’s refusal to provide their password to AI 
management will be considered additional grounds for discipline.  Discipline, including 
termination, will be based on all available information, including the information giving rise to the 
inspection or search. 
 
Access to on-line services, the Internet, bulletin board services or other communications networks 
is prohibited unless AI has provided prior express consent.   As such, no AI equipment, telephone 
lines, or on-line services may be used to view or download offensive, discriminatory or 
pornographic material.   Employee use of these services may be monitored to include numbers 
called and the amount of time spent using the services.   AI reserves the right to inspect computer 
systems for viruses, offensive, discriminatory or pornographic material, personal software, etc. 
 
AI management may examine staff communications or files and such examination should be 
expected to occur in various circumstances when necessary, including, but not limited to:  

 Ensuring that AI systems are not being used to transmit discriminatory, harassing or 
offensive messages of any kind. 

 Determining the presence of illegal material or unlicensed software.  
 Ensuring that communication tools are not being used for unauthorized, disruptive, or 

improper uses.  

 Investigating allegations or indications of impropriety.  
 Locating, accessing and/or retrieving information in staff absence.  
 Responding to legal proceedings and court orders in the preservation or production of 

evidence.  

 AI reserves the right to review staff use of and to inspect all material created by or stored 
on AI Information Systems. AI reserves the right to monitor all use of Information 
Systems to access, review, copy, delete, or disclose messages and data derived from 
any use. All messages or data become property of AI, subject to access, review, 
duplication, deletion, or disclosure by AI management or by other personnel authorized 
by AI.  Staff should be aware that billing practices, firewall protections, and traffic flow 
monitoring programs often maintain detailed audit logs setting forth addresses, times, 
durations, etc. of communications both within and external to the AI. Staff should treat 
AI’s Information Systems with the expectation that communications will be available for 
review by authorized personnel of AI for legitimate business purposes at any time.  

 
AI reserves the right to access, review, duplicate, delete or disclose for legitimate business 
purposes any communications, messages or data derived from use of AI's Information Systems. 

 

F.  STORING AND ARCHIVING INFORMATION 

AI has developed specific archival procedures to ensure the safe retention of electronic data. 
Most files are subject to routine back-up procedures.  Copies of documents and electronic 
messages may be retained for long periods of time.  By virtue of various archival practices 
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employed at AI, any messages or data stored, even temporarily, on AI Information Systems may 
be copied to magnetic or other storage media without the specific knowledge of the individual 
creating the messages or data. Such archives are and remain AI property and may be used by  
AI for any business purpose. Simply deleting messages or data from these Information Systems 
does not provide privacy with regard to such messages or data. The length of time that such 
archives may be maintained can be almost indefinite. Staff may be required to preserve their 
electronic data based on pending litigation and/or investigations by the AI.  Refer to the 
Information Technologies (IT) department for additional information on storing and archiving 
information. 
 

G.  EMPLOYEE USAGE 

Each Staff has the responsibility of complying with AI’s policies and guidelines provided in this 
document. Failure to do so may result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination of 
employment and legal action. 
 
The use of Information Systems is restricted to official AI business.  Personal use of or time spent 
for personal gain is strictly prohibited unless AI gives prior express consent.  Inappropriate 
personal use includes the creation, downloading, viewing, storage, copying, or transmission of 
sexually explicit or sexually oriented materials, materials related to illegal gambling, illegal 
weapons, terrorist activities, and any other illegal activities or activities otherwise prohibited.  In 
addition, any Internet use that could cause congestion, disruption of normal service, or general 
additional AI expense is prohibited. 
 
Hacking or unauthorized attempts or entry into any other computer is forbidden.  Such an action 
is a violation of the Federal Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) 18 U.S.C.  § 2510.   
 
Sending threatening, slanderous, racially and/or sexually harassing messages is strictly 
prohibited.  The representation of yourself as someone else, real or fictional, or a message sent 
anonymously is prohibited.   
 
Staff should be aware that AI’s Information Systems and the World Wide Web are not censored 
and contain information some users may find offensive.  AI cannot accept responsibility for what 
the staff accesses.  However, if offensive material is accessed, Staff shall disengage from the 
material immediately. 
 
Staff shall not copy or transfer electronic files without prior AI permission.  Almost all software is 
subject to Federal copyright laws.  Care should be exercised whenever accessing or copying any 
information that does not belong to the staff.  When in doubt, consult AI management.  
Unauthorized or illegal use of third-party intellectual property is prohibited.  Such use includes, 
but is not limited to, downloading or using copyrighted or patented software, video and audio clips 
or documents on AI’s Information Systems in a manner inconsistent with relevant license terms or 
other intellectual property rights. 
 
Downloading a file from the Internet can infect AI’s systems with a virus.  Staff shall not 
circumvent or disable AI standard virus prevention software and/or Information Resource security 
mechanisms. 
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Staff shall not send, post or provide access to any confidential AI materials or information to 
anyone outside of AI. 
 
Staff are obligated to cooperate with any investigation regarding the use of staff computer 
equipment and which AI management has authorized.   
 
Alternate Internet Service Provider connections to AI’s internal network are not permitted unless 
prior express consent has been given by AI management and properly protected by a firewall or 
other appropriate security device(s). 
 
If Staff are using information from an Internet site for strategic official AI business decisions, staff 
should verify the integrity of that information.  Staff should verify whether the site is updated on a 
regular basis (the lack of revision date might indicate out-of-date information) and that it is a valid 
provider of the information. 
 
AI has no control or responsibility for content on an external server not under the control of the AI.  
Information may be offensive and/or unsuitable for dissemination.   
 
Do not upload or download large files during prime hours due to the network impact on other 
users.  Information Systems may have limits regarding disk space usage.  Documents take up 
space; therefore, staff should regularly delete and/or archive any files staff wish to save. 
 
Staff using AI’s accounts are acting as representatives of AI.  As such, staff should act 
accordingly so as not to damage the reputation of AI. 
 
In order to maintain confidentiality of all information and records, no person, including but not 
limited to, AI employees, visitors, participants, customer’s vendors, should record conversations 
of another without his or her prior knowledge and consent. Recordings include audio and/or video 
by any means, including smart phones. 
 
The devices used to record via audio or video that are prohibited are inclusive of, but are not 
limited to, phones, smart phones, voice recorders of any kind, video cameras of any kind, and 
microphones. 
 
Any individual requesting to record via audio or video any interaction with any employee of AI will 
need to inform Human Resources of their intention and obtain authorization. AI reserves the right 
to refuse such request, at their sole discretion. 
 
 
Phone and Voicemail 
 
Accessing Independence IT department provides and maintains the phone system, including 
voicemail to assist you in the conduct of business within the company. All telephone hardware is 
company property. All communication messages composed, sent or received on the telephone 
are and will remain the property of Accessing Independence. They are not private property of the 
employee.  
 
The company approves limited, occasional or incidental non-business use of the telephone if 
done in a professional manner that does not interfere with business use, does not incur any 
additional cost to the company, and complies with the rest of the acceptable use policy. 
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Prohibited actions include, but are not limited to, any messages which contain sexual 
implications, racial slurs, gender-specific comments, or any other comment that offensively 
addresses someone’s age, sexual orientation, religious or political beliefs, national origin or 
disability or any other legal activity. 
 
Each user is required to setup, maintain and use a pass code for secure voicemail access.  
 
The company reserves the right to review, audit, intercept, access, and disclose all messages 
created, received or sent over the voicemail system for any purpose. The contents of the 
voicemail may be disclosed within the company without the permission of the employee 
 
Internet and Network Security 
 
Accessing Independence provides and maintains access to the internet to assist you in the 
conduct of business within the company. All messages/data received through the internet are 
company property.  
 
The company approves limited, occasional or incidental non-business use of the Internet if done 
in a professional manner that does not interfere with business use, does not incur any additional 
cost to the company, and complies with the rest of the acceptable use policy. 
 
Prohibited actions include, but are not limited to, any messages which contain sexual 
implications, racial slurs, gender-specific comments, or any other comment that offensively 
addresses someone’s age, sexual orientation, religious or political beliefs, national origin or 
disability or any other legal activity. 
 
Without proper prior authorization, the Internet shall not be used to send (upload) or receive 
(download) copyrighted materials, trade secrets, proprietary business, financial information or 
similar materials. 
 
The company reserves the right to review, audit, intercept, access and disclose all internet 
transactions created, received, or sent over the Internet. The contents of the voicemail may be 
disclosed within the company without the permission of the employee.  
 
Information Technology (IT) requires each user to setup, maintain and use personal and 
confidential passwords to protect files, retrieved stored information, and “lock down” workstations.  
 
No employees should attempt to gain access to another employee’s passwords or documents 
without permission or authorization. 
 
 

H.  INFORMATION SYSTEMS AWARENESS 

The use of Information Systems is the responsibility of each staff.  The practices listed below are 
not inclusive, but rather designed to remind each staff of the need to raise their Information 
Systems awareness. 

 Protect equipment.  Keep it in a secure environment and keep food and drink from 
electronic systems.  Know where the fire suppression equipment is located and how to 
use it in an emergency. 

 Protect areas.  Keep unauthorized people away from equipment and data.  Challenge 
strangers in the area 

 Protect passwords.  Never write it down or give it to anyone.  Don't use names, numbers 
or dates that are personally identified with the staff.  Change the password often and 
change it immediately if it has been compromised. 
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 Protect files.  Don't allow unauthorized access to staff files and data.  Never leave 
equipment unattended with the password activated – log off. 

 Backing up data.  Keep duplicates of critical data in a safe place. 
 Report security violations.  Staff should tell their supervisor or AI management if staff 

notice any unauthorized changes to staff data.  Immediately report any loss of data or 
programs, whether automated or hard copy. 

 

I.  ELECTRONIC MAIL (EMAIL)  

Email may be sent through each staff's computer.  Email will be sent for official AI business only.  
No personal email shall be sent or received via AI Internet accounts.   
 
AI provides and maintains an email system to assist you in the conduct of business within the 
company. Messages/Data composed, sent or received on the email system are and will remain 
the property of Accessing Independence regardless of means or transmission. The messages 
and data are not private property of the employee.  
 
The company approves limited, occasional or incidental non-business use of the email system if 
done in a professional manner that does not interfere with business use, does not incur any 
additional cost to the company and complies with the rest of this acceptable use policy. 
 
The email system may not be used at any time to solicit or promote commercial ventures, 
religious or political causes, outside organizations, or other non-company approved solicitations. 
No company-wide distribution of non-company business information or chain letters is permitted.  
 
Email should present an image to promote and maintain the ethical standards of the company’s 
mission statement 
 
The email system is not to be used to create or repeat any harassment, offensive or disruptive 
messages or any other legal activities in the course of business or personal use.  
 
Prohibited actions include, but are not limited to, any messages which contain sexual 
implications, racial slurs, gender-specific comments, or any other comment that offensively 
addresses someone’s age, sexual orientation, religious or political beliefs, national origin or 
disability or any other legal activity. 
 
AI reserves the right to review, audit, intercept, access and disclose messages/data created, 
received or sent over the email or data system for any purpose. The information may be 
disclosed within the company without the permission of the employee. 
 
Employees may not post information to electronic bulletin boards, social networking sites or 
similar public posting forums on the internet or create email that may be detrimental to the 
organization or may damage the reputation of an individual or the company. 
 
Encrypted – Email 
Email encryption is the process of converting plain text (the original message and attachments) to 
cipher text and serves the function of maintaining confidentiality.  
 
This is to secure sensitive data sent by email transmission outside the organization.  Accessing 
Independence  has licensed the accessingindependence.org domain with Email Encryption 
software for all AI employees (“Users”). This is to provide for the secure transmission of protected 
health information (PHI) and other sensitive data when emailed to minimize the risk of a breach of 
confidentiality and the potential misuse, disclosure or theft of such information.  
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AI employees shall use the Email Encryption Software when sending any email (with or without 
attachments) which contains Sensitive Data and Protected Health Information.  
 
Sensitive Data: protected health information, social security numbers, credit card numbers, 
financial account numbers, and other information protected by HIPAA.  
Protected Health Information: Protected health information (PHI) is any information in the 
medical record or designated record set that can be used to identify an individual and that was 
created, used, or disclosed in the course of providing a health care service, such as diagnosis or 
treatment. 
 
Violation of this policy will be reviewed on a case by case basis by the IT Department and Human 
Resources, with consequences recommended to management of the employee, including 
termination of employment, additional penalties and charges to the full extent of the law 
applicable to the offense. 
 
The following disclaimer shall be appended to all out-going email messages:  
 
**DISCLAIMER  
This email message and any files transmitted with it are intended for the use of the individual or  
entity to which they are addressed and may contain information that is privileged, proprietary  
and confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use, copy or disclose to  
anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have received this  
communication in error, please notify the sender and delete this email message. The contents do  
not represent the opinion of Accessing Independence except to the extent that it relates to their  
official business. 
 
 
 
Email users are to exercise good judgment and common sense when creating and distributing 
messages. Email is the property of the AI and is to be used exclusively for official AI business.  
No staff email is considered private.   Similarly, the accessing, reading or copying of email not 
intended for a Staff member’s eyes is prohibited.   Staff are strictly prohibited from sending email 
messages of a harassing, intimidating, offensive or discriminatory nature.  Anonymous messages 
are not to be sent.   Staff are prohibited from using aliases while connected to services.   AI 
retains the right to access a staff member's email at any time for any reason without notice to the 
staff.   Conduct in violation of this policy will subject the staff member to AI’s disciplinary 
procedures. 
 
 

J.  SECURING INFORMATION SYSTEMS WITH PASSWORDS 

Prior express consent for Information Systems access must be obtained through AI management.  
Staff of contractors shall only be given access to the network after written communication and 
approval by AI management. Once AI provides prior express consent, Staff shall be responsible 
for the security of their account password and will be held responsible for all use or misuse of his 
or her account.  No other password or security device shall be used without approval by AI 
management. 
 
Each AI Information System may allow staff to set or change their password.  If so, set the 
password and change it regularly. Guidelines for selecting and choosing passwords should be 
obtained from the IT department for password adherence standards.  Periodic password changes 
keep undetected intruders from continuously using the password of a legitimate user. After 
logging on, the computer will attribute all activity to a staff member’s user id. Therefore, never 
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leave workstations without logging off -- even for a few minutes. Always log off or otherwise 
inactivate the workstation so no one could perform any activity under Staff’s user id when away 
from the area.  Staff should safeguard sensitive information from disclosure to others. 
 
If requested, staff shall disclose their passwords (i.e. voicemail, email, relevant Internet web site 
passwords) to their supervisor and/or manager. Staff must maintain secure passwords and never 
use an account assigned to another user.   
 
AI reserves the right to override the user's password and other security features when it has a 
need to do so.  Should a time come when staff leaves AI, or at any other appropriate time, AI may 
replace staff’s password with another of AI’s choosing. 
 

K.  PROTECTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS FROM VIRUSES 

AI provides virus protection software to help safeguard Information Systems.  These systems are 
not totally foolproof.  As such, be particularly cautious when opening any email with an 
attachment. 
 
Staff shall not disable or remove anti-virus software.  Viruses can infect executable files, disk boot 
sectors, documents, etc.  If a virus is received from a sender, that sender should be notified that 
the file was infected and if possible the type of virus should be identified. 
 

L.  ENCRYPTING DATA 

Only authorized encryption tools (both software and hardware) may be used in connection with 
Information Systems. Except with the prior written consent of AI management, all encryption tools 
must permit AI to access and recover all encrypted information.  
 

M.  SECURING MOBILE COMPUTING DEVICES 

Staff who use AI mobile computing resources (i.e. laptops, hand held devices, etc.) must take 
adequate precautions to ensure that proprietary information contained in such devices is secure 
and not available to third parties, particularly during travel. Staff are responsible for taking 
adequate precautions against theft of their mobile computing devices. Please discuss with IT on 
bringing your own device in regards to technology for additional information and standards. 
 

N.  ACCEPTABLE USE 

 Authorized Use.  The authorized use of AI systems is limited to AI’s official business.  AI 
provides Information Systems and communication tools to facilitate business 
communication and enhance personal productivity. AI reserves the right to prohibit or 
restrict use of AI systems for any other purpose and at any time.  

 Incidental Personal Use.  Personal use of AI systems is permitted so long as it is not 
excessive as determined by the AI, does not interfere with job performance, consume 
significant resources, or interfere with the activities of other Staff.  

 

O.  UNACCEPTABLE USE 

 Unauthorized Use.  Excessive personal and other use of Information Systems 
inconsistent with this or any other AI policy is unauthorized. Under no circumstances are 
AI’s Information Systems to be used for personal financial gain or to solicit others for 
activities unrelated to official AI business, such as solicitations for personal, political, or 
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religious causes. Installation of software without approval from AI management is 
unauthorized.  

 Disruptive Use.  Use that may reasonably be considered offensive or disruptive to any 
individual or organization, or to harmony within the workplace is prohibited. Such 
disruptive use includes, but is not limited to, transmission, retrieval, storage, or display of 
defamatory, obscene, offensive, politically motivated, slanderous, harassing, or illegal 
data, or messages that disclose personal information without authorization. Grossly 
indiscriminate or "broad band" distribution of email would clearly constitute a disruptive 
use.  

 Prohibited Use.  Unauthorized or illegal use of third-party intellectual property is 
prohibited. Such use includes, but is not limited to, downloading or using copyrighted or 
patented software, video and audio clips or documents on Information Systems in a 
manner inconsistent with relevant license terms or other intellectual property rights. When 
in doubt about the existence or scope of a license or about appropriate use of 
copyrighted, patented, or otherwise proprietary third-party data or software code, staff 
should contact AI management. Staff are expressly prohibited from using AI’s Information 
Systems to store or access pornography. 

 
Only the IT Department is authorized to install software on servers, storage, and other related 
Information Resources. 

V. ENFORCEMENT   
Any staff member found to have violated this policy may be subject to disciplinary action, up to 
and including termination. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY AND GUIDELINES 
 

Policy Number 2.12 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence and its wholly owned subsidiaries recognize the value of online 
Social Media sites and Blogs as vital resources to positively promote the organization’s 
mission and values, operational goals, marketing and recruitment activities, as well as a 
forum for exchange of information by its employees. 

PURPOSE: 

The purpose of this policy is to ensure that the organization protects itself from 
unauthorized disclosure of information, including, but not limited to, confidential business 
information. This policy includes rules and guidelines for authorized use of social media 
networking and personal use of social media networking. 

Any time you are identified as an AI employee (in your profile, by your e-mail address, by 
the items posted on your “page,” etc.) and are sharing information about AI, AI 
employees or AI clients, then you must consider yourself as operating under this Policy.  

The Organization supports access to Social Media and Blogs by certain workforce 
members through the provision of Internet access. Internet access and use is a privilege 
and must be carried out in a manner that is consistent with job responsibilities and 
Human Resources policies addressing appropriate use of scheduled work time and 
resources as well as the Acceptable Use Policy.  

Access to the Internet by workforce members is supported at the enterprise level and is 
provided through IT to certain workforce members through available devices. Due to the 
need for employees to have Internet access, IT will not provide resources to block 
access by geographic sites, individual devices, or websites (certain websites will 
continue to be blocked at the enterprise level (e.g., illegal sites). 

The Organization shall establish and maintain an organizational presence on popular 
Social Media sites and through Blogs. This presence will facilitate expanding 
communication opportunities for customers, employees, and other stakeholders in the 
communities served by AI. 
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The Organization has established a Social Media Steering Committee as an oversight 
structure to develop and manage the organization’s Social Media and Blog 
communication strategy, as well as respond to issues and concerns related to the use of 
Social Media and Blogs. Participants shall include representatives from Marketing, 
Human Resources, Information Technology, and Operations as listed below: 

The use of Social Media and Blogs for UDS official business operations shall be under 
the guidance of the responsible business leader as noted below:  

A. Marketing/Business Development – Vice President of Business Development 
B. Human Resources – Director of Human Resources. 
C. Information Technology – Director of Information Technology. 
D. Operations – Executive Director of Accessing Independence, Program Director 

or AI Designee 

All uses and disclosures of customer identifying health information shall be carried out in 
a manner compliant with applicable patient privacy policies, regulations, and standards. 
Prior to sharing patient identifying health information or images through Accessing 
Independence sponsored Social Media and Blogs, the individual responsible for the 
project involving the sharing of that information shall obtain authorization for the use and 
disclosure of the information from the customer or the customer’s legal representative. 

The Organization supports certain Workforce members’ use of Social Media and Blogs 
for professional use, recognizing that Workforce members have a strong voice in 
representing the organization. Workforce members engaged in personal and 
professional Social Media and Blog communications that reference AI-related content 
shall do so in a manner consistent with the organization’s mission and values, 
organization administrative policies and procedures, and safeguards to ensure the 
privacy and security of patient health information, as well as proprietary business 
information. Accessing Independence has developed guidelines for Workforce members 
on communicating AI-related content through Social Media and Blogs. 

At no time shall Accessing Independence Workforce members utilizing personal or 
professional Social Media and Blogs share confidential patient or proprietary business 
information.   

Prior to discussing work-related activities on Social Media and Blogs, the individual 
should consider:  

A. Does the discussion positively promote the individual’s role as an AI Healthcare 
Workforce member? 

B. Does the discussion reflect positively on individual’s co-workers/colleagues? The 
individual’s work unit? The organization? 

C. Does the discussion conflict with AI’s mission, culture, and/or values? 
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D. Does the discussion reveal confidential customer or proprietary business 
information? 

E. Does the discussion include any information that could directly (e.g., name, 
Social Security number, address, etc.) or indirectly (e.g., provider name, date of 
birth, diagnosis, images, etc.) identify a customer receiving services from AI. 

The Social Media Steering Committee shall serve as a resource for questions and 
concerns regarding the appropriate use of Social Media and Blogs by Workforce 
Members. The committee can be notified of a concern by contacting the VP of  
Business Development or the Director of IT. 

DISCIPLINE FOR VIOLATIONS 

The inappropriate use of Social Media and Blogs by Workforce members that conflicts 
with the Organization’s mission and values, violates organization administrative policies 
and procedures, reflects poorly of any AI program or employee and/or compromises the 
privacy and security of confidential patient health or propriety business information shall 
be subject to corrective action, up to and including termination. In addition, breach of 
confidential customer’s health information may also be subject to legal proceedings 
and/or criminal charges. AI reserves the right to take legal action where necessary 
against employees who engage in prohibited or unlawful conduct. 

In addition, individuals may not “friend” employees on personal social media sites (i.e. 
Facebook) where they have a direct or indirect supervisory/management relationship 
with such employee because such conduct may blur the lines of professionalism, create 
a conflict of interest, or otherwise undermine the ability of individuals to manage or 
supervise employees effectively. With that said, professional social media sites (i.e. 
LinkedIn) are permitted.  

DEFINITIONS: 

Blog: A blog is a website maintained by an individual or organization with regular entries 
of commentary, descriptions of events, or other materials such as graphics or video. 
Blogs may provide commentary or news on a particular subject; others function as more 
personal online diaries. 

Social Media: For the purposes of this policy social media is an online social structure 
made up of individuals or organizations that are tied by one or more specific types of 
interdependency, such as values, visions, ideas, financial exchange, friendship, 
business operations, professional exchange, etc. Social media sites operate on many 
levels, from families up to the level of nations, and play a critical role in determining the 
way information is exchanged, problems are solved, organizations are run, and the 
degree to which individuals succeed in achieving their goals. 
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Workforce: Under HIPAA, the workforce is defined to include employees, medical staff 
members, volunteers, trainees, and other persons whose conduct, in the performance of 
work for a covered entity, is under the direct control of such entity, whether or not they 
are paid by the covered entity. 

BACKGROUND: 

The non-profit and health care industries, like many other industries, have embraced the 
use of Social Media and Blogs. Social Media sites and Blogs facilitate communication, 
education, collaboration with others, research, business travel, remote work, etc. For 
many, the Internet is a tool to aid in daily business practices that improves work quality 
and job satisfaction. The Internet provides a wide array of resources, services, and 
interconnectivity to Accessing Independence and Workforce members. It also provides a 
valuable connection and information tool to customers with disabilities. However, there 
are also risks associated with inappropriate Internet access and use which must be 
addressed through appropriate safeguards, policies and practices, education and 
training, and appropriate corrective action when necessary. Monitoring appropriate use 
of the Internet by Workforce members is a joint responsibility of the organization’s 
leadership, information technology (IT) support staff, and human resources leaders. 

Distribution: Accessing Independence and all wholly owned AI subsidiaries including AI 
Independent Living Services and Adult Enrichment 

Values: This Policy has been reviewed for support of the Accessing Independence 
Values. 

Key Words: Facebook, Linked-In, Social Media, Social Networking/Networks, Twitter, 
Yammer, Instagram, Snapchat, Instant Messenger  

For More Information Contact: Director of Information Technology, Executive Director of 
AI, or the Director of Human Resources.  

NOTICE 

This information is an accurate statement of published Accessing Independence Human 
Resources Policy as of the time of publication. Permission is granted to electronically 
copy and to print in hard copy for internal use only. No part of this information may be 
reproduced, modified, or redistributed in any form or by any means, for any purposes 
other than those noted above without permission of the Responsible System Leader. AI 
adopts the Policy and recommends that the user always check for the latest version 
before any subsequent use.  

GUIDELINES:   
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Today, virtually every workforce member of Accessing Independence has an email 
account and the capacity to access our website and surf the Internet. Progressive 
organizations recognize that encouraging employees to use Facebook and other Social 
Media tools can have much greater benefit than drawback. AI strategically supports 
leveraging Social Media tools to establish the organization at the leading age of 
optimizing presence in the online environment. 

There are some simple guidelines to keep in mind when using Social Media sites. These 
guidelines are really based on existing policies, but it is worth the exercise of translating 
those policies for applicability in the online world. There is a detailed policy on social 
media, but here are the highlights in broad terms: 

Don’t betray our customer’s trust (and don’t get arrested) 
Remember, disclosing confidential patient Protected Health Information (PHI) in an 
inappropriate manner is a federal offense. The penalties include significant fines and/or 
arrest. AI employees should never publicly make comments about the care of a specific 
patient, especially online. Even acknowledging the care of a patient is an unacceptable 
disclosure of PHI. 

Don’t: 
‐ Post work-related information that may compromise AI business practices or 

patient privacy and security. 
‐ Engage in any form of harassment, including derogatory or inflammatory remarks 

about an individual’s race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, 
national origin, age, protected veteran or disabled status, or genetic information. 

‐ Violate copyrighted or trademarked information. 

Don’t Cheat Your Employer or the Organization you are Volunteering for 
It has been AI’s policy to only block web sites that are clearly inconsistent with our 
values. We do not consider Facebook or other Social Media as such sites. However, 
many find Social Media sites addictive in nature. While AI policy does not ban access to 
Social Media sites at work, employees should not be checking their Facebook updates 
during worktime. 

Don’t Think Your Social Media Posts are Private 
Even though there are privacy controls on sites such as Facebook and other Social 
Media sites, you should assume that anything posted on a website that has not been 
examined by the IT department will be seen by the general public, as well as your 
employer. Remember: 

‐ “Friends”: can copy your posts and make them available in public. 
‐ Your friends are likely our customers. 
‐ It is easy for your privacy settings to be set to something other than what 

you had planned. 
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AI reserves the right to monitor comments or discussions about the organization, its 
employees and clients, posted by anyone, including employees and non-employees, on 
the internet. The organization may use blog-search tools and software to monitor forums 
such as blogs and other social media. 

Don’t Jeopardize Your Reputation and/or Future Employment / Volunteer 
Opportunities 
You should consider that everything you post online begins to build a lifetime record of 
you. Increasingly, employers will search your online history using Google or websites 
specifically designed to uncover online activities. Workforce members are personally 
responsible for their commentary and should understand that they can be held 
personally liable for commentary that is defamatory, obscene, proprietary or libelous to 
any offended party, not just the organization. Social media sites are not the forum for 
venting personal complaints about supervisors, coworkers, clients or the organization.  

Don’t Alienate Your Co-workers or Other Volunteers 
Workforce members are specifically prohibited from using social media to harass, 
threaten, discriminate or disparage against employees or anyone associated with, or 
doing business with, the organization. Furthermore, blogs or postings should not violate 
the organizations policies, including, but not limited to, its code of conduct or its Equal 
Employment Opportunity and Anti-Harassment Policies. 

AI loves the Internet 
At AI, we believe in the power of the Internet and Social Medial sites. We encourage our 
employees to appropriately use and participate in Social Media activities. However, if a 
Workforce member chooses to identify themselves as employees or volunteers of the 
organization, they should understand that some readers may view them as 
spokespersons for the organization. Because of this possibility, workforce members 
should state that the views expressed are their own and not those of the organization or 
of any person or organization affiliated or doing business with the organization. 
 
 

We need a Tech Savvy Workforce  
The skills you develop using the Internet and Social Media improve the IT skills that we 
need AI employees to possess to compete in the future. Furthermore… 

The Best Advertising Used to be Word-of-Mouth – Now it is – Word-of-Keyboard 
In the near future, AI’s best advertising will come from employee’s sharing with their 
communities how we are living the promise every day. A well written Facebook post 
about a new service or the care that we provide to our patients will have far greater 
effect than a paid TV commercial. While that post may not have the same reach, the fact 
that it is coming from a person that is trusted in their community will mean the message 
has more weight. People listen to people. Corporate voices are discounted to a large 
degree, no matter how glossy the pictures or how well the copy is written... 
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We are encouraging workforce members to talk about work online. But in a responsible, 
legal manner avoiding the pitfalls we have outlined above. We hope workforce members 
will write about positive experiences you have working with each other. We hope 
workforce members will write about thank-you notes they receive from appreciative 
customers. We are hoping employees educate their communities about the services we 
provide that can benefit their family and friends (online and physical). 

Share Your Knowledge 
Everyone that works at Accessing Independence has knowledge, talent, and special 
skills. AI employees are encouraged to share this information on Social Media sites.  
There is a halo effect to doing so. If you share information with someone they will 
remember you and your organization when it comes time to get those services. People 
at AI are doing that today. Many are using Social Media sites to share their knowledge, 
talents, and skills with others. This reflects positively on them and on AI. 

These individuals are routinely contacted by others, including the media, through the 
Social Media tools they used based on the contributions they have made. As they are 
cited by the media as experts in their fields, that has a positive reflection on AI. If you are 
contacted by the media as a result of your Social Media activities, you are expected to 
contact the AI Program Director. The organization not only wants to track these 
experiences, they can also assist in providing you guidance in responding in 
knowledgeable and articulate manner. 
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EXPECTATIONS 
 

Policy Number 2.13 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence (AI) has placed an emphasis and expectation on employees 
demonstrating behaviors that exhibit our core values which will enhance job satisfaction, 
personal achievement and professional growth in their career at AI. Through various 
activities AI has established clear expectations for all employees. They are listed as 
follows: 

- Treat others with dignity and respect at all times 
- Conduct themselves in an ethical manner at all times 
- Support the mission and values of AI 
- Promote AI programs through education, advocacy and positive representation 
- Utilize “people first” language and actions and presume competency 
- Promote and demonstrate safe working practices 

Employees are expected to: 
- Report to work as scheduled and seek approval from their supervisors in 

advance for any changes to the established work schedule, including the use of 
leave and late or early arrivals and departures. 

- Perform assigned duties and responsibilities with the highest degree of public 
trust. 

- Devote full effort to job responsibilities during work hours. 
- Maintain the qualifications, certification, licensure, and/or training requirements 

identified for their positions. 
- Demonstrate respect for AI and toward coworkers, supervisors, managers, 

subordinates, and participants. 
- Use AI equipment, time, and resources judiciously and as authorized. 
- Support efforts that ensure a safe and healthy work environment. 
- Utilize leave and related employee benefits in the manner for which they were 

intended. 
- Resolve work-related issues and disputes in a professional manner and through 

established business processes.  
- Meet or exceed established job performance expectations. 
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- Make work-related decisions and/or take actions that are in the best interest of 
AI. 

- Comply with the letter and spirit of all state, federal, and AI policies and 
procedures and Commonwealth laws and regulations. 

- Report circumstances or concerns that may affect satisfactory work performance 
to management, including any inappropriate (fraudulent, illegal, unethical) 
activities of other employees. 

- Obtain approval from supervisor prior to working overtime, if non-exempt from 
the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). 

- Conduct themselves at all times in a manner that supports the mission of AI and 
the performance of their duties. 

- Maintain a non-medical model 
- Use EVV for time and attendance whenever possible 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES 

In addition to the behavioral expectations identified above under Expectations of 
Employees, Management is responsible for and retains the authority to manage and 
direct the size of the workforce, the work environment, work assignments, work hours, 
promotions, demotions, transfers, dismissals and all other personnel actions.  

Managers are expected to:  
- Ensure a safe and respectful work environment. 
- Provide employees with ongoing feedback and coaching. 
- Respect opinions and value differences 
- Demonstrate “open door” policy 
- Address performance and/or behavioral problems in a timely fashion and in 

accordance with AI policy. 
- Maintain the organization’s integrity through high standards of professionalism 

and accountability.  
 
Enforcement of Policy and Procedures: 
Failure to comply with this policy may lead to corrective action up to and including 
termination of employment. 
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POLICY ADOPTION AND UPDATE PROCEDURE 
 

Policy Number 2.14 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence to revise/review Human Resources policies on 
an as needed basis. Furthermore, AI will keep all employees informed of all Human 
Resources policy changes. 

In order to ensure consistency and equity in policy application, AI will implement the 
following procedures with regard to Human Resources policy changes.  

REVIEW OF CURRENT POLICIES 

Review on a regular basis (as long as administratively feasible) at a time designated by the 
Director of Human Resources. Human Resources will review the current employee 
handbook in order to identify variations between actual practice and written policy.  
Recommended changes resulting from this analysis will be submitted to the Director of 
Human Resources. 

APPROVAL OF POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 

Policy changes should be reviewed by the Executive Director and Program Leaders prior 
to being officially published.  

III. ENFORCEMENT   
All employees are expected to review, understand, and ask questions of the policies to 
their direct supervisor and/or Human Resources for any further clarification.  A read 
receipt acknowledging location and employee compliance with the employee handbook 
is sent out to all employees annually and upon hire. 
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ABUSE/NEGLECT/EXPLOITATION/ABANDONMENT/SERIOUS BODILY INJURY/ 
SERIOUS INJURY/SEXUAL ABUSE 

 
Policy Number 2.15 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence (AI) that each participant shall be treated with 
dignity and respect.  AI employees shall not physically, verbally, sexually or 
psychologically abuse a participant.  In addition, employees are responsible to report all 
suspected incidents of abuse, neglect, exploitation, abandonment, serious bodily injury, 
serious injury, and/or sexual abuse by any individual.  All alleged incidents shall be 
documented, immediately investigated and appropriate action taken by the designated 
individuals of AI.  Failure to report abuse, neglect or exploitation will result in discipline in 
accordance with the Discipline and Documentation Policy.   

DEFINITIONS: 

1. Abuse is the infliction of injury, unreasonable confinement, intimidation or 
punishment with resulting physical harm, pain or mental anguish, willful 
deprivation by a caregiver of goods or services which are necessary to maintain 
physical or mental health.  Sexual harassment, rape or abuse as the term is 
defined in 23 PA.C.S.  6102. 

2. Neglect is the failure to provide for oneself or the failure of a caregiver to provide 
goods, care or services essential to avoid clear and serious threat to the physical 
or mental health of an adult.   

3. Exploitation is an act or course of conduct by a caregiver or other person against 
an adult or an adult’s resources, without the informed consent of the adult or with 
consent obtained through misrepresentation, coercion or threats of force, that 
results in monetary, personal or other benefit, gain or profit for the perpetrators or 
monetary or personal loss to the adult. 

4. Abandonment is the desertion of an adult by a caregiver. 

5. Serious bodily injury is an injury that (1) creates a substantial risk of death; or (2) 
causes serious permanent disfigurement or protracted loss or impairment of the 
function of a body member or organ.   
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6. Serious injury is an injury that (1) causes a person severe pain; or (2) 
significantly impairs a person’s physical or mental functioning, either temporarily 
or permanently 

7. Sexual abuse is intentionally, knowingly or recklessly causing or attempting to 
cause rape, involuntary deviate sexual intercourse, sexual assault, statutory 
sexual assault, aggravated indecent assault or incest, as defined by 18 Pa.C.S. 
(relating to crimes and offenses) 

8. Sexual Harassment is unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, 
and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature.  Sexual harassment is 
an abuse that requires reporting to the Protective Services Hotline; however, it is 
not sexual abuse which requires additional reporting responsibilities.   

EXAMPLES OF SEXUAL ABUSE/MENTAL ANGUISH/ NEGLECT/ SELF‐NEGLECT/ 

EXPLOITATION INCLUDE BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO: 

a. Striking the participant 
b. Threatening to inflict physical harm to the participant 
c. Giving a participant medication not prescribed by a medical professional 
d. Forcing a participant to take medications against their will 
e. Providing inadequate supervision resulting in danger or injury 
f. Forcing, coercing, and/or threatening a participant to have any form of sexual 

contact or to engage in any type of sexual activity in order to have power or 
control over the person 

g. Verbal abuse including obscene language or intimidation techniques causing 
emotional anguish to the participant  

h. Accepting or giving of monetary gifts in order to coerce or influence a participant 
for the personal gain of the employee 

i. Removal of food or other types of retaliation/discipline that are deemed 
inappropriate by the standards set by the program's policies and procedures and 
each individual participant 

PROCEDURES: 

1. An administrator or employee who has reasonable cause to suspect that a recipient 
is a victim of abuse, neglect, exploitation or abandonment will immediately make an 
oral report to the statewide Protective Services Hotline by calling 1-800-490-8505. 

2. Within 48 hours of making the oral report, the administrator or employee will email a 
written report to Liberty Healthcare at the following address:  
mandatoryron@libertyhealth.com or fax the report to 484-434-1590.  The following 
written report forms may be used: 

 The mandatory reporting form found on the Department’s website; 

 The administrator or employee of a nursing facility, licensed by Department 
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of Health, may submit a PB-22 form; 

 An administrator or employee may submit a Home and Community Services 
Information Systems (HCSIS) incident report (Printable Summary) or an 
Enterprise Incident Management (EIM) report. 

3.  An administrator or employee of a facility will continue to follow all required incident 
management regulations, policies and procedures. 

4.  In cases involving sexual abuse, serious injury, serious bodily injury or suspicious 
death, in addition to the previous steps, an employee/administrator must also: 

 Make an immediate oral report to law enforcement. 

 Make an immediate oral report to the DHS Staff responsible for the Adult 
protective Services Program at 717-265-7887, select option #3. 

 Within 48 hours of making the oral report, submit a written report to law 
enforcement.  This written report can be the mandatory reporting form found 
on the Department’s website, the PB-22, a HCSIS incident report, or the 
EIM report form. 

5. Cases involving employees the Human Resource department will be contacted 
immediately.  This may require the employee to be removed from the program, 
having no contact with the participant or temporary suspension until the 
investigation is complete.  Suspension may be with or without pay based upon 
circumstances and the alleged offense.  Deductions are permissible for unpaid 
disciplinary suspensions of one or more full days imposed in good faith for 
workplace conduct rule infractions.   

6. Human Resources and/or a Certified Investigator trained in complaint investigation 
procedures will investigate and provide their findings within five (5) working days or 
as soon as administratively possible, notification of alleged incident. 

7. After completion of the investigation, the employee's discipline (if any) will be 
documented in accordance with the Discipline and Documentation Policy.  Based 
on all available facts, disciplinary action up to and including immediate termination 
of employment may result.  The Program Director will notify the appropriate Board 
Committee of the results and action taken. 

8. The final results will be discussed with the employee.  In cases involving a 
participant and an employee, the results will be relayed to the participant as well. 

9. Based on the type of incident, the participant will be advised that they may have 
legal recourse against the individual and that the program leader is available to 
assist the participant in pursuing their rights in this area.  The program leader will 
also advise the participant of counseling and other support services that are 
available. 

10. All information gathered as a result of the investigation is confidential and shall be 
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retained at AI corporate offices.  Those cases involving employees cannot be 
released to outside agencies unless under order of the courts.  All "founded or 
indicated" cases of abuse, neglect, exploitation, abandonment, serious bodily injury, 
serious injury, and reported to the appropriate agency (s).   
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EMPLOYEE WORK SCHEDULE 
 

Policy Number 3.01 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence (AI) to maintain essential services for our 
participants. Based on the needs of participants it is necessary to establish work 
schedules that meet those needs. Work schedules will include shifts for day, evening, 
night and weekend hours for service delivery. 
 
The ability and willingness to work at these designated times is a condition of 
employment for all employees. 

1. AI’s bi-weekly pay period for all employees begins on Sunday and ends on 
Saturday two (2) weeks later. 

2. Because of the unique requirements of each of AI’s department/program 
operations, work schedules may vary among departments and within the same 
department. Supervisors, with approval of the Program Director, Program Manager, 
and/or Specialist will set work schedules to meet program and participant needs. 

3. The work schedule shall distribute weekends and holidays off as fairly as possible 
among employees. The supervisor will make every effort to publish the work 
schedule as far in advance as possible. Under certain circumstances, work 
schedules may be changed without prior notice. Employees will be expected to 
work such schedule changes, if the need arises.  

4. It is each employee’s responsibility to know their own assigned work hours by 
contacting their immediate supervisor. If an employee agrees to work additional 
hours or a scheduled shift, that employee is obligated to work those agreed upon 
hours or that shift. Failure to do so will result in an unscheduled absence. 
Employees shall be at their work location and begin work at their scheduled starting 
time, and shall remain at their work location until their scheduled ending time. All 
schedule changes must be approved in advance by the supervisor.  
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ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL: 

1. Essential personnel are individuals holding jobs that are required to maintain AI’s 
personal care services 24 hours a day and 7 days a week. Employees who 
regularly provide direct care services to participants or residents in AI Programs 
are considered essential personnel. These would be such job titles as Personal 
Care Attendant and Transitional Care Attendant. 

2. Upon arrival to a participant’s home, essential personnel are required to open the 
participant folder and review authorized services prior to each shift.  It should be 
noted if an individual is using any needles for medical purposes, and to verify the 
proper disposal mechanism is available and being used correctly.   

3. In staffing shortages, emergencies or inclement weather, essential personnel 
may be required to stay and work overtime to insure the health and safety of the 
participant, resident or program participant. Overtime must be approved in 
advance by the supervisor. 

4. Variable hour essential personnel are required to work a minimum of one (1) 
evening shift per week or one shift every Saturday or Sunday. Working every 
other holiday, including Easter Sunday, is also required. Working nights and 
rotating shifts may be required to meet participant needs. 

5. Essential personnel will be paid a differential of $.50 for hours worked after 5:00 
p.m. until 6:00 a.m. the following morning, Monday through Thursday, and from 
Friday at 5:00 p.m. until 6:00 a.m. on Monday morning. In addition, a shift that 
begins during the differential hours and extends into normal hours will only be 
paid the differential during those hours worked that fell into the differential time 
period. For example: If a shift begins at 4:00 a.m. the hours from 4:00 a.m. until 
6:00 a.m. will be paid at the differential rate and the remainder of the shift will be 
paid at the normal pay rate.  

6. Essential personnel currently working for a participant will be required to give a 
minimum of two (2) weeks notice if resigning from a particular participant. 
Essential personnel may be required to work longer than two (2) weeks in order 
to provide care until a replacement is found.  

7. In order to be in good company standing, essential personnel are required to give 
two (2) weeks notice if resigning completely from AI. 

8. Refer to the Attendance Policy 3.02 for detailed information regarding proper 
protocol for reporting off work or tardiness. 
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9. At such time as the employee’s current participant(s) service plan changes for 
any reason, the employee will be required to include one (1) evening and one (1) 
every other weekend shift in his/her new schedule.  
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ATTENDANCE 
 

Policy Number 3.02 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
Excellent attendance is an expectation and an essential function of all Accessing 
Independence (AI) employee positions. Daily attendance is important to our participants 
and co-workers as they depend on us to provide reliable, quality services. As an 
employee of AI you will be treated as a professional, and as such, we will count on you 
to work your hours as agreed upon and be reliable when it comes to attendance and 
punctuality.  It is each employee’s responsibility to know his/her assigned work hours. In 
fairness to everyone, excessive absenteeism, tardiness and unreliability will not be 
tolerated. Absenteeism refers to any unscheduled time away. To provide the best 
service, a 24 hour advance notice is expected.   

This policy does not apply to absences covered by the Family and Medical Leave Act 
(FMLA) or leave provided as a reasonable accommodation under the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) or the Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act (ADAAA). 
These exceptions are described in separate policies. 
 
Tardiness refers to reporting late to work or leaving work earlier than the scheduled 
quitting time (15 minutes or more) and returning from breaks/lunch on time. Employees 
who cannot report at the start of their scheduled work time or who must leave work 
before the end of their scheduled work time must immediately notify their supervisor or 
the supervisor’s designee.  Each episode of tardiness will equal half (.5) unscheduled 
absence; 2 events of tardy equals one (1) unscheduled absence.  
 
An unscheduled absence is defined as any and all absences from work, which was not 
approved by the supervisor 24 hours in advance of the employee’s shift. An 
unscheduled absence is any single day absent for any reason from your work 
schedule. In the event the same reason for an absence necessitates the employee 
missing work for more than one (1) day the total consecutive days missed will be 
considered one (1) unscheduled absence.  
 
Attendance Expectations:   
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1. Upon accepting employment with AI, an employee assumes the personal 
responsibility of being on duty at the proper time every day in which the employee is 
scheduled to work. 

2. Employees are expected to be at work and to work all assigned hours during their 
full workweek, except for absences.  

3. AI reserves the right to authorize or refuse to authorize an employee’s request to 
be absent. 

4. AI reserves the right to investigate absences, to determine if the reason for an 
absence is acceptable, and to impose disciplinary actions upon any person who 
violates the policy. AI may, when absenteeism patterns indicate, require written 
verification of illness or injury, signed by a physician.  

5. Absences related to illness or injury of three (3) or more scheduled work days will 
always require a physician’s note indicating the ability to return to work at full 
capabilities or state what restrictions may apply and for how long.  Even when a 
physician’s note is provided it is still logged as an Unexcused Absence without 24 
hours advance notice. 

6. Supervisor will make every effort to accommodate the requests of employees who 
give proper prior notice (at least 24 hours advance notice). 

7. Employee absence from AI work schedule without authorization or proper notice is 
considered a No call/No show. 

8. Employee absence for three (3) consecutive workdays without proper notice (No 
call/No show) will be considered to have voluntarily resigned. 

9. All regular full-time employees must take paid time off (to include both PTO 
and/or PPTO) for every absence unless otherwise allowed by company policy 
(e.g., leave of absence, bereavement, jury duty). 

 

GUIDELINES: 

1. While we are aware that situations do arise, guidelines for unscheduled 
absences have been established. Failure to provide proper notice and/or use 
appropriate call-in procedures may result in disciplinary action up to and 
including termination. 
- 3 unscheduled absences in a calendar year (January–December) may result 

in Verbal Coaching 
- 5 unscheduled absences in a calendar year (January–December) may result 

in Written Warning 
- 7 unscheduled absences in a calendar year (January–December) may result 

in Final Warning 
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- 9 or more unscheduled absences in a calendar year (January–December)  
may result in Termination 

2. For employees within their first 90-days of employment (Introductory Period); 
guidelines for unscheduled absences have been established. Failure to provide 
proper notice and/or use appropriate call-in procedures may result in disciplinary 
action up to and including termination. 
- 3 unscheduled absences may result in Written Warning 
- 4 unscheduled absences may result in Final Warning 
- 5 unscheduled absences may result in Termination 
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WORKING HOURS, OVERTIME AND RECORDING HOURS WORKED 
 

Policy Number 3.03 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence to provide guidelines for working hours and 
overtime for employees, and prohibit the improper pay deductions from exempt employees’ 
pay in accordance with the Fair Labor Standards Act and any other federal, state or local 
statute. AI will pay hourly employees for all hours worked in accordance with all applicable 
state and federal laws; and that it is the responsibility of each employee to accurately 
record his/her hours worked and/or paid time off taken using AI’s approved timekeeping 
methods. 

DEFINITIONS: 

Exempt: A regular full time employee, who is paid a fixed dollar amount or salary on a bi-
weekly basis. These employees have a regular schedule of work hours, which may 
sometimes by more or less than 40 hours per week. These employees are in positions 
which are defined under the Fair Labor Standards Act as exempt. They are exempt from 
the minimum wage and the overtime provisions of FLSA. 

Non-Exempt: Hourly employees hired with an understanding of a fixed hourly wage with 
time and one half pay for hours worked over 40 hours per week. 

WORKING HOURS: 

1. For purposes of payroll, AI has a common work week across all departments. 
The work week begins on Sunday at 12:00 a.m. and ends on Saturday at 11:59 
p.m. 

2. AI has established normal business hours of 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday 
through Friday with the exception of recognized holidays. 

3. Each program manager/director will establish the working hours of the 
employee’s department subject to the needs of AI. AI reserves the right to adjust 
an employee’s work schedule or program assignment based upon AI’s program 
needs. 
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4. Hours worked include all time an employee is requested to be on duty by the 
supervisor, on AI premises or at a prescribed workplace, and all times when the 
employee is scheduled to work for AI. Work that the supervisor does not request, 
but permits, must be paid. In all cases, the supervisor is accountable to verify 
hours worked, and ensure employees work only hours authorized. 

5. Each employee is responsible to know their own assigned work hours. Any 
questions or changes in work hours must be verified with the employee’s 
immediate supervisor. 

ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL 

1. It is the responsibility of Personal Care Attendants to record work time by logging 
in and out of the time and attendance system. Falsification of timekeeping and 
attendance records is grounds for immediate termination as outlined in the 
Corrective Action, Discipline and Documentation Policy. 

2. It is the responsibility of the supervisor to verify and approve timekeeping and 
attendance records before each payroll is processed. 

3. If the Attendance system is not working and/or a handwritten timesheet must be 
utilized, the participant must sign on the timesheet verifying start and stop work 
times for each day and shift the Personal Care Attendant worked.  The office 
may also receive a verbal confirmation from the participant verifying the Personal 
Care Attendants day(s) worked and shift(s).   

OVERTIME: 

1. Hours worked outside the employee’s work schedule must be pre-approved by 
the supervisor. Working overtime hours without pre-approval may result in 
disciplinary action up to and including discharge.  

2. Overtime will be paid at a rate of one and one-half times an employee’s regular 
hourly rate for actual hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours in the workweek.  
No overtime will be paid for hours over forty (40) in a workweek if the total hours 
include non-worked time such as PTO, bereavement or holiday pay. 

3. An employee may not work for the same participant under both AI and the 
consumer model. 

4. An employee may not accept private pay from a participant when the employee 
is already working scheduled hours through AI for that same participant. 

5. An employee is not permitted to volunteer to perform work that is within the 
normal scope of their job responsibilities. Hourly employees must record all 
hours worked for AI and/or participants. 
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6. AI has no jobs that guarantee a specified amount of overtime. Overtime is an 
exception to the regular policy and will be paid in accordance with AI’s pay 
policies. 

7. When work schedules require overtime in a given job, we will make every 
reasonable effort to distribute overtime as fairly as possible among the 
employees performing the same or similar work in the same department on the 
same shift.  

8. Under normal conditions overtime assignments will be made by the supervisor 
allowing employee’s reasonable time for needed accommodations; however, in 
emergency situations, these schedules may have to be bypassed. 

9. Employees should not construe this policy in any manner as a proposed contract 
for any fixed term. 

10. Hourly employees required to work on a recognized holiday will be paid as 
outlined in the Holiday Policy. 

NON‐EXEMPT EMPLOYEES (HOURLY) 

1. Employees must submit Time Off Request forms to request payment for PTO 
and/or through ADP. These request forms must be received and approved by the 
supervisor prior to the time off. For those times when PTO is not scheduled in 
advance, request forms are still required for payroll purposes. 

2. All elapsed time from when the employee commences work until he/she finishes 
work is normally computed and paid as hours worked, except for standard unpaid 
meal periods. For pay purposes, time worked will be computed to the nearest 
quarter hour. 

3. When attendance is mandatory for trainings, local seminars and/or conferences, 
time is counted as hours worked.  

4. Hourly employees who are required to travel from one participant to another 
during a work day will be paid travel time. 

5. Payroll reports/Off Time Summaries received after the deadline will be processed 
during the next pay period. 

6. In accordance with state and federal contract guidelines and the Pennsylvania 
State Wage and Hour laws, employees who falsify or alter their work time to 
indicate more or less time than was actually worked are subject to disciplinary 
action up to and including discharge. 

7. Overtime hours must be approved by supervisor.  Lack of approval could result in 
disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment.   
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EXEMPT EMPLOYEES 

These employees have a regular schedule of work hours, which may occasionally be 
more or less than 40 hours per week. Exempt employees will not be compensated for 
any hours over 40 in a workweek; however, AI recognizes that in certain circumstances 
there may be a need to adjust working schedules for specific program needs that may 
be unable to be performed during normal working hours. Accordingly, staff members and 
their supervisors may adjust working hours to accommodate specific program needs, 
subject to the approval of the department head.  

EXEMPT EMPLOYEE DEDUCTIONS 

AI may make deductions of one (1) full day or more to an exempt employee’s pay under 
the following conditions: 

a. When paid time off benefits have been exhausted and the exempt employee 
takes a planned or unplanned day off; 

b. When using Family Medical Leave, or other approved leave other than Short 
Term Disability (STD) benefits; 

c. For unpaid disciplinary suspensions imposed in good faith for workplace conduct 
rule infractions; or investigations 

Deductions of less than one (1) full day will not be made for an exempt employee’s pay 
with the exception of Short Term Disability benefits. 

REPORTING PAYROLL ISSUES 

1. AI intends to pay its exempt employees on a salary basis and does not intend to 
make deductions from their pay that is prohibited by the Fair Labor Standards 
Act. While AI makes every effort to ensure payroll deductions are properly 
withheld from paychecks, there is always the possibility that an error may occur. 
If an employee feels an improper deduction was made, the employee should 
contact their immediate supervisor. 

2. AI is committed to making sure payroll deductions are withheld properly. All 
employees should feel free to raise concerns regarding payroll deductions 
without fear of reprisal. Employees who knowingly make or authorize improper 
payroll deductions are subject to disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment.  

3. When an employee does not work enough hours to pay the employee portion of 
their elected benefits; the missed benefit deduction will be subtracted from the 
next payroll.  
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In the event the employee does not work enough hours in this payroll period, an 
invoice will be generated and payment is due within seven (7) days of receipt. 
Failure to pay employee portion of elected benefits within thirty (30) days of 
missed payment will result in the cancellation of those particular benefits.  
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EMPLOYMENT RECORDS 
 

Policy Number 3.04 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence (AI) for Human Resources (HR) to maintain a file 
for each employee containing relevant employment information necessary to protect the 
employee's welfare, to support work assignments and performance-related decisions, to 
determine benefits eligibility and participation, and to remain in full compliance with local, 
state and federal laws. HR is committed to protect the confidentiality of all personal 
information contained in the file.  Employment records are stored in the Human Resources 
office. 
 

1. Each employee has the right to access most information in his/her personnel file in 
accordance with applicable laws.  An employee may review selected documents in 
his/her specific file. The employee must request the review in advance at a time that 
is mutually convenient to the employee and the Human Resources Department. HR 
will allow employees to correct inaccurate information and express written 
disagreement with information in his/her file. 

2. AI will limit the internal availability of employee information to those individuals with 
a legitimate “need to know”. AI will not release information to outside sources 
without the employee’s written approval, with the exception limited to employment 
verification and compliance with legal requirements. 

3. Employee records may not leave the Human Resources Department unless 
accompanied by the Director of Human Resources or his/her representative. 

4. A breach of confidentiality will occur if disclosure of any information covered under 
this policy is released to unauthorized persons without a Business Associates 
Agreement or the employee’s expressed authorization. This is strictly prohibited and 
may result in immediate termination of employment. 
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EMPLOYMENT VERIFICATIONS 
 

Policy Number 3.05 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence (AI) to establish uniform guidelines for the 
purpose of releasing information in response to employment verifications on current and 
former employees. 

PROCEDURE:  

1. Human Resources (HR) will assist other employers in employment verifications of 
current and/or former employees by verifying the following information:  

a) Dates of Employment 
b) Job title 
c) Salary information may be provided if accompanied by a signed release 
d) Eligibility for rehire (yes or no only) 

2. Human Resources will respond to all requests for employment verifications. 

3. It is strictly prohibited for any one other than Human Resources to release 
employment information verbally or in writing.  
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WAGE AND SALARY ADMINISTRATION 
 

Policy Number 4.01 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence (AI) to attract, retain, and motivate qualified 
employees who can help AI achieve its mission. 
 
The pay administration program: 

a. Provides a framework for assigning salary ranges to positions on a fair and 
consistent basis. 

b. Establishes and maintains salary ranges that are competitive in the marketplace. 
This may include regional differentials. 

c. Supports AI’s planning and budgeting process. 
As a part of this budgeting process essential personnel will be paid at the 
state’s current minimum wage rate for mandatory internal trainings in 
order to keep trainings cost efficient. 

d. Ensures that salary-related decisions are consistent and are made without regard 
to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, 
age, protected veteran or disabled status, genetic information or other 
discriminatory factors. 

Listed below are the major components of the program to ensure the achievement of its 
pay administration objectives: 

a. Formal job descriptions that concisely describe the principal duties and 
responsibilities of a job and the knowledge, skill and abilities required to perform 
the job. 

b. A job evaluation process that assigns a salary to a position based on actual 
duties, responsibilities and accountability. 

c. The salary structure is created through careful analysis of comparable jobs in the 
marketplace based upon company size, industry type and geography.  Human 
Resources periodically enlist the services of an outside consultant to provide 
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guidance and survey data applicable to both the Non-Profit as well as For Profit 
environments.  HR reviews the process by utilizing current, reliable survey data 
to define the value of jobs in the relevant marketplace - local, regional, and/or 
state.   

Wage bands have been created by establishing values for each position band 
consisting of minimum to maximum limits.  Employees are paid a wage that falls 
within the wage band corresponding with their position.  The band between 
minimum and maximum is available for granting individual wage increases in 
recognition of their performance.  Like positions with similar requirements, are 
usually grouped together in one band.   

 

The UDSF Board of Directors will determine the merit pool based on the health of 
the business.   Once the merit pool percentage is defined, individual increases 
are determined through a consistent merit matrix by comparing the overall 
performance rating and where the current wage falls within the position wage 
band.    

 
Individuals who were hired after April 1st of the current year will not be eligible for 
an annual increase until the following Focal Point Appraisal/Merit process. 

 

Pay ranges are anticipated to be reviewed regularly or as needed based on market 
trends. The pay ranges may or may not be adjusted.  Such adjustments to the pay 
structure do not change the plan of evaluating positions, assigning them to grades or 
maintaining the percentage differential between grades. 

AI reserves the right to alter, modify, change and/or eliminate any part of this policy at its 
sole discretion without prior notice.   
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ON‐CALL SCHEDULE 
 

Policy Number 4.02 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
Any employee assigned on-call duties 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence (AI) to provide support to our consumers and 
our essential personnel for hours beyond the designated normal business hours.  On- 
Call Coordinators are required to be on-call in a scheduled rotation.  In the event that ILS 
does not have adequate On-Call Coordinators to cover all necessary days and times, 
Staffing Supervisors, Program Director, Staffing Support Supervisors, and ILS Program 
Specialist will be required to be on-call in a scheduled rotation.   The schedule is as 
follows: 

Each of the employees in the above mentioned positions will be included in the evening 
on-call rotation. The weekly rotation consists of a revolving list that lasts from 4:30pm 
until 7:30am the following morning.   

Weekend on-call is required and begins Friday at 4:30pm until Monday at 7:30am the 
following morning. The rotation for weekend on call is separate from the weekday rotation.  
In addition to the normal weekend on-call schedule, it is required to have at least one staff 
member prepared to be back up in the event of an emergency.  The back up should be 
from opposite branch locations.  For example, if a Lancaster based employee is on call 
over the weekend, then a Tamaqua based employee would need to serve as back up.  
Holiday on-call will be treated the same as Weekend on-call, except it also has an 
independent rotation.  Employees working an on-call shift will be paid a flat rate per day 
based on predefined matrix determined by ILS and Human Resources. 
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COMPRESSED WORKWEEK 
 

Policy Number 4.03 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date July 31, 2017 

I. SCOPE 
Full-time employees 

II. POLICY 
Standard Workweek 
The standard workweek at Accessing Independence is from Monday through Friday and 
is typically eight (8) hours per day on five (5) consecutive days with a minimum of (30) 
thirty minutes and up to a maximum of one (1) hour for a meal period. 
 
Alternative work schedules, including a compressed workweek, are consistent with 
Accessing Independence efforts toward work/life balance.  

A compressed workweek allows full-time employees to work longer days for part of the 
week or pay period, in exchange for shorter days or a day off each week or within the 
same pay period.  

Compressed workweek schedules must be set (not varying from pay period to pay 
period), and may be any of the following [for a two week pay period]:  

 For Salaried Employees only - Eight nine-hour days, one eight hour day and one 
day off every pay period (9/80 schedule);  

 Four ten hour days each week and a day off each week;  
 Four nine-hour days and one four hour day each week (one afternoon or morning 

off each week);  
 Four nine-hour days each week for a 36 hour week (72-hour pay period) with one 

day off each week. 
 Five, seven hour days each week for a 35 hour week (70-hour per period) 

COMPRESSED WORKWEEK IMPACT TO ORGANIZATION/PROGRAMS/DEPARTMENT: 

Compressed workweek schedules must meet the following requirements for 
consideration:  

 Employees must request a compressed workweek schedule. The decision of the 
Program/Department Leader is final; 

 Program/Department Leaders are encouraged to approve employees' requests 
for compressed workweek whenever it is possible to do so without compromising 
the organization's goals;  

 All full-time employees must maintain at least 35 hours per week to maintain 
benefits; 

 Operational requirements must be met;  
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 Service to the customer must be maintained or improved;  
 Costs to Accessing Independence will not be increased;  
 Each program/department must be covered during normal [or core] business 

hours.  
 Any employee working a compressed work week must be flexible for company 

sponsored events or when required program meetings/trainings are scheduled. 
 Compressed workweek schedules will not diminish the ability of Accessing 

Independence to assign responsibility and accountability to individual employees 
for the provision of services and performance of their duties;  

 In the event that more employees request compressed workweek schedule than 
a program/department can reasonably manage, the supervisor or 
program/department leader shall respond to requests that are consistent with 
these guidelines in ways that are equitable to all employees and in the best 
interest of AI.  

 Compressed work week schedules may be temporarily and/or permanently 
changed at any time with reasonable notice and/or eliminated by the supervisor 
based upon department/program needs and/or staff coverage needs. 

EFFECT ON PAY 

1. Holidays – Occurring on an Employee’s Regularly Scheduled Workday:   
When a paid holiday falls on an employee’s regularly scheduled workday, the full-
time employee will be paid based on the number of hours scheduled for that day as 
holiday pay. No additional day will be given. As an example, if an employee is 
normally scheduled to work 9 hours for a particular day of the week, then they will 
receive 9 hours of pay for a holiday that falls on that normally scheduled work day. 
 
Holidays – Occurring on an Employee’s Regularly Scheduled Day Off: 
When a paid holiday falls on an employee’s regularly scheduled day off, the 
employee will be paid based on the number of hours scheduled for that day as 
holiday pay AND be given an alternate day off during the same workweek as the 
holiday.  

2. PTO: 
 Full day absences that occur as a result of vacation or illness will require 

charging the number of hours the employee was normally scheduled to work on 
the specified day (e.g., an employee is scheduled to work 10 hours and is absent 
must have 10 hours of PTO and/or PPTO deducted).  

 For non-exempt individuals, partial day absences that occur will require using the 
number of hours (to the nearest ¼ hour) of PTO and/or PPTO the employee was 
away from work. 
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REMOTE WORKING POLICY 
 

Policy Number 4.04 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date March 26, 2019 

I. SCOPE 
All full-time and part-time employees 

II. POLICY 
 

Objective 
 
Remote working allows employees to work at home, on the road or in a satellite location 
for all or part of their workweek. Accessing Independence (AI) considers remote working 
to be a viable, flexible work option when the employee and their workload are suited to 
such an arrangement. All remote working opportunities are to be approved in advance 
by the supervisor. It is important to realize that remote working may be appropriate for 
some employees and not for others just by the nature of the work being accomplished.  
 
Remote working is not an entitlement; it is a companywide opportunity for those who 
qualify, and it in no way changes the terms and conditions of employment with AI (the 
expectations are no different than if the employee is working within the office).   
 
Short-term or Intermittent Remote Work 

Remote working can be short-term and flexible, such as working from home for an 
inclement weather day or a short-term project. Either an employee or a supervisor can 
suggest working remotely as a possible work arrangement.  The arrangements are 
approved on an as-needed basis only, with no expectation of ongoing continuance.  
 
All short-term or intermittent remote working arrangements are made on a case-by-case 
basis, focusing first on the business needs of the organization and the safety and 
wellbeing of the employee.   
 

Long-term Remote Work 
Any long-term remote working arrangement will be on a trial basis for the first three (3) 
months and may be discontinued at any time at the request of either the employee or the 
supervisor. Every effort will be made to provide 14 days notice of such change to 
accommodate any personal commitments such as transportation and other issues that 
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may arise from the termination of a remote working arrangement. There may be 
instances, however, when no notice will be given. 
 
This agreement may be evaluated on an ongoing basis to ensure the employee’s work 
quality, efficiency, and productivity, as well as the respective program/department’s fiscal 
wellbeing, is not compromised by the remote working arrangement. 

 
Eligibility 
Individuals requesting a remote working arrangement must discuss options and specific 
expectations with their supervisor.   
 
In order to qualify for a short-term, intermittent or long-term remote working 
arrangement, the employee and supervisor will evaluate the suitability of such an 
arrangement, reviewing the following areas: 
 

 Employee suitability. The employee and supervisor will assess the needs and 
work habits of the employee compared to traits customarily recognized as 
appropriate for successful remote workers. 

 Job responsibilities. The employee and supervisor will discuss the job 
responsibilities and specific expectations to determine if the job and / or particular 
tasks are appropriate for a remote working arrangement. 

 Equipment requirements, workspace considerations and scheduling 
issues. The employee and supervisor will review the physical workspace needs 
and the appropriate location for the remote work.   Employee must use a 
company laptop and have home based high-speed internet services to allow for 
no interruption in work flow while working remotely.  Employee must forward their 
desk phone to their remote location so customer interactions are not interrupted.   

 Tax and other legal implications. The employee must determine any tax or 
legal implications under IRS, state and local government laws, and/or restrictions 
of working out of a home-based office. Responsibility for fulfilling all obligations in 
this area rests solely with the employee. 

Employee will be required to: 
 Remain accessible during the remote work schedule. 
 Check in with their supervisor to discuss status and open issues. 
 Provide documentation / explanation to supervisor regarding tasks completed 

while working remotely and specific expectations determined by supervisor. 
 Be available for teleconference meetings on an as-needed basis. 
 Be available to come into the office on their agreed day(s) or when a business 

need arises. 
 Request supervisor approval in advance of working any overtime if employee 

holds non-exempt status. 
 Request supervisor approval to use PTO or other leave in the same manner as 

employees working in an office location.  Remote working is not designed as a 
replacement for taking appropriate PTO or Leaves of Absence. 
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 Communicate with supervisor and/or work group via email when on-line and off 
line (including breaks and lunch).  This extra communication creates the type of 
transparency and consistency everyone needs to maintain appropriate workflow 
and teamwork. 

 Establish a work location that is free from distractions.  Remote working is not 
designed to replace routine child care or adult care issues.   

 Distractions and noises, including barking animals or other people in the home, 
should be avoided while communicating over the phone.   

If the employee and supervisor agree a long-term remote working agreement is suitable, 
an agreement will be prepared and signed by all parties, and a three-month trial period 
will commence. 
 
Evaluation of a remote worker’s performance during the trial period will include regular 
interaction by phone and e-mail between the employee and the supervisor and weekly 
face-to-face meetings to discuss work progress and concerns. At the end of the trial 
period, the employee and supervisor will discuss the arrangement during a 1:1 
supervision meeting and make recommendations for continuance or modifications. 
Evaluation of remote worker performance beyond the trial period will be consistent with 
that received by employees working at the office in both content and frequency, but will 
focus on work output and completion of objectives rather than on time-based 
performance. 
 
An appropriate level of communication between the remote worker and supervisor will 
be agreed to as part of the discussion process and will be more formal during the trial 
period. After conclusion of the trial period, the supervisor and remote worker will 
communicate at a level consistent with employees working at the office or in a manner 
and frequency that is appropriate for the job and the individuals involved. 
 
Equipment and Office Supplies 
On a case-by-case basis, AI will determine, with information supplied by the employee 
and the supervisor, the appropriate equipment needs for each remote working 
arrangement. The Information Technology (IT) department will serve as resources in this 
matter. Equipment supplied by the organization will be maintained by the organization. 
Equipment supplied by the employee, if deemed appropriate by the organization, will be 
maintained by the employee.  AI accepts no responsibility for damage or repairs to 
employee-owned equipment. AI reserves the right to make determinations as to 
appropriate equipment, subject to change at any time. Equipment supplied by the 
organization is to be used for business purposes only. The remote worker must sign an 
inventory of all AI property received and agree to take appropriate action to protect the 
items from damage or theft. Upon termination of employment, all company property will 
be returned to the company, unless other arrangements have been made. 
AI will not supply the employee with office supplies (staplers, paper clips, paper, pens, 
etc.). Office supply needs are the sole responsibility of the employee.  AI will reimburse 
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the employee for business-related expenses, such as postage, that is reasonably 
incurred in carrying out the employee’s job responsibilities. 
 
The employee will establish an appropriate work environment within his or her home for 
work purposes. AI will not be responsible for costs associated with the setup of the 
employee’s home office, such as utility costs, remodeling, furniture or lighting, nor for 
repairs or modifications to the home office space.  
 
Employee agrees to report to their supervisor any incidents of loss, damage, or 
unauthorized access of AI equipment at the earliest reasonable opportunity. 
 
With reasonable notice and at a mutually agreed upon time, AI may make on-site visits 
to employee’s remote work location to ensure that the designated work space is safe 
and free from hazards, provides adequate protection and security of AI property, and to 
maintain, repair, inspect, or retrieve AI property. 
 
Security 
Consistent with the organization’s expectations of information security for employees 
working at the office, remote working employees will be expected to ensure the 
protection of proprietary company and customer information accessible from their home 
office. Steps include the use of locked file cabinets and desks, regular password 
maintenance, and any other measures appropriate for the job and the environment 
 
Safety 
Employees are expected to maintain their home workspace in a safe manner, free from 
safety hazards. AI will provide each remote worker with a safety checklist that must be 
completed at least twice per year. Injuries sustained by the employee in a home office 
location and in conjunction with his or her regular work duties are normally covered by 
the company’s workers’ compensation policy. Remote working employees are 
responsible for notifying the employer of such injuries within twenty four (24) hours from 
the time of injury. The employee is liable for any injuries sustained by visitors/non AI 
employees to his or her home worksite. 
 
Remote working is not designed to be a replacement for appropriate child/adult care or 
other home based distractions. Although on occasion an individual employee’s schedule 
may be modified to accommodate child care or adult care needs, the focus of the 
arrangement must remain on job performance and meeting business demands. 
Prospective remote workers are encouraged to discuss expectations of remote working 
with family members prior to entering a trial period. 
 
 
 
Time Worked 
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Remote working employees who are not exempt from the overtime requirements of the 
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) will be required to accurately record all hours worked 
using AI’s time-keeping system. Hours worked in excess of those scheduled per 
workweek require the advance approval of the remote worker’s supervisor. Failure to 
comply with this requirement may result in the immediate termination of the remote 
working agreement.   
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PAID TIME OFF (PTO) 
 

Policy Number 5.01 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
Employees currently classified as Regular/Reduced Full-Time. 

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence provides Paid Time Off (PTO) to give full-time employees paid 
time away from work for rest, relaxation and leisure as well as for illness, personal 
appointments, religious/cultural needs, or any other instances when they cannot work. 
The policy allows employees to effectively manage their time within the guidelines set by 
this policy. 

DEFINITIONS: 

A. PTO: Amount of paid time off that AI provides to full-time employees on an 
annual basis. The amount of PTO a full-time employee receives is based on the 
employee’s years of eligible service and the employee’s current work schedule. 

B. Years of Eligible Service: The number of years a full-time employee is credited 
for benefit purposes. Years of service is calculated from the original hire date or 
from the adjusted eligibility date where appropriate and will not include any partial 
years of full-time status or any part-time status. 

C. Adjusted Eligibility Date: This date may reflect an employee’s rehire into the 
organization or when an existing employee is moved from a part-time, variable 
hours or temporary classification to a full-time classification. 

D. Allocated PTO: The allotted amount of paid time off a full-time employee may 
earn and use for the calendar year.  

E. Earned PTO: The amount of paid time off a full-time employee will accumulate 
during the current calendar year. PTO will only be earned at a rate of 1/26 of the 
annual allocation for each pay period in the year.  Employees currently working a 
reduced full time schedule will earn their PTO on a pro-rated basis.  No PTO is 
earned during the duration of a leave. 

F. A full-time employee who terminates his or her employment will be responsible 
for repaying any used but not earned PTO. This amount will be deducted from 
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the employee’s paycheck and/or unused purchased paid time off (PPTO). 
Earned PTO that has not been used prior to their termination or transfer to part-
time status will be paid to the employee on their next or final paycheck, 
respectively. 

An employee who transfers from full-time employment status to part-time status will no 
longer be eligible for paid time off benefit. The employee will be responsible for repaying 
any used but not earned PTO. This amount will be deducted from the employee’s 
paycheck. Earned PTO that has not been used prior to the transfer will be paid to the 
employee in their paycheck. 

With guidance and approval from Human Resources, earned PTO may be coordinated 
with other benefits (i.e., Short Term Disability, Workers’ Compensation, FMLA, Leave of 
Absence, etc.).   No PTO can be earned or accrued during an employee’s leave to 
include but not limited to:  FMLA, Leave of Absence, Short Term Disability, Workers’ 
Compensation, etc. 

PTO: 

1. PTO is allocated to full-time employees on January 1st of each calendar year. 
Full-time employees who are on an approved Leave of Absence (i.e., FMLA, 
Personal Leave, Short Term Disability, etc.) will be allocated and begin to earn 
their PTO after returning to active work for one day in the new calendar year. 

2. Full-time employees will earn PTO based on the following schedule: 
*Below schedule is based on 80 hours per pay period* 
Partial calendar year  = 3.70 hours / pay 
1st full calendar year  = 120 hours (15 days) or 4.62 hours / pay 
2nd – 4th calendar years  = 160 hours (20 days) or 6.15 hours / pay 
5th – 9th calendar years  = 200 hours (25 days) or 7.70 hours / pay 
10+ calendar year and beyond = 240 hours (30 days) or 9.24 hours / pay 

3. Newly hired, full-time employees will begin earning PTO with their first pay period 
at the rate of 3.70 hours per pay period and will be allocated after successfully 
completing their 90-day introductory period. Regular full-time employees hired on 
an “agency contract to hire” basis, will be allocated PTO upon hire.    

Employee’s who are changing their status from part-time to full-time will be 
eligible to utilize their PTO upon their status change unless they are in an 
introductory period.  Employee’s rehired within six (6) months regain their 
seniority level. 

Employees hired after September 1st will not be eligible for PTO until January 1st 
of the following year.  
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Beginning with January 1st of the year immediately following the employee’s hire 
date, the employee will be considered to be in their first full year of employment. 

4. PTO will be paid at the full-time employee’s hourly base rate in effect at the time 
it is taken. 

5. After 90 days and with approval by the supervisor, full-time employees may use 
their full annual PTO allocation at any time during the calendar year. PTO will 
only be earned at the rate of 1/26 of the annual allocation for each pay period in 
the year. 

6. Full-time employees may carry up to five days (exempt) and/or up to 40 hours 
(hourly, non-exempt) for any earned, but unused PTO at the end of the current 
calendar year.  This time off must be used no later then March 31st in the new 
calendar year.  

7. Unless otherwise indicated in a subsequent policy, no time will be taken as 
unpaid time if an employee has earned PTO and/or Purchased Paid Time Off 
(PPTO) available.  However, an employee may take PPTO to save the 5 days / 
40 hours of carry over PTO.  PPTO must be used by the end of December, with 
any remaining balance paid out on the 25th payroll of the year. 

GUIDELINES FOR PTO: 

1. Full-time non-exempt, hourly employees are required to use allocated PTO for 
instances where the employee needs time off work for a non-work related 
illness/injury, scheduled appointment, or for other personal reasons unless 
otherwise indicated in a subsequent policy. 

2. Full-time, hourly (non-exempt) employees may use PTO in quarter hour increments.  
Exempt salary employees must use PTO in full-day increments unless on an 
approved FMLA intermittent leave or Short Term Disability leave. 

3. An employee who transfers from Part-Time, Variable Hours or Temporary status to 
Full-Time status will receive an adjusted eligibility date for the purpose of 
determining years of service for PTO eligibility. 

4. Except in the event of an unforeseen situation beyond the employee’s control, PTO 
shall be scheduled a minimum of 24 hours in advance with the appropriate 
supervisor.   

5. PTO may only be used during normal scheduled work hours.  PTO will not count as 
hours worked for purposes of calculating overtime pay. 
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6. When an employee leaves the company, they must work normal scheduled hours 
until their last day. No PTO may be used between the time notice is given and the 
employee’s last day of work.  

7. Employees who are voluntary terminated or who fail to provide and/or work through 
their required notice period will forfeit all unused PTO. 

APPROVAL PROCEDURE: 

1. Employees will complete a “Time Off Request” in ADP.   A Time Off Request 
form must be completed for those times scheduled in advance as well as 
unscheduled time off.  It is the responsibility of the employee to verify with the 
supervisor that the correct PTO and/or PPTO is being used if applicable. 

2. The supervisor or designee will consider schedule adjustments needed for 
accomplishing work requirements.  AI reserves the right to deny PTO requests 
based on scheduling and program needs. However, whenever possible, the 
employee's preference will be approved according to department policy. At times it 
may become necessary for the employee to schedule PTO at AI's convenience.  
This requirement will apply first to new employees. 

3. The supervisor or designee will approve PTO request based on employee's 
available time and coverage.  
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EMPLOYEE PURCHASED PAID‐TIME OFF (PPTO) 

 
Policy Number 5.02 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE  
Employees currently classified as Regular Full-Time 

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence (AI) allow full-time employees to Purchase Paid Time Off 
(PPTO) via payroll deduction.  This is in addition to their paid company sponsored time 
off that is already provided by AI. This gives full-time employees additional paid time 
away from work for rest, relaxation and leisure, religious/cultural beliefs, as well as for 
illness, personal appointments or any other instances when they cannot work. The policy 
allows employees to effectively manage their time within the guidelines set by this policy. 

1. All current Full-time employees at the time of annual open enrollment will have 
the opportunity to purchase a 40-hour block of Purchased Paid Time Off (PPTO) 
for the following calendar year. 

2. PPTO is purchased at the employee’s hourly rate as of the open enrollment 
period. This hourly rate is multiplied by forty (40) hours for a total annual payroll 
deduction. The annual payroll deduction is divided by 24 pay periods and this 
amount is withheld, after tax, from the first 24 pay periods of the year in which it 
is allocated.  PPTO will be paid out at the time of use at the employee’s hourly 
rate of pay at the time of purchase. 

3. Employees may use their full annual PPTO allocation at any time up to the 24th 
payroll of the year BUT ONLY AFTER they have exhausted all but 5 days of 
Core PTO (AI allows five Core PTO days to be carried over to the New Year).  
The remaining balance of PPTO is paid out on the 25th payroll of the year (non-
taxable).   

4. PPTO will only be earned at the rate of 1/24 of the annual allocation for the first 
24 pay periods in the year.   Any earned, unused PPTO and/or PTO must be 
used in lieu of taking time unpaid with prior supervisory approval.   

5. An employee who transfers from full-time employment status to part-time status 
will no longer be eligible for PPTO benefits. Earned PPTO that has not been 
used prior to the transfer will be paid to the employee.  
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PPTO balances will be used to pay back AI for any used but unearned core PTO, 
or any portion thereof. 

The employee will not be eligible to participate in the PPTO benefit again until the 
following open enrollment (if eligibility requirements are met at that time). 

6. Reconciliation: 
a. PPTO must be used by the end of the calendar year in which it is 

allocated. 

b. PPTO that is not used by the beginning of the 24th pay period will be paid 
out to the employee on the 25th paycheck of the year. 

c. Since PPTO is reconciled prior to the end of the calendar year, 
employees who wish to take time off after the last full pay period but prior 
to the end of the year, should work with their supervisor to schedule 
unpaid time off. Generally, the unpaid time off should not exceed the 
amount of PPTO that was previously paid out to the employee. 

d. PPTO contributions may be used to offset any used, but unearned core 
PTO. 

7. Termination of employment: 
a. AI will pay out to the employee what has been contributed to their PPTO 

account up to the time of termination. 

b. PPTO balances will be used to pay back AI for any used but unearned 
core PTO, or any portion thereof.   

c. A full-time employee who terminates will be responsible for repaying any 
used but not earned PTO and PPTO.  This amount will be deducted from 
the employee’s paycheck.  Earned PTO and PPTO that has not been 
used prior to the termination or transfer to part-time status will be paid to 
the employee on their final paycheck. 

d. No PPTO can be used on receipt of a resignation of employment.  No 
PPTO may be used between the time notice is given and the employee’s 
last day of work. 

 

 

APPROVAL PROCEDURE: 
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1. Employees will complete a “Time Off Request” form in ADP.  Please note that a 
Time Off Request form must be completed for those times scheduled in advance 
as well as unscheduled time off. 

2. The supervisor or designee will consider schedule adjustments needed for 
accomplishing work requirements.  AI reserves the right to deny PPTO requests 
based on scheduling and program needs. However, whenever possible, the 
employee's preference will be approved according to department policy and 
guidelines. At times it may become necessary for the employee to schedule PPTO 
at AI’s convenience.  This requirement will apply first to new employees. 

3. The supervisor or designee will approve PPTO requested based on employee's 
available time and coverage.  
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HOLIDAYS 
 

Policy Number 5.03 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence (AI) celebrates the holidays listed below and full-time 
employees on the active payroll are eligible to be paid for time off for that day. 
  New Year’s Day  Memorial Day 
  Independence Day  Labor Day 
  Thanksgiving Day  Christmas Day* 

1. Full-time employees may trade an AI religious holiday* (i.e. Christmas Day) for 
another religious holiday with approval of your supervisor and the Director of 
Human Resources.  Only one company sponsored religious holiday* will be 
provided as a paid AI holiday that can be used anytime per calendar year in lieu 
of Christmas Day.     

2. Holidays occurring during an employee’s scheduled PTO period will be 
considered as holiday pay.  

3.  Full-time employees in their introductory period will receive payment for the 
designated holiday. 

OFFICE STAFF: 

The Administrative Offices will be closed on the above holidays, however, when a 
holiday occurs on a Sunday, the following Monday will be observed as the holiday and 
the office will be closed. If a holiday falls on a Saturday, the Friday preceding will be 
observed as the holiday and the office will be closed. Employees will receive their 
normal compensation for that day. Offices will close at 2pm on the day before Christmas 
and on the day before Thanksgiving based upon program needs. 
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ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL: 

Individuals holding jobs required to maintain AI’s personal care services 24 hours a day 
and 7 days a week. Employees who regularly provide direct care services to consumers 
are considered essential personnel, which include Personal Care Attendants. 

PCAs who work any hours on the actual holiday will be paid at time and one half for the 
hours worked. Along with the celebrated holidays listed above, essential personnel who 
work any hours on Easter Sunday will be paid at time and one half for the hours worked.  

If a holiday falls on a regular scheduled day off, holiday time may not be paid. 
Example: If an employee typically works a Monday – Thursday work schedule 
and the holiday falls on a Saturday or Sunday, no holiday time would be paid. 

Holiday pay will be paid for the hours of the actual holiday (12:00 a.m. – 11:59 p.m.). 
Example: if Labor Day falls on Monday, the employee working the 11:00 p.m. to 
7:00 a.m. shift (Monday into Tuesday) would receive holiday pay for 1 hour 
(11:00 – 11:59 p.m.) and their normal shift rate for 7 hours (12:00 – 7:00 a.m.). 

ELIGIBILITY FOR HOLIDAYS: 

Employees must work their last scheduled work day before the holiday and their first 
scheduled work day following the holiday. When an employee is absent on a holiday and 
they are required to work, the employee forfeits the holiday. If an absence occurs on their 
last scheduled work day before the holiday or their first scheduled work day following the 
holiday the employee also forfeits holiday pay, however, may substitute available PTO 
and/or PPTO.  
 
If an employee is on a leave of absence, they will not be eligible for holidays.  An employee 
scheduled to go out on a leave and/or coming back from a leave must work the day before 
and the day after the holiday in order to receive payment for the holiday. 

Employees may take off additional days, then the above mentioned holidays, by utilizing 
their PTO and/or PPTO (if applicable) with supervisory approval.   
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BEREAVEMENT LEAVE 
 

Policy Number 5.04 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
Employees currently classified as Regular, Full-Time 

II. POLICY 
The purpose of Bereavement Leave is to provide paid time off for eligible employees to 
make funeral arrangements, handle personal matters and attend the funeral. New hires 
are eligible immediately upon hire. 

1. Immediate family member is defined as a parent (includes biological parent, 
adoptive parent, step-parent, and legal guardian), spouse, child (includes biological 
child, adopted child, step-child and foster child), sibling, half-sibling, step sibling, 
grandparent, grandchild, current parent-in-law, current son-in-law or daughter-in-
law, (current) brother-in-law and (current) sister-in-law.  

2. Extended family member is defined as aunt, uncle, niece and nephew. 

3. Employees are granted time off with pay for a maximum of three (3) days of 
scheduled work time following the death of an immediate family member, and a 
maximum of one (1) day of scheduled work time following the death of an extended 
family member. Leave does not have to be used on consecutive days. 

4. It is the employee’s responsibility to use this benefit in good faith.  Your supervisor 
may require documentation (obituary notice, death certificate, etc.) in order for you 
to receive compensation for this time off.  Failure to provide documentation when 
requested may result in the time being unpaid. 

5. Bereavement pay will be paid at the employee's base rate and will not be used 
toward the calculation of overtime during the week in which the leave is taken. 

6. Bereavement leave will not be paid while an employee is on any leave of absence 
including workers’ compensation. 

7. If the employee is entitled to Bereavement Pay and any of this time falls during a 
scheduled PTO period, the employee will be permitted to reschedule the portion of 
PTO that was concurrent with the Bereavement Leave. 
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FAMILY MEDICAL LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
 

Policy Number 5.05 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All eligible employees 

II. POLICY 
Under this policy, Accessing Independence (AI) will grant up to 12 weeks (or up to 26 
weeks of military caregiver leave to care for a covered  with a serious injury or illness) 
during a 12-month period to eligible employees. The leave may be paid, unpaid or a 
combination of paid and unpaid leave, depending on the circumstances of the leave and 
as specified in this policy.  

A. Eligibility  
To qualify to take family or medical leave under this policy, the employee must meet all 
of the following conditions:  

1)  The employee must have worked for the company for 12 months or 52 weeks. The 
12 months or 52 weeks need not have been consecutive. Separate periods of 
employment will be counted, provided that the break in service does not exceed seven 
years. Separate periods of employment will be counted if the break in service exceeds 
seven years due to National Guard or Reserve military service obligations or when there 
is a written agreement, including a collective bargaining agreement, stating the 
employer’s intention to rehire the employee after the service break.  

2)  The employee must have worked at least 1,250 hours during the 12-month period 
immediately preceding the commencement of the leave. The 1,250 hours do not include 
time spent on paid or unpaid leave. Consequently, these hours of leave should not be 
counted in determining the 1,250 hours eligibility test for an employee under FMLA.  

3)  The employee must work in a worksite where 50 or more employees are employed 
by the company within 75 miles of that office or worksite. The distance is to be 
calculated by using available transportation by the most direct route.  

B. Type of Leave Covered  
To qualify as FMLA leave under this policy, the employee must be taking leave for one 
of the reasons listed below:  
1) The birth of a child and in order to care for that child. 
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2) The placement of a child for adoption or foster care and to care for the newly placed 
child. 
3) To care for a spouse, child or parent with a serious health condition (described 
below). 
4) The serious health condition (described below) of the employee. 
 
An employee may take leave because of a serious health condition that makes the 
employee unable to perform the functions of the employee's position.  

A serious health condition is defined as a condition that requires inpatient care at a 
hospital, hospice or residential medical care facility, including any period of incapacity or 
any subsequent treatment in connection with such inpatient care or a condition that 
requires continuing care by a licensed health care provider. 

This policy covers illnesses of a serious and long-term nature, resulting in recurring or 
lengthy absences. Generally, a chronic or long-term health condition that would result in 
a period of three consecutive days of incapacity with the first visit to the health care 
provider within seven days of the onset of the incapacity and a second visit within 30 
days of the incapacity would be considered a serious health condition. For chronic 
conditions requiring periodic health care visits for treatment, such visits must take place 
at least twice a year.  

If an employee takes paid sick leave for a condition that progresses into a serious health 
condition and the employee requests unpaid leave as provided under this policy, the 
company may designate all or some portion of related leave taken as leave under this 
policy, to the extent that the earlier leave meets the necessary qualifications.  

5) Qualifying exigency leave for families of members of the National Guard or Reserves 
or of a regular component of the Armed Forces when the covered military member is on 
covered active duty or called to covered active duty. 

An employee whose spouse, son, daughter or parent either has been notified of an 
impending call or order to covered active military duty or who is already on covered 
active duty may take up to 12 weeks of leave for reasons related to or affected by the 
family member’s call-up or service. The qualifying exigency must be one of the following:  

a. short-notice deployment 
b. military events and activities 
c. child care and school activities 
d. financial and legal arrangements  
e. counseling 
f. rest and recuperation 
g. post-deployment activities, and 
h. additional activities that arise out of active duty, provided that the employer 
and employee agree, including agreement on timing and duration of the leave. 
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Eligible employees are entitled to FMLA leave to care for a current member of the Armed 
Forces, including a member of the National Guard or Reserves, or a member of the 
Armed Forces, the National Guard or Reserves who is on the temporary disability retired 
list, who has a serious injury or illness incurred in the line of duty on active duty for which 
he or she is undergoing medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy; or otherwise in 
outpatient status; or otherwise on the temporary disability retired list. Eligible employees 
may not take leave under this provision to care for former members of the Armed 
Forces, former members of the National Guard and Reserves, and members on the 
permanent disability retired list. 
 
In order to care for a covered family member, an eligible employee must be the spouse, 
son, daughter, or parent, or next of kin of a covered …” 
a)    A “son or daughter of a covered ” means the covered service member’s biological, 
adopted, or foster child, stepchild, legal ward, or a child for whom the covered service 
member stood in loco parentis, and who is of any age. 
b)    A “parent of a covered service member” means a covered service member’s 
biological, adoptive, step or foster father or mother, or any other individual who stood in 
loco parentis to the covered service member. This term does not include parents “in 
law.” 
c)    Under the FMLA, a “spouse” means a husband or wife, including those in same-sex 
marriages, which were made legal in all 50 United States as of June 26, 2015.  
d)    The “next of kin of a covered service member” is the nearest blood relative, other 
than the covered service member’s spouse, parent, son, or daughter, in the following 
order of priority: blood relatives who have been granted legal custody of the service 
member by court decree or statutory provisions, brothers and sisters, grandparents, 
aunts and uncles, and first cousins, unless the covered service member has specifically 
designated in writing another blood relative as his or her nearest blood relative for 
purposes of military caregiver leave under the FMLA. When no such designation is 
made, and there are multiple family members with the same level of relationship to the 
covered service member, all such family members shall be considered the covered 
service member’s next of kin and may take FMLA leave to provide care to the covered 
service member, either consecutively or simultaneously. When such designation has 
been made, the designated individual shall be deemed to be the covered service 
member's only next of kin. For example, if a covered service member has three siblings 
and has not designated a blood relative to provide care, all three siblings would be 
considered the covered service member's next of kin. Alternatively, where a covered 
service member has a sibling(s) and designates a cousin as his or her next of kin for 
FMLA purposes, then only the designated cousin is eligible as the covered service 
member's next of kin. An employer is permitted to require an employee to provide 
confirmation of covered family relationship to the covered service member pursuant to § 
825.122(k). 

“Covered active duty” means: 
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(a) “Covered active duty” for members of a regular component of the Armed Forces 
means duty during deployment of the member with the Armed Forces to a foreign 
country. 
(b) (2) Covered active duty or call to covered active duty status in the case of a member 
of the Reserve components of the Armed Forces means duty during the deployment of 
the member with the Armed Forces to a foreign country under a Federal call or order to 
active duty in support of a contingency operation, in accordance with 29 CR 825.102. 
 
The leave may commence as soon as the individual receives the call-up notice. (Son or 
daughter for this type of FMLA leave is defined the same as for child for other types of 
FMLA leave except that the person does not have to be a minor.) This type of leave 
would be counted toward the employee’s 12-week maximum of FMLA leave in a 12-
month period. 

6) Military caregiver leave (also known as covered service member leave) to care for an 
injured or ill service member or veteran.  An employee whose son, daughter, parent or 
next of kin is a covered service member may take up to 26 weeks in a single 12-month 
period to take care of leave to care for that service member. 

Next of kin is defined as the closest blood relative of the injured or recovering service 
member.  
 
The term “covered service member” means: 
 
(a) a member of the Armed Forces (including a member of the National Guard or 
Reserves) who is undergoing medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy, is otherwise in 
outpatient status, or is otherwise on the temporary disability retired list, for a serious 
injury or illness; or 
(b) a veteran who is undergoing medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy, for a 
serious injury or illness and who was a member of the Armed Forces (including a 
member of the National Guard or Reserves) at any time during the period of 5 years 
preceding the date on which the veteran undergoes that medical treatment, 
recuperation, or therapy. 
 
The term “serious injury or illness means: 

(a) in the case of a member of the Armed Forces (including a member of the National 
Guard or Reserves), means an injury or illness that was incurred by the member in line 
of duty on active duty in the Armed Forces (or existed before the beginning of the 
member’s active duty and was aggravated by service in line of duty on active duty in the 
Armed Forces) and that may render the member medically unfit to perform the duties of 
the member’s office, grade, rank, or rating; and 
(b) in the case of a veteran who was a member of the Armed Forces (including a 
member of the National Guard or Reserves) at any time during a period when the person 
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was a covered service member, means a qualifying (as defined by the Secretary of 
Labor) injury or illness incurred by a covered service member in the line of duty on active 
duty that may render the service member medically unfit to perform the duties of his or 
her office, grade, rank or rating. 
(c) Outpatient status, with respect to a covered service member, means the status of a 
member of the Armed Forces assigned to either a military medical treatment facility as 
an outpatient; or a unit established for the purpose of providing command and control of 
members of the Armed Forces receiving medical care as outpatients. 
 
D. Amount of Leave 
An eligible employee can take up to 12 weeks for the FMLA circumstances (1) through 
(5) above under this policy during any 12-month period. The company will measure the 
12-month period as a rolling 12-month period measured backward from the date an 
employee uses any leave under this policy. Each time an employee takes leave, the 
company will compute the amount of leave the employee has taken under this policy in 
the last 12 months and subtract it from the 12 weeks of available leave, and the balance 
remaining is the amount the employee is entitled to take at that time. 

An eligible employee can take up to 26 weeks for the FMLA circumstance (6) above 
(military caregiver leave) during a single 12-month period. For this military caregiver 
leave, the company will measure the 12-month period as a rolling 12-month period 
measured forward. FMLA leave already taken for other FMLA circumstances will be 
deducted from the total of 26 weeks available.  

If a husband and wife both work for the company and each wishes to take leave for the 
birth of a child, adoption or placement of a child in foster care, or to care for a parent (but 
not a parent "in-law") with a serious health condition, the husband and wife may only 
take a combined total of 12 weeks of leave. If a husband and wife both work for the 
company and each wishes to take leave to care for a covered injured or ill service 
member, the husband and wife may only take a combined total of 26 weeks of leave. 

E. Employee Status and Benefits During Leave  
While an employee is on leave, the company will continue the employee's health 
benefits during the leave period at the same level and under the same conditions as if 
the employee had continued to work.  

If the employee chooses not to return to work for reasons other than a continued serious 
health condition of the employee or the employee's family member or a circumstance 
beyond the employee's control, the company will require the employee to reimburse the 
company the amount it paid for the employee's health insurance premium during the 
leave period.  

Under current company policy, the employee pays a portion of the health care premium. 
While on paid leave, the employer will continue to make payroll deductions to collect the 
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employee's share of the premium. While on unpaid leave, the employee must continue 
to make this payment, either in person or by mail. The payment must be received in HR 
by the 15th day of each month. If the payment is more than 30 days late, the employee's 
health care coverage may be dropped for the duration of the leave. The employer will 
provide 15 days' notification prior to the employee's loss of coverage.  

If the employee contributes to a life insurance or disability plan, the employer will 
continue making payroll deductions while the employee is on paid leave. While the 
employee is on unpaid leave, the employee may request continuation of such benefits 
and pay his or her portion of the premiums, or the employer may elect to maintain such 
benefits during the leave and pay the employee's share of the premium payments. If the 
employee does not continue these payments, the employer may discontinue coverage 
during the leave. If the employer maintains coverage, the employer may recover the 
costs incurred for paying the employee's share of any premiums, whether or not the 
employee returns to work.  

F. Employee Status after Leave  
An employee who takes leave under this policy may be asked to provide a fitness for 
duty (FFD) clearance from the health care provider. This requirement will be included in 
the employer’s response to the FMLA request. Generally, an employee who takes FMLA 
leave will be able to return to the same position or a position with equivalent status, pay, 
benefits and other employment terms. The position will be the same or one which is 
virtually identical in terms of pay, benefits and working conditions. The company may 
choose to exempt certain key employees from this requirement and not return them to 
the same or similar position.  

G. Use of Paid and Unpaid Leave  
An employee who is taking FMLA leave because of the employee's own serious health 
condition or the serious health condition of a family member must use all paid vacation, 
personal or sick leave prior to being eligible for unpaid leave. Sick leave may be run 
concurrently with FMLA leave if the reason for the FMLA leave is covered by the 
established sick leave policy.  

Disability leave for the birth of the child and for an employee's serious health condition, 
(to the extent that it qualifies), will be designated as FMLA leave and will run 
concurrently with FMLA. For example, if an employer provides six weeks of pregnancy 
disability leave, the six weeks will be designated as FMLA leave and counted toward the 
employee's 12-week entitlement. The employee may then be required to substitute 
accrued (or earned) paid leave as appropriate before being eligible for unpaid leave for 
what remains of the 12-week entitlement. An employee who is taking leave for the 
adoption or foster care of a child must use all paid vacation, personal or family leave 
prior to being eligible for unpaid leave.  
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An employee who is using military FMLA leave for a qualifying exigency must use all 
paid vacation (including PPTO) and personal leave prior to being eligible for unpaid 
leave. An employee using FMLA military caregiver leave must also use all paid vacation, 
personal leave or sick leave (as long as the reason for the absence is covered by the 
company’s sick leave policy) prior to being eligible for unpaid leave.  

H. Intermittent Leave or a Reduced Work Schedule  
The employee may take FMLA leave in 12 consecutive weeks, may use the leave 
intermittently (take a day periodically when needed over the year) or, under certain 
circumstances, may use the leave to reduce the workweek or workday, resulting in a 
reduced hour schedule. In all cases, the leave may not exceed a total of 12 workweeks 
(or 26 workweeks to care for an injured or ill service member over a 12-month period).  

The company may temporarily transfer an employee to an available alternative position 
with equivalent pay and benefits if the alternative position would better accommodate the 
intermittent or reduced schedule, in instances of when leave for the employee or 
employee's family member is foreseeable and for planned medical treatment, including 
recovery from a serious health condition or to care for a child after birth, or placement for 
adoption or foster care.  

For the birth, adoption or foster care of a child, the company and the employee must 
mutually agree to the schedule before the employee may take the leave intermittently or 
work a reduced hour schedule. Leave for birth, adoption or foster care of a child must be 
taken within one year of the birth or placement of the child.  

If the employee is taking leave for a serious health condition or because of the serious 
health condition of a family member, the employee should try to reach agreement with 
the company before taking intermittent leave or working a reduced hour schedule. If this 
is not possible, then the employee must prove that the use of the leave is medically 
necessary.  

I. Certification for the Employee’s Serious Health Condition or a Family Members 
Serious Health Condition  
The company will require certification for the employee’s serious health condition. The 
employee must respond to such a request within 25 days of the request or provide a 
reasonable explanation for the delay. Failure to provide certification may result in a 
denial of continuation of leave.  

The company may directly contact the employee’s health care provider for verification or 
clarification purposes using a health care professional, an HR professional, or 
management official. The company will not use the employee’s direct supervisor for this 
contact. Before the company makes this direct contact with the health care provider, the 
employee will be a given an opportunity to resolve any deficiencies in the medical 
certification.  
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The company has the right to ask for a second opinion if it has reason to doubt the 
certification. The company will pay for the employee to get a certification from a second 
doctor, which the company will select. The company may deny FMLA leave to an 
employee who refuses to release relevant medical records to the health care provider 
designated to provide a second or third opinion.  

K. Certification of Qualifying Exigency for Military Family Leave 
The company will require certification of the qualifying exigency for military family leave. 
The employee must respond to such a request within 25 days of the request or provide a 
reasonable explanation for the delay. Failure to provide certification may result in a 
denial of continuation of leave. This certification will be provided using the DOL 
Certification of Qualifying Exigency for Military Family Leave. 

L. Certification for Serious Injury or Illness of Covered Service member for Military 
Family Leave 
The company will require certification for the serious injury or illness of the covered 
service member. The employee must respond to such a request within 25 days of the 
request or provide a reasonable explanation for the delay. Failure to provide certification 
may result in a denial of continuation of leave. This certification will be provided using 
the DOL Certification for Serious Injury or Illness of Covered Service member. 

M. Recertification 
The company may request recertification for the serious health condition of the 
employee or the employee’s family member no more frequently than every 30 days 
unless circumstances have changed significantly, or if the employer receives information 
casting doubt on the reason given for the absence, or if the employee seeks an 
extension of his or her leave. Otherwise, the company may request recertification for the 
serious health condition of the employee or the employee’s family member every six 
months in connection with an FMLA absence. The company may provide the employee’s 
health care provider with the employee’s attendance records and ask whether need for 
leave is consistent with the employee’s serious health condition.  

N. Procedure for Requesting FMLA Leave  
All employees requesting FMLA leave must provide verbal or written notice of the need 
for the leave to HR. Within five business days after the employee has provided this 
notice, the HR manager will complete and provide the employee with the DOL Notice of 
Eligibility and Rights.  

 When the need for the leave is foreseeable, the employee must provide the employer 
with at least 30 calendar days advance notice. 
 -Birth of a child 
 -Adoption 
 -Medical Treatment 
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When the need for FMLA leave is not foreseeable, the employee should provide notice 
within two (2) business days.  The employee must comply with the company’s usual and 
customary notice and procedural requirements for requesting leave, absent unusual 
circumstances.  

O. Designation of FMLA Leave 
Within five business days after the employee has submitted the appropriate certification 
form, HR will complete and provide the employee with a written response to the 
employee’s request for FMLA leave using the DOL Designation Notice. 

RETURN FROM FMLA: 

An employee who takes leave under this policy may be asked to provide a fitness or 
duty clearance from the health care provider (when the FMLA is for his/her own serious 
health condition for example). This requirement will be included in AI’s response to the 
FMLA request. Generally, an employee who takes FMLA leave will be able to return to 
the same position or a position with equivalent status, pay benefits and other 
employment terms. The position will be the same or one which is virtually identical in 
terms of pay, benefits and working conditions. AI may choose to exempt certain key 
employees from this requirement, and not return them to the same or similar position. 
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UNPAID LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
 

Policy Number 5.06 
Approved By Human Resources  
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees  

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence (AI) has established uniform guidelines to handle requests for 
personal leaves of absence. A personal leave of absence offers the option for extended 
time away from job responsibilities when meeting criteria within this policy.  
 
Eligibility: 

 An employee who has successfully completed six (6) months of continuous 
employment may be eligible to take a personal leave of absence. 

 An employee who has taken a leave of absence (FMLA, short term disability or 
otherwise) within twelve (12) preceding months prior to a new request will not be 
eligible to take a personal leave of absence.   

 

REASONS AND LENGTH OF TIME FOR WHICH LEAVE MAY BE GRANTED: 

Up to eight (8) weeks of leave: 
- Employee’s health condition 
- Care for a spouse, son, daughter, or parent, if such family member has a 

serious health condition 
- Placement of a child with the employee for adoption or foster care; 
- Circumstances which do not qualify or are ineligible under the Family Medical 

Leave Act such as educational, religious or personal reasons 

NOTE: A personal leave of absence will not be granted to accept another position.  

Authorization is granted on a case-by-case basis by considering the needs and 
circumstances of the employee and the impact that the employee’s absence will have on 
the workplace (this includes non-FMLA eligible family or medical leave). The employee’s 
current job performance, in addition; to attendance issues will also be taken into 
consideration when approval a personal leave.  If granted a personal leave of absence, 
the employee is required, if eligible, to use all unused, earned paid time off before the 
unpaid portion of the leave begins.  
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When the need for leave is foreseeable, the employee must provide UDSF with at least 
thirty (30) calendar days advanced notice. When the need is unforeseen, the employee 
must provide notice of their need within 2 business days. 

Employees are required to complete a Leave Request Form in order to request and seek 
approval for a personal leave of absence under this policy. The application should 
include proposed starting and ending dates for the personal leave period. If the personal 
leave is due to an employee’s or family member’s health condition, a doctor’s 
certification must accompany the Leave Request Form. Failure to provide the required 
medical certifications may result in denial of the leave request.  

The Leave Request form must be approved by the direct supervisor of the employee, the 
program head (Manager and/or VP of Business Development) and Human Resources. 

During the personal leave of absence, the employee is encouraged to stay in contact 
with their supervisor; however the employee is required to communicate every 30 days 
with Human Resources as to the status of their leave and/or their intention to return to 
work. 

Employees who are approved for a leave of absence due to a medical condition must 
present a Fitness for Duty form stating they’re fit for duty and able to return to their 
normal job duties. 

An employee will be considered on a Leave of Absence (LOA) while Short Term 
Disability (STD) approval is pending.  In certain circumstances, FMLA eligibility may be 
applicable.  

Personal leaves of absence are typically not less than two weeks (14 days) and limited 
to a maximum of eight weeks (56 days) per leave. 

AI will make every effort to return an employee who is returning from an approved 
personal leave of absence to the position they held prior to their leave. 

AI reserves the right to deny personal leaves of absence based on the business needs 
of the program and/or the needs of our consumers. Leaves may also be denied if the 
employee is experiencing performance and/or attendance issues. 

COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS: 

1. AI will continue to pay its portion of the health insurance coverage for eligible 
employees. The employee is required to pay their portion during the leave. If 
premiums are raised or lowered, the employee would be required to pay the new 
premium rates. The employee may write a check or utilize a credit card to make 
insurance payments. Payments are due by the fifteenth (15th) day of each month. 
In the event the employee does not pay by the fifteenth (15th) day of the month, a 
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letter will be generated and payment is due within seven (7)-days of receipt. 
Failure to pay employee portion of elected benefits with in 30 days of missed 
payment will cause AI to assume the employee is forfeiting benefits and as a 
result the benefits will be cancelled. 

2. If the employee chooses not to return to work after a leave of absence the 
premiums portion paid by AI must be paid back to AI for the time the employee 
was on leave.  

3. Leaves of absence are considered a break in service for determining Paid Time 
Off (PTO) for eligible employees (length of continuous service with AI). PTO will 
be prorated upon return from the leave. 

4. An employee is not eligible for holiday pay, jury duty, and bereavement when on 
an approved leave of absence.  
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RETURN FROM LEAVE OF ABSENCE: 

All periods of available leave time to which employees are entitled are maximum 
amounts. When the reason for which a leave was granted no longer exists or the period 
of permitted leave expires, the employee is required to return to work. 

Employees who do not return to work upon expiration of a leave of absence will be 
considered to have voluntarily resigned. In the event that a terminated employee wishes 
to reapply for employment, AI will consider the employee for rehire based on our 
business needs and the employee’s prior work record with AI. 
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MILITARY LEAVE OF ABSENCE 
 

Policy Number 5.07 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All Eligible Employees 

II. POLICY 

Accessing Independence (AI) is committed to protecting the job rights of employees 
absent on military leave. In accordance with federal and state law, it is AI’s policy that no 
employee or prospective employee will be subjected to any form of discrimination on the 
basis of that person's membership in or obligation to perform service for any of the 
Uniformed Services of the United States. Specifically, no person will be denied 
employment, reemployment, promotion, or other benefit of employment on the basis of 
such membership. Furthermore, no person will be subjected to retaliation or adverse 
employment action because such person has exercised his or her rights under 
applicable law or this policy. If any employee believes that he or she has been subjected 
to discrimination in violation of this policy, the employee should immediately contact 
Human Resources.  

ELIGIBILITY 

Employees taking part in a variety of military duties are eligible for benefits under this 
policy. Such military duties include leaves of absence taken by members of the 
uniformed services, including Reservists, National Guard members for training, periods 
of active military service, and funeral honors duty, as well as time spent being examined 
to determine fitness to perform such service. Subject to certain exceptions under the 
applicable laws, these benefits are generally limited to five years of leave of absence. 

PROCEDURES FOR MILITARY LEAVE  

1. Unless military necessity prevents it, or is otherwise impossible or unreasonable, 
an employee should provide AI with notice of the need for leave as far in 
advance as is reasonable under the circumstances.  Written notice is preferred, 
but not required under the law or this policy. 

2. To request a temporary or extended military leave of absence, the employee 
should generally obtain a Request for Leave of Absence Form from Human 
Resources.  However, a written application is not required under the law or this 
policy. 
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3. Human Resources will review and sign the Request for Leave of Absence Form, 
collect any applicable insurance premiums from the employee, generate other 
applicable documents, and process accordingly.   

4. Employees on temporary or extended military leave may, at their option, use any 
or all accrued paid time off during their absence.    

5. When the employee intends to return to work, he or she must make application 
for reemployment to Human Resources within the application period set forth 
below.    

6. If the employee does not return to work at the designated, agreed to date, the 
supervisor must notify Human Resources so that appropriate action may be 
taken.   

BENEFITS  

If an employee is absent from work due to military service, benefits will continue as 
follows:  

1. An employee on extended military leave may elect to continue group health 
insurance coverage under the same terms and conditions for a period not to 
exceed 31 days from the date the military leave of absence begins. Monthly, the 
employee must pay the premium normally paid by the employee while he was 
actively at work. After the initial 31 day period, the employee and covered 
dependents can continue group health insurance up to 24 months at 102% of 
the overall (both employer and employee) premium rate.   

2. The group term life/AD&D insurance provided by the Company will terminate the 
day the employee becomes active military.   

3. The group short term and long term disability insurance provided by the 
Company will terminate the day the employee becomes active military.   

4. Employees do not earn paid time off while on military leave of absence status.   
5. With respect to the Company’s 401k plan, upon reemployment, employees who 

have taken military leave will be credited for purposes of vesting with the time 
spent in military service and will be treated as not having incurred a break in 
service. Immediately upon reemployment, the employee may, at the employee’s 
election, make any or all employee contributions that the employee would have 
been eligible to make had the employee's employment not been interrupted by 
military service. Such contributions must be made within a period that begins 
with the employee's reemployment and that is not greater in duration than three 
times the length of the employee's military service. Employees will receive all 
associated company match for such contributions.   

6. Voluntary supplemental life/AD&D, Accident and/or Critical Illness insurance will 
terminate the day the employee becomes active military. Converting to an 
individual policy may continue. To exercise this conversion option, employee 
must submit a written application and the first premium payment within 31 days 
immediately following the termination of coverage.   
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RE‐EMPLOYMENT    

Upon an employee's prompt application for re-employment (as defined below), an 
employee will be reinstated to employment in the following manner depending upon the 
employee's period of military service:  

1. Less than 91 days of military service - (i) in a position that the employee would 
have attained if employment had not been interrupted by military service 
provided the employee is qualified to perform such a position; or (ii) if found not 
qualified for such position after reasonable efforts by the Company, in the 
position in which the employee had been employed prior to military service.   

2. Greater than 90 days - (i) in a position that the employee would have attained if 
employment had not been interrupted by military service or a position of like 
seniority, status and pay, the duties of which the employee is qualified to 
perform; or (ii) if proved not qualified after reasonable efforts by the Company, in 
the position the employee left, or a position of like seniority, status and pay, the 
duties of which the employee is qualified to perform.   

3. Employee with a service-connected disability - if after reasonable 
accommodation efforts by the employer, an employee with a service-connected 
disability is not qualified for employment in the position he or she would have 
attained or in the position that he or she left, the employee will be employed in (i) 
any other position of similar seniority, status and pay for which the employee is 
qualified or could become qualified with reasonable efforts by the Company; or 
(ii) if no such position exists, in the nearest approximation consistent with the 
circumstances of the employee's situation.   

APPLICATION FOR RE‐EMPLOYMENT    

An employee who has engaged in military service must, in order to be entitled to the re-
employment rights set forth above, submit an application for re-employment according to 
the following schedule:  

1. If service is less than 31 days (or for the purpose of taking an examination to 
determine fitness for service) - the employee must report for re-employment at 
the beginning of the first full regularly scheduled working period on the first 
calendar day following completion of service and the expiration of eight hours 
after a time for safe transportation back to the employee's residence.   

2. If service is for 31 days or more but less than 181 days - the employee must 
submit an application for re-employment with Human Resources no later than 14 
days following the completion of service, unless circumstances render it 
impossible or unreasonable through no fault of the employee.   

3. If service is over 180 days - the employee must submit an application for re-
employment with Human Resources no later than 90 days following the 
completion of service.    
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4. If the employee is hospitalized or convalescing from a service-connected injury - 
the employee must submit an application for re-employment with Human 
Resources no later than two years following completion of service.   

5. Failure to repot or apply for employment or reemployment within the appropriate 
period set forth above will jeopardize the employee’s right to re-employment. 

EXCEPTIONS TO RE‐EMPLOYMENT   

In addition to the employee's failure to apply for re-employment in a timely manner, an 
employee is not entitled to reinstatement as described above if any of the following 
conditions exist:   

1. The Company’s circumstances have so changed as to make re-employment 
impossible or unreasonable  

2. Re-employment would pose an undue hardship upon AI. 
3. The employee's employment prior to the military service was merely for a brief, 

non-recurrent period and there was no reasonable expectation that the 
employment would have continued indefinitely or for a significant period.   

4. The employee did not receive an honorable discharge from military service.   

GENERAL BENEFITS UPON RE‐EMPLOYMENT   

Employees re-employed following military leave will receive seniority and other benefits 
determined by seniority that the employee had at the beginning of the military leave, plus 
any additional seniority and benefits the employee would have attained, with reasonable 
certainty, had the individual remained continuously employed. An employee’s time spent 
on active military duty will be counted toward their eligibility for FMLA leave once they 
return to their job at AI. Additionally, upon re-employment, a covered employee will not 
be discharged except for cause for up to one year following re-employment. 

DOCUMENTATION    
HR will, upon the employee's reapplication for employment, request that the employee 
provide AI with military discharge documentation to established the timeliness of the 
application for re-employment, the duration of the military service, and the honorable 
discharge from the military service. 
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SHORT TERM DISABILITY (STD) 
 

Policy Number 5.08 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 1, 2017 

I. SCOPE 
All active employees classified as Regular Full-Time and eligible for benefits. 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of AI to provide Short Term Disability benefits (STD) as income 
replacement to an employee when he/she is unable to work for an extended period 
(beyond 7-calendar days) due to a temporary or permanent, non-work related injury or 
illness as certified by a medical professional. 

1. To receive STD, an employee must submit an application, including appropriate 
medical certification as requested by AI or its third party administrator. The 
employee should notify their Supervisor and Human Resources Department 
as soon as possible when they become aware of the need to be off work for 
an extended time. Benefits will not be paid until all appropriate information has 
been received and approved by the AI STD third party administrator. 

2. STD benefits cease when:  
a. The employee recovers and has been returned to work without restrictions 

by their attending physician 

b. The employee ceases to be in a class eligible for this coverage 

c. The employee ceases to be under the care of a legally qualified medical 
provider 

d. If they fail to provide proof of the disability at the request of AI or its third 
party administrator, or  

e. The employee exhausts the period of benefit.  

STD eligibility is based on actual anniversary date or adjusted hire date as a full 
time, active employee. 

3. All eligible employees will be entitled to 67% of base weekly pay. Eligible 
employees are entitled to these benefits for an illness or accident that are not work-
related in nature. Benefits are provided for the duration of the short-term disability 
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and no more then up to the twelve (12) weeks duration per disability of the STD 
benefit. 

4. Salary deductions (Federal Withholding, Social Security, State/Local Taxes,  
Healthcare benefits, 401K deferrals, and all voluntary health care benefits) will be 
deducted from the portion paid by AI. 

5. STD begins on the eighth (8th) day following an injury or illness, which is not work-
related, and prevents the employee from performing any or all of his or her duties.  
This is considered the “elimination period.” 

6. Earned but unused Paid Time Off (PTO) must be used during the first 7 days 
(elimination period). In the event that there is insufficient earned PTO available, the 
remaining time will be unpaid and/or Purchased Paid Time Off (PPTO) may be 
used if applicable.  Earned PTO may be used to subsidize partial STD. The use of 
STD Benefits and PTO may not exceed the employee’s normal base weekly wage. 

7. If the employee is eligible for Workers' Compensation, STD benefits may not be 
used. 

8. When an employee knows in advance of his/her need for medical leave for seven 
(7) or more calendar days he/she shall notify their supervisor and Human 
Resources.  

9. When an employee is unable to provide advance notice and unable to return to 
work on the eighth day, the employee or employee's representative, shall notify 
his/her supervisor and Human Resources as soon as possible to begin the leave 
process. 

10. Employee is responsible for making sure all completed application forms, 
including physician certifications, are returned to Human Resources. Promptly 
returning all forms will ensure that the Short Term Disability benefits application 
process moves more quickly. 

 The employee shall provide a medical release to his/her supervisor and Human 
Resources at least two (2) working days prior to returning to work. The release 
should clearly indicate any medical limitations and the return to work date.   

The employee shall provide, when necessary or when requested by AI or its third party 
administrator, a physician note stating temporary medical restrictions, which allows the 
employee to return to work but prevent the employee from performing all of the essential 
functions of their job. 

If you become eligible for a wage increase while on a period of medical leave, your wage 
increase will not become effective until the beginning of the next full pay period following 
return to full time work. 
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Failure to return to work on the date designated on the attending physician’s 
certification will be deemed as a voluntary resignation. 

MODIFIED OR LIGHT DUTY WORK: 

AI reserves the right to request an employee be seen by a designated physician if AI 
feels a second opinion is warranted 

In cases where a temporary disability occurs and a licensed physician approves 
modified duty with clear work restrictions, AI will make every effort to accommodate 
these limitations by providing light duty work, which may include work in a position 
different from the employee’s regular occupation. 

This would be a temporary position until the employee is able to return to his/her regular 
position. Should such a modified duty position be offered to the employee and the 
employee chooses not to utilize the light duty, STD benefits may be discontinued. If AI is 
not able to safely and productively accommodate the limitations, the employee may be 
eligible for continued STD benefits.  
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LIBERAL LEAVE POLICY 
 

Policy Number 5.09 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence is susceptible to severe weather, emergency situations and 
natural disasters. AI will make every effort to maintain normal work hours during these 
situations. At the same time, AI recognizes that safety both on and off the job is a 
serious consideration and that employees must decide for themselves whether or not to 
attempt to report to work during inclement weather or other emergency situations.  

AI has established a Liberal Leave Policy for circumstances that contribute to altering work 
schedules due to inclement weather, disaster or emergency situations. 

DEFINITIONS: 

1. Inclement Weather – Severe weather as may be found during a snowstorm. 
2. Natural Disaster – Severe conditions as may be found during a hurricane, 

tornado, or earthquake. 
3. Other Emergencies – Bomb threats, police or fire emergencies closing the 

accessibility to the work place, lack of heat or electricity, etc. 
4. State of Emergency – Mandate declared by the state for non-essential vehicles 

to remain off all roadways. 
5. Snow Emergency – Mandate declared by a municipality for vehicles to be 

removed from parking spaces along a snow emergency route. Not to be 
confused with a State of Emergency. 

6. Liberal Leave – In all inclement weather or emergency situations as outlined 
above, all employees should make every reasonable effort to report to work 
however, each employee at his/her sole discretion must determine if and when 
they will be able to report to work. 

PROCEDURE: 

1. Each employee must communicate with his/her immediate supervisor and follow 
program specific protocol for not reporting to work as outlined in the Attendance 
Policy.   
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2. In the event of extreme inclement weather, disaster or emergency situations the 
Executive Director will make the determination to implement the Liberal Leave 
Policy and will notify all senior management that the Liberal Leave Policy is in 
effect. If for some reason the Executive Director is unavailable; another member of 
Senior Management (i.e. a Program Director or Director of Human Resources) will 
make the determination. 

3. Senior Management Team members are responsible to notify staff if Liberal Leave 
is in effect when sending employees home or notifying them about reporting to 
work. The Chain of Command will be followed to ensure all employees are notified 
properly.   

4. Directors of Programs which provide day services may make the recommendation 
to close their program/department due to an emergency however, they must 
communicate this information to his/her immediate supervisor or the Executive 
Director in advance. The Senior Management Team member will be responsible to 
communicate to other senior leaders and the chain of command notification will 
commence at that time. 

COMPENSATION: 

1. Under the Liberal Leave Policy, employees are permitted to be absent for a 
portion of a workday or the entire workday. Employees must notify their 
supervisors if they intend to take liberal leave.   

2. Non-exempt employees may use available PTO and PPTO time, take the time off 
without pay, or make up the missed work hours later in the same week in quarter 
hour increments. Exempt employees who do not work at all during the workday 
will be charged a full day of PTO, PPTO or Unpaid Time Off. The employee is 
responsible to notify his/her supervisor during that week as to his/her choice of 
options.  

3. Employees who do not report to work under a liberal leave determination will not 
be penalized for unscheduled absence.  Employees arriving late under a liberal 
leave determination will not be penalized for tardiness.  

4. If liberal leave is announced during the workday, employees will be permitted to 
leave the work site, at their discretion after apprising their supervisors.    

TIME AND ATTENDANCE 

1. When a Liberal Leave is in effect, situations of arriving late, leaving early or missing 
a full day of work due to inclement weather or emergency will not be recorded by 
the supervisor.  

2. In all other situations, arriving late, leaving early or missing a full day of work due to 
inclement weather or emergency will be recorded by the supervisor. 

3. If these inclement weather/emergency situations cause an employee to be 
disciplined under the Attendance Policy the supervisor must meet with Human 
Resources to document these extenuating circumstances to assist with determining 
further disciplinary action.   
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EMPLOYEE REFERRAL BONUS 
 

Policy Number 5.10 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

EXCEPTION: 
- The Human Resources team is not eligible for a referral bonus.  
- Staffing Supervisors are not eligible for a referral bonus for referring essential 

personnel. 
- Supervisory and Management personnel are not eligible when referring for a 

position that is under their supervision.  
- Senior Leaders are not eligible for referral bonuses. 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of AI to encourage and reward employees for their successful efforts in 
referring new employees. 

1. Candidates referred should be totally generated by the personal efforts and 
resources of the referring AI employee. 

2. Employees who wish to submit the name of an outside candidate must complete a 
referral form, and submit it, together with the candidate's application or resume, to 
the HR Department prior to the initial interview. Former employees of the 
organization, consultants or temporary employees are not eligible as referrals. 

3. If more than one referral is received for the same candidate,  the first referral will be 
honored. All referral forms will be date stamped as they are received. 

4. The cash value of the referral award will be considered earned income and will be 
subject to applicable tax withholdings. 

5. If no immediate offer of employment is made, the Referral card, with the application 
or resume, will be retained on file for one year. If the candidate is hired during that 
time, the referring employee will be eligible for an award. The award will be based 
upon the current Employee Referral Program in effect. Both the referring employee 
and the employee giving the referral must be actively employed with AI in order to 
receive any of the referral payouts. 
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6. The referral bonus will be charged to the budget of the program receiving the 
referred employee. 

7. AI reserves the right to cancel or modify the Employee Referral Program at any 
time. Should the program be changed or modified, the date an offer of employment 
is accepted will determine the award level.  

AMOUNTS OF REFERRAL AWARDS: 

Employee Referral Awards can amount to up to $300 for the referring employee. 

Office employees: For office employee referrals, the referring employee will receive $150 
on the pay date immediately following the candidate’s hire. The referring employee will then 
receive $150 on the pay date immediately following the candidate’s successful completion 
of 90 days of continuous employment. The referring employee must be actively employed 
with AI in order to receive any of the referral payouts.  

Essential Personnel: When essential personnel refer essential personnel to AI the 
referring employee will receive $100 when the candidate successfully completes 90 
days, worked 120 hours in those first 90 days and receives a satisfactory evaluation.  
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JURY DUTY AND COURT APPEARANCES 
 

Policy Number 5.11 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
Employees currently classified as Regular Full-Time 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence to compensate employees for days of absence 
from the job due to jury duty and/or court appearances. AI will provide jury duty and court 
appearance pay. 

Employees need not complete their orientation period to be eligible for jury duty 
compensation; however, verification of need is required. Employees should contact their 
supervisor if they need time off for this purpose. 

GUIDELINES: 

Jury Duty and Court Appearances 
1. Employees summoned for jury duty must present the court summons to the 

immediate supervisor within 24 hours of receiving it so that necessary scheduling 
arrangements can be made and to receive compensation. 

2. AI will pay the difference between the amount that the employee receives for the 
jury duty service and their regular pay (based on normal work schedule) for a 
maximum of seven (7) weeks. 

3. The employee is required to return to work on the next scheduled shift following 
the completion of jury duty. 

Subpoena and Expert Testimony Appearances 
4. An employee will receive regular pay (based on normal work schedule) for their 

scheduled work hours for that day with the deduction of the  amount paid as a 
witness for each day of scheduled work missed for an AI related subpoena 
appearance or expert testimony appearance. 

5. No compensation will be granted to an employee who is scheduled to appear in 
court for reasons other than AI business. Use of (earned) Paid Time Off (PTO) 
and/or PPTO (Purchased Paid Time Off)  may be used for this purpose. 
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6. Documentation regarding court compensation for the employee must be 
presented. Time for jury duty or court appearances for AI should be recorded In 
ADP on the timesheet with appropriate dates. 
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TRAVEL EXPENSES AND LIABILITY 
 

Policy Number 5.12 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees  

II. PAYING TRAVEL TIME 
Under the FLSA, normal home-to-work travel does not need to be paid regardless of 
whether the employee works at a fixed location or at different work locations. For 
example, if an employee travels to the first work location directly from home, and returns 
directly home from the final work location, this commuting travel time does not need to 
be paid. 

Under the FLSA, employees who travel to more than one work location during the 
workday must be paid for travel time between each work location. If an employee works 
for two different employers, he or she does not need to be compensated for time spent 
traveling between the two employers' work locations. 

Employees who travel to more than one work location for a single employer during the 
workday must be paid for travel time between each work location; if the travel is not 
direct because the employee is relieved from duty long enough to engage in purely 
personal pursuits, only the time necessary to make the trip must be paid. 

Example:  

Tiffany is a direct care worker who is employed by a Home Care Agency. She provides 
services to two of the agency's clients, Mr. Jackson, from 9:00am to 11:30am, and Mr. 
Smith, from 2:00pm to 6:00pm. Tiffany drives to the two different work locations which 
are 30 minutes apart. She leaves Mr. Jackson's home at 11:30am and goes to a 
restaurant for lunch, shops for herself, and then arrives at Mr. Smith's home at 2:00pm. 

Because Tiffany is completely relieved from duty long enough to use the time effectively 
for her own purposes (i.e., lunch and shopping) not all of the time is hours worked. The 
30 minutes required to travel between the two homes is hours worked and must be paid 
by the Home Care Agency even though Tiffany did not travel directly between 
consumers. 
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III. PAYING MILEAGE 
NON PCA EMPLOYEES for Accessing Independence traveling more than 80 miles 
round trip are encouraged to use one of the AI owned/leased vehicles when available 
and when efficient for employee travel plans.  

No mileage reimbursement will be paid for an employee’s normal commute from home 
to their assigned work location.   

There are times when AI employees may be required to use their personal vehicle for 
business travel. Mileage reimbursement is meant to cover only those miles incurred 
above and beyond the employee’s normal commute to his/her assigned work location.  
To elevate financial burden when an employee uses their personal vehicle for business 
miles only, we have capped the commuting miles to a maximum of 25 miles one way or 
50 miles round trip.   

Examples: 
1. The employee’s normal commute round trip is 30 miles one way or 60 miles round 

trip. The employee drives to their assigned work location.  No further business travel 
is incurred. The employee drives home from their assigned work location.  No 
mileage is reimbursable. 

2. Mid-morning an employee travels from their assigned work location to a meeting at 
the Convention Center. After the meeting, the employee returns to their assigned 
work location for the remainder of the day. All mileage for this trip would be 
reimbursable because the employee drove from home to their assigned work 
location and from their assigned work location to their home. 

3. The employee’s normal commute is 10 miles (20 miles round trip).  The employee 
leaves home and goes directly to one customer location and then to another and 
then travels back home for a total of 75 business miles in that particular outing.  Only 
the incremental 55 miles are considered reimbursable since the 20 miles of “normal 
commute” would be subtracted. 

4. An employee’s normal commute from home to their assigned work location is 35 
miles (70 miles round trip).  An employee travels from their home to complete 
several customer home visits and then returns to their home to end their day. 
Mileage reimbursement would be calculated as follows: 

- Trip 1 – Home to Customer A   27 miles  
- Trip 2 – Customer A to Customer B  15 miles  
- Trip 3 – Customer B to Customer C  5 miles 
- Trip 4 – Customer C to Office   20 miles  
- Trip 5 – Customer C to Home   29 miles  

Total Miles:    96 miles 
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Subtract     50 miles (reasonable commute) 
Reimbursable miles   46 miles 

5. Remote employees (working from their home office) who are required to attend 
New Hire Training will travel from their home to the designated office and from 
that office back home again. Assume the employee’s mileage from home to work 
is 62 miles one way (124 miles round trip).  Because this was New Hire Training, 
the 25 mile one way (50 mile round trip) maximum is used. In this case 74 miles 
may be reimbursed. 

Appropriate mileage will be paid at the current approved mileage rate at the time of 
travel.   

Reimbursement requests should indicate each point of travel as well as the miles eligible 
for reimbursement. Mileage reimbursement requests should be forwarded to the 
employee’s supervisor for validation of reimbursable mileage and other expenses. Once 
approved by the supervisor, the expense report is submitted to Accounts Payable for 
reimbursement. Normal commute mileage may be verified through the use of 
commercially available websites (ex. MapQuest, Google Maps). 

AI encourages all employees to plan travel efficiently by utilizing cost saving measures 
such as car pooling and strategically planning several appointments in remote locations. 
AI reserves the right to evaluate employee travel for effectiveness. 

Employees must submit accurate monthly mileage sheets in order to be 
reimbursed. The number of miles traveled should not be rounded up to the nearest 
round number. 

Other expenses such as parking will be reimbursed at the actual costs. Original, 
itemized receipts must be provided. 

All travel expenses must be submitted by the 10th of the following month. If expense 
reports are submitted after the 10th of the following month second level approval is 
required. 

Falsification of mileage records may result in disciplinary action up to and including 
termination. 

LIABILITY: 

Transporting participants in an employee’s personal vehicle is prohibited by AI due to 
potential liability for employees.  
 
Under Pennsylvania state law “the car that causes the accident is always responsible for 
the coverage”. The owner of the car is liable and personally responsible. 
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Employees must have a valid driver’s license issued in the state of residence for the 
class of vehicle being operated and have adequate liability insurance limits. 

Failure to abide by this policy may result in disciplinary action up to and including 
discharge. 

DAY TIME TRAVEL: 

No reimbursement for the cost of meals is permitted for employees engaged in daytime 
travel. 

OVERNIGHT TRAVEL: 

Overnight travel will require the prior approval by department manager. 

Employees who are engaged in overnight travel will be eligible for reimbursement of the 
actual cost of meals up to the following maximums: breakfast $10.00; lunch $15.00; 
dinner $25.00; incidentals $5.00 (total of $55.00). These allowances are not flat amounts 
and the actual expense may be claimed. Receipts are required for all 
reimbursements. 

No alcohol purchases will be reimbursed.  

Exceptions to the above guidelines may occur based on specific circumstances and at 
the discretion of the Executive Director. 
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TRANSPORTATION – ERRANDS  
 

Policy Number 5.13 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
The purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines for assisting participants with errands 
(non-medical transportation). 

GUIDELINES: 

1. Participants are encouraged to have family, neighbors, friends, or community 
agencies which can provide this service without charge be utilized whenever 
possible. 

2. Employees will only provide assistance with errands when no other options exist 
and errands are an approved part of the service plan. Prior approval by the 
employee’s supervisor must be obtained prior to assisting participants with errands. 

a. Written communication will be provided to the Staffing Supervisor, 
including type of errands, amount of time needed per week, etc. 

b. The Staffing Supervisor will only dispatch an attendant that has 
adequately proven to the HR Department that they are qualified 
(have a valid license and proof of valid car insurance is received).  

c. PCA will be instructed to use his/her personal vehicle (when no 
participant vehicle is available) and participants are not permitted to be 
transported in an employee’s vehicle. 

d. PCA will complete a mileage form to include the signatures of the PCA 
and participant. PCA will forward the completed form to the Staffing 
Supervisor. The Staffing Supervisor will audit the report and verify that the 
most direct route was taken. Mileage limitations are 10 miles per 
participant per week.  

e. Unsigned or unauthorized mileage forms will not be reimbursed.  

3. Anytime changes are made to a service plan that influences the need for 
transportation, the above steps will be utilized.  
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VOLUNTEER FIRE DUTY 
 

Policy Number 5.14 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence (AI) to provide guidelines for absence from 
the job due to voluntary fire duty. 

GUIDELINES: 

1. In accordance with PA Act 1977-83, volunteer firefighters will not be penalized for 
absences or tardiness incurred as a result of being called for action prior to the start 
of their assigned work scheduled. 

2. An employee detained past start time should make every effort to notify his/her 
immediate supervisor of the situation as soon as possible. 

3. Employees will not be compensated for any time absent from work for fire duty. 

4. Full time employees may use Paid Time Off (PTO) and/or Purchased Paid Time Off 
(PPTO) if they desire. 
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Health and Welfare Benefits Policy 
Policy Number 5.15 Health and Welfare Benefits 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date  
Effective Date February 1, 2021 

I. SCOPE 
All eligible employees 

II. POLICY  
Accessing Independence (AI) has established a variety of employee benefit programs 
designed to assist you and your eligible dependents in meeting the financial burdens that 
can result from illness and disability and to help you plan for retirement. This Policy 
contains a very general description of the benefits to which you may be entitled as an 
employee of AI. Please understand that this general explanation is not intended to and 
does not provide you with all the details of these benefits. Therefore, this Policy does not 
change or otherwise interpret the terms of the official plan documents. Your rights can be 
determined only be referring to the full text of the official plan documents, which are 
available for your examination from the Human Resource Department. To the extent that 
any of the information contained in this Policy is inconsistent with the official plan 
documents, the provisions of the official documents will govern in all cases. 
 
A. HEALTHCARE BENEFITS 
 
MEDICAL BENEFITS 
Eligible employees who work thirty (30) or more hours per week on a continuous basis are 
eligible to participate in our comprehensive Medical and Prescription coverage.  Our 
coverage options allow employees to select the right plan for their life.  
 
DENTAL and VISION BENEFITS 
Eligible employees who work thirty five (35) or more hours per week on a continuous basis 
are eligible to participate in our Dental and Vision programs. Both plans are designed to 
give you flexibility in coverage and providers. 
 
LIFE AND AD&D INSURANCE 
AI provides Life and AD&D insurance to employees who work thirty five (35) hours per 
week on a continuous basis.  This coverage affords financial protection to your survivors in 
the event of your death.  AI provides basic life insurance at 1x your annual compensation 
(W2 earnings) at no cost to employees.  No evidence of insurability is required for basic life 
insurance coverage at your initial enrollment. 
 
AI offers the opportunity to purchase additional Life and AD&D Insurance available at group 
rates for interested individuals.  
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CRITICAL ILLNESS SUPPLEMENTAL INSURANCE 
Employees working thirty five (35) hours or more per week on a continuous basis are able 
to purchase Critical Illness coverage to assist with expenses that medical insurance doesn’t 
cover, such as deductibles and out of pocket costs or services like experimental treatment.  
This coverage may supplement your medical and disability income insurance.  
 
SPENDING ACCOUNTS 
AI offers three types of spending accounts to all eligible employees.  A Health Care Flexible 
Spending Account (FSA) and a Health Savings Account (HSA) are available to help you 
offset the cost of out-of-pocket healthcare-related expenses.  The HSA is only available to 
employees who elect the high deductible qualified medical plan.  Dependent Care 
Reimbursement Account (DCRA) is offered in order to help you lower your dependent care 
expenses by paying with tax-free money.  
 
DISABILITY INSURANCES AND LEAVES 
Short- and Long-Term Disability coverage provide benefits if an illness or injury cause you 
to be disabled and unable to work in excess of seven consecutive calendar days. These 
programs are available to all employees consistently working thirty five (35) or more hours 
per week.  
 
B. WELFARE BENEFITS 
 
RETIREMENT PLANS 
AI offers a 401(k) Program.  Eligible employees may elect to participate in the Plan on the 
first of the quarter following their first sixty (60) days of employment.  Eligible employees 
can make pre-tax contributions to a 401(k) account through regular payroll deductions.  
Annually, AI may provide a matching contribution to all eligible employees currently 
participating in the 401(k) Plan. 
 
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM and DAILY LIVING RESOURCES 
AI offers an Employee Assistance Program (EAP) and daily living resources intended to 
help all of our employees deal with personal problems that might adversely impact their or 
their family’s job performance, health, and well-being.  Employees are eligible to participant 
in the AI EAP upon hire. 
 
C. EVENTS 
 
Employee Contributions 
AI’s healthcare coverage (medical, dental, vision, voluntary coverage) is contributory; that 
is, you are responsible for a portion of the premium for your benefits. AI subsidizes the 
majority of the premium up to a maximum per month.  The employee’s cost per election is 
deducted from each paycheck throughout the plan year beginning with the first pay date 
following enrollment. 
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Open Enrollment 
At the time you are hired, you are given an opportunity to elect certain benefits. If you waive 
participation in any of these programs for either yourself or your eligible dependents, you 
will generally be allowed to apply for entry into the various plans only during Open 
Enrollment.  
 
The Open Enrollment period allows employees to add to or change their benefits coverage. 
Applications for eligible benefits may be submitted during this period. Changes, additions 
and other elections made during Open Enrollment will take effect on the effective date 
following the Open Enrollment period. Once you have made a change, you generally 
cannot change that selection until the next Open Enrollment period (except in the case of 
certain life events: see Special Enrollment section). 
 
Special Enrollment  
Special enrollment allows individuals who previously declined coverage to enroll in the plan 
upon loss of eligibility for other coverage and upon certain life events, such as marriage and 
the birth, adoption, or placement for adoption of a child. Employees must generally request 
enrollment within 30 days of the loss of coverage or life event triggering the special 
enrollment. For specific details regarding special enrollment, please refer to the Summary 
Plan Description. 
 
Benefit Eligibility due to Status Change 
Employees who move from part time status to full time status will be eligible for all 
healthcare benefits on the first of the month following their first sixty (60) days as an eligible 
employee.  For example:  If a part time status employee moves to a full time status 
employee on October 15th, they will be eligible for healthcare benefits on January 1st.  
 
Continuation of Health Coverage (COBRA) 
Federal law generally requires employers with 20 or more employees to give employees, 
spouses and dependent children the right to continue group health benefits for limited 
periods of time under certain circumstances, such as voluntary or some types of involuntary 
job loss, reduction in hours worked, death, divorce and other life events. Employees 
ordinarily may continue their health coverage for up to 18 months when their employment is 
terminated. 
 
AI reserves the right to cancel or change the benefits it offers to its employees. AI 
sponsored benefits are governed by the Plan Document of each plan in effect at that time. 
Should conflict exist between this Policy and the Plan Document, the Plan Document will 
prevail. 
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EDUCATIONAL TUITION REIMBURSEMENT 
 

Policy Number 6.01 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 21, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
Employees currently classified as Regular Full-Time 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of AI to provide an Education Assistance Program for employees by 
offering tuition reimbursement for educational courses that will enhance the employee’s 
ability to perform the duties of their job. 

ELIGIBILITY: 

In order to be reimbursed for education through this policy the employee must meet all of 
the criteria listed below: 

A. Be employed with AI on a regular full time basis for a period of one (1) year prior 
to the start of the course. 

B. Be continuously employed as an active full time employee with AI throughout the 
duration of the course. 

C. Be an active full time employee of AI at time of reimbursement with at least a 
meet expectations work performance.   

ALLOWABLE COURSES: 

In order to be eligible for tuition reimbursement the course work or program under 
consideration must meet all of the criteria listed below: 

A. Be job related to improve the skill or knowledge of the employee in fulfilling 
current job responsibilities or: 

B. Be job related to enhance the potential of the employee for promotion or 
advancement into some higher level position within AI for which the employee 
has reasonable prospects in the foreseeable future or: 

C. Be part of an accredited bachelor’s degree program which is related to AI’s need 
for human service professionals or: 
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D. Be part of a graduate degree program/course which is specifically required to 
improve or maintain the skill and knowledge of employee in fulfilling current job 
responsibilities. 

SCOPE OF REIMBURSEMENT: 

1. Funds for tuition reimbursement are budgeted based on affordability and in 
accordance with AI budgetary policies and procedures. Due to funding limitations, 
applications are approved on a first-come first-serve basis. 

2. Tuition reimbursement will be based on the cost per credit only and at the in-state 
tuition rate. Reimbursement will not be provided for expenses such as fees, books, 
transportation, or meals. 

3. Applications for tuition reimbursement must be submitted for approval prior to the 
start of the class. Employees will be responsible for submitting applications through 
the proper steps in a timely fashion. Applications not received in Human Resources 
prior to the start of the class will not be approved. 

4. Full time employees will be reimbursed at 100% up to a maximum of $3,000 per 
calendar year. 

5. Satisfactory completion of the course is required to receive reimbursement. A 
minimum grade of C is required for undergraduate study; a minimum grade of B 
must be earned in each graduate course. 

6. Courses must be taken during non-scheduled work hours and cannot conflict with 
work schedules. Employees must have and maintain acceptable workplace 
attendance records and have at least a meets expectations work performance 
evaluation to receive reimbursement.  Job requirements must take precedence of 
course work.   

7. Recipients are required to maintain current employment status as full-time 
employees throughout the duration of the class and must continue working at AI for 
one year after receipt of the educational reimbursement. 

8. If the employee voluntarily leaves the employ of AI, tuition reimbursement monies 
received during the previous 12 months will be considered a loan and must be 
repaid to AI on a prorated basis within 30 days from date of termination. 

9. Tuition reimbursement may be subject to Federal and other state and local taxes 
according to applicable law at any given time.  

FORMS: 

A. Educational Assistance Application 
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APPROVAL PROCESS: 

Employee 
1. Obtains an Educational Assistance application from Human Resources and 

completes fully and accurately. 

2. Uses on application form for each course for which reimbursement is requested. 

3. Receives the necessary approval and signature from immediate supervisor, 
department head (where applicable) and the Human Resources Specialist in 
Human Resources. 

4. Ensures the completed application reaches the Human Resources Department 
prior to the start of the class. 

5. Submits the following information to the Human Resources Department upon 
completion of the course: 
A. The transcript verifying that the course was successfully completed 

B. A receipt verifying proof of payment which includes the number of credit 
hours taken, the course name and the cost per credit hour. 

Supervisor/ Department Head 
6. Reviews the application for appropriateness within the requirements of this 

policy. 

7. Ensures timeliness of the application and that budget dollars are available. 

Human Resources 
8. Reviews application for completeness, timeliness and appropriateness within the 

requirements of this policy. 

9. Sends written notice to all applicants indicating whether final approval has been 
granted and places a copy of this notice in the employee’s file. 

10. Reimburses employees within 30 days of receipt of appropriate documents. 

11. An application may be disapproved at any step in this process and the employee 
notified of the reason. The employee may appeal the decision by utilizing Human 
Resources Policy, Conflict Resolution (2.07). 
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EMPLOYEE SAFETY 

 
Policy Number 7.01 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date  
Effective Date January 11, 2021 

I. SCOPE 
All employees in addition to any internal and external customers 

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence (AI) has developed a policy to ensure all tasks will be 
conducted in a safe and efficient manner complying with all local, state and federal 
safety and health regulations, programmatic standards, and special safety concerns 
identified by AI for use in a particular area or with a program individual. 
 
The purpose of this policy is to ensure AI commitment to a strong safety program that 
protects its staff, its property and the public from accidents as identified in AI’s core 
values and beliefs.  An incident free employee workplace is what AI strives to obtain.   
 
The safety information in this policy does not take precedence over the Occupational 
Health and Safety Act (OSHA). All employees should be familiar with the OSHA 
standards.   
 
Employees at all levels of employment, including management, are responsible and 
accountable for overall safety initiatives. AI upholds the expectation that everyone must 
practice complete and active participation in safety by everyone, every day, in every job.  
This is a requirement of employment and is necessary for the safety among all workers 
on the job site.   
 
Management supports participation in the program by all employees and provides proper 
equipment, training and procedures. Employees are responsible for following all 
procedures, working safely, and, wherever possible; improving safety measures  
 
Although most safety regulations are consistent throughout each department and 
program, it is the responsibility of employees to identify and familiarize themselves with 
the emergency plan for their working areas/jobsites.  Employees and managers should 
be discussing any safety concerns regularly and any potential near miss situations to 
prevent injuries.   
 
AI has a certified Safety Committee to oversee the safe practices of the organization 
including review and monitor all safety-related incidents, injuries, accidents and near-
misses across all programs and entities within the organization in accordance with other 
policy regulations and HIPAA.     
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Each program facility location should be familiar with the emergency evacuation plan 
procedures posted as they pertain to their worksite.  Employees are encouraged to 
reference the Employee Handbook, the company intranet, safety manual, and their 
supervisor for specific policies for emergencies such as: 
• Fire 
• Weather emergencies 
• Medical emergencies 
• Workplace violence 
 
It is the responsibility of all employees to complete an Accident and Incident Report 
immediately within 24 hours of the injury for each safety and health infraction that occurs 
to the employee.  The supervisor will accompany all accident and incident reports with a 
supervisory investigation to note how the injury occurred, in addition to how the injury 
could have been prevented and provide any needed education to the employee.    
 
Employees are encouraged to be aware and identify health and safety hazards daily in 
the workplace/jobsite and raise concerns to the Safety Committee in writing to be 
reviewed at their scheduled monthly meetings and/or to their immediate supervisor, 
and/or designated safety member. All safety concerns can also be emailed to 
safetyconnection@AIervices.org .   
 
If at any time, an employee deems a situation unsafe and/or a potential risk hazard that 
could potentially compromise their safety and/or the safety of others they should stop 
that task immediately and notify their supervisor and/or Safety Mentor (if applicable) to 
discuss other safer alternatives.  If an employee is unable to contact their supervisor 
and/or Safety Mentor, they should refrain from continuing with the task and attempt to 
contact the Program Director/Manager.  Additional training will also be provided, if 
needed, to ensure that a task is completed to the safest degree possible. 
 
Each employee should sign a safety pledge during new employee orientation and 
annually pledging to work safely. Furthermore, management requires that every person 
in the organization assumes the responsibility of individual and organizational safety.  
This is demonstrated in AI’s core values and beliefs, performance management, and 
contract stipulations with other outside entities. 
 
 

III. ENFORCEMENT 
Practicing safety is a job requirement for all employees.  Any AI employee in violation of 
reporting a safety infraction, not practicing safety where they could endanger themselves 
and/or others will receive disciplinary action up to and including termination of 
employment.   
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WORK‐RELATED INJURIES 
 

Policy Number 7.02 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence to provide a uniform procedure for treating, 
reporting and documenting employee work-related accidents, injuries, illnesses and 
exposures to infectious agents. It is also the policy of AI to return the employee to work as 
soon as possible after medical opinion confirms the employee is able to safely perform the 
required duties of the job without detriment to the health of the employee or others. This 
policy does not apply to accidents to consumers, students, outside contractors or visitors. 

DEFINITIONS: 

Work Related Injury: An injury that occurs during the employee’s working hours and is 
caused by the work environment. 

Work Related Illness: A sickness that occurs after the employee reports for work and is 
caused by the work environment. 

ACCIDENT PREVENTION: 

1. All employees are to be alert to potentially hazardous situations. Supervisors are 
to alert employees of the existence of such hazards in the workplace. Likewise, it 
is the responsibility of each employee to alert supervisors upon becoming aware 
of hazardous situations in any department or work area. Corrective action should 
be initiated where feasible (email Safetyconnection@accessingindependence.org  
or notifying a Safety Committee member). 

2. All employees are responsible to work in a safe manner at all times, abiding by AI 
safety regulations and policies. Employees found to be irresponsible, negligent, 
or unsafe in any way, during the course of their workday; will be subject to 
disciplinary action up to and including termination. 
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PHYSICIAN PANEL AND PROCEDURE: 

3. The employee must report the illness or injury to his or her immediate supervisor 
at the time it occurs. The employee and/or the supervisor will complete an 
Injury Report Form within twenty-four (24) hours of injury and Supervisor’s 
Investigation Form and submit to Human Resources.   

4. If an emergency injury or illness occurs, the employee must follow the 
Pennsylvania Workers’ Compensation Act procedure for a work-related injury or 
illness as set forth in the Accessing Independence’s Physicians’ Panel. The 
Physicians’ Panel information is provided as follows: 

a. In a designated area at each office location, company intranet and/or  
checking with Program Manager and/or Human Resources. 

b. Provision of appropriate list at new employee orientation. 

5. Employees shall have the duty to obtain treatment for work-related injuries and 
illnesses from one or more of the designated health care providers for a period of 
90 days from the date of the first visit to a designated provider. 

6. Employees have the right to have all reasonable medical supplies and treatment 
related to the injury paid for by the employer as long as treatment is obtained 
from a designated provider during the 90-day period.  Failure to obtain treatment 
from a designated provider may jeopardize payment of medical bills. 

7. Employees have the right, during this 90-day period, to switch from one health 
care provider on the list to another provider on the list, and all such treatment 
shall be paid for by the employer. 

8. Employees have the right to seek treatment from a referral provider if the 
employee is referred to him/her by a designated provider, and the employer shall 
pay for the treatment rendered by the referral provider. 

9. Employees shall have the right to seek emergency medical treatment from any 
provider, but subsequent non-emergency treatment shall be by a designated 
provider for the remainder of the 90-day period. 

10. Employees have the right to seek treatment or medical consultation from a non-
designated provider during the 90-day period, but such services will be at the 
employee's expense. 

11. Employees have the right to seek treatment from any health care provider after the 
90-day period has ended, and such treatment shall be paid for by the employer, 
provided it is reasonable and necessary. 

12. After ninety (90) days from the date of first treatment, the employee shall have the 
duty to notify the employer of treatment by a non-designated provider within five (5) 
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days of the first visit to that provider.  The employer shall not be required to pay for 
treatment rendered by a non-designated provider prior to receiving this notification.  
However, the employer shall pay for these services once notified, unless the 
treatment is found to be unreasonable by the Utilization Review Organization 
(URO) under the Act. 

13. It is the employee’s responsibility to follow his or her treatment plan.  The employee 
is also responsible to notify Human Resources immediately of any restrictions and 
prognosis after physician visits.  It is the employee's responsibility to call the 
supervisor on a regular basis if unable to perform regular work duties.  If an 
employee has restricted duty, a reasonable effort will be made to provide modified 
duty until released. 

14. Human Resources are responsible to keep the supervisor informed of the status of 
the employee. 

15. Therapy and consultation appointments are scheduled for off-duty time whenever 
possible. 

INCOME REPLACEMENT: 

16. In cases of time lost from work due to work related injury or illness, benefits will 
be paid in accordance with the Pennsylvania Workers’ Compensation Act when 
AI’s Workers’ Compensation Insurance administrator declares the case to be 
compensable under the Act. 

17. For the purposes of this policy only, the initial date will be the first day that the 
employee is absent from work as a result of the work related injury or illness. 

18. Worker's Compensation benefits will be paid, pursuant to Pennsylvania laws, for 
any day that the employee has lost wages due to a compensable injury or illness. 
Pennsylvania's Worker's Compensation law prohibits the payment of Worker's 
Compensation benefits unless the employee is disabled for at least seven (7) days.  
Employees may choose to use earned Paid Time Off (PTO) and/or Purchased Paid 
Time Off (PPTO) during the Worker's Compensation waiting period. After the 
fourteenth (14th) day, if it is found that the employee is eligible for Workers' 
Compensation benefits the employee will be retro-actively compensated for the 7-
day waiting period.  
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WORK‐RELATED INJURY 
RETURN‐TO‐WORK PROGRAM

 
 

Policy Number 7.03 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence (AI) to provide a return-to-work program for 
employees who have experienced a work-related injury or illness. A modified, temporary 
work assignment may be needed depending on the employee's physical abilities following 
a work-related injury or illness. 

The purpose of this policy is to establish a process to place temporarily or permanently 
injured workers in jobs they are able to perform within their medical restrictions, to assist 
employees in the transition from disability to full recovery and to provide management with 
a constructive program to reduce the costs of Worker's Compensation. 

Each supervisor will attempt to accommodate employees from his/her work unit. For 
employees who cannot perform the essential functions of their jobs, reasonable efforts will 
be made to provide alternative or modified work in the home work unit. Where this is not 
possible, all departments/programs will cooperate in meeting the need for locating suitable 
alternative work.  

The alternative/modified duty assignment is not to be considered part of the regular staffing 
pattern and should not exceed a six (6) month period. At that time, an Individual Medical 
Exam (IME) will look to be conducted and it will be accessed if the employee will ever be 
able to do their primary job functions based on the job description.   

PROCEDURE: 

The return-to-work program is managed by the Human Resources Department. Human 
Resources will: 

- Establish communication with the restricted worker as soon as possible after the 
injury. Early and regular contact helps to maintain worker morale, assures the 
work he/she is valued by the agency, relieves anxiety, and encourages speedier 
return to work. 
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- Work with and facilitate communication between the restricted work and his/her 
immediate supervisor to provide alternative/modified work in the home 
department. 

- Select alternative work with the best fit for the worker’s limitations, when the 
home department cannot accommodate the restricted worker. 

- Establish an individualized alternative/modified work for each restricted worker 
by: 

1. Consulting with an occupational or physical therapist or other related 
specialists, as necessary, to assist in selection and placement. (Clear 
and well defined work restrictions and capabilities by the treating 
physician will facilitate placement success). 

2. Discussing with the worker his/her alternative/modified work program. 
The worker will agree to: 

a. Job duties, responsibilities, and productivity standards. 
Orientation and training will be provided by the department. 

b. Job modifications to fit limitations. 
c. Return-to-work date, if not working. 
d. Length of time for alternative/modified work. 
e. Goal date for return to regular work. 

3. Meeting with the worker regularly to provide support and 
encouragement until the worker returns to his/her regular job. 

4. Provide the supervisor the details of the restricted worker’s 
alternative/modified work program and establish appropriate 
measures to monitor the worker’s progress regarding: 

 Compliance with the work plan. 
 Additional modifications to the work plan. 
 Adaptation to regular work. 

5. Coordinate an evaluation of the worker’s readiness to return to regular 
work with the worker, the supervisor, the treating physician, and the 
compensation agency when maximum allotted time for 
alternative/modified work nears expiration. 

 
6. Employees unable to resume regular work will be referred for 

placement in a different position at a determined pay rate. 
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SAFE LIFTING POLICY 
 

Policy Number 7.04 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date July 1, 2017 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence to prevent lifting injuries to the employee 
and/or the Participant while achieving maximum independence with daily living skills. In 
order to achieve this goal, safe lifting procedures have been established. 

PROCEDURE: 

1. When a mechanical lift or other lifting/transferring medical equipment is available, it 
must be used by the direct care staff. Proper lifting training is provided during 
orientation, onsite (if needed), and upon request do to participant care needs and 
employee comfortability. If after training the employee or participant requests and/or 
needs additional training the supervisor will arrange for the appropriate training with 
a mentor and/or program staff.  

2. All resources must be utilized to minimize potential injuries to employees and 
participants. With this end in mind, all lifts and transfers should involve the use of 
appropriate lifting equipment. When equipment is not available, lifts and transfers 
should be evaluated by a mentor and/or program staff prior to the start of any 
new direct care staff. 

3. When an employee does not feel comfortable with any current lifting/transferring 
technique, the employee must report his/her concerns immediately to his/her 
supervisor. The employee will also follow-up by documenting the lifting concerns by 
indicating if the visit was a “safe” vs. “unsafe visit.” 

4. Reasonable accommodations will be made as follows: 
a. The employee is trained and/or re-trained on proper lifting procedures via 

on-site instruction and/or annual retraining; 

b. A mentor, occupational therapist or physical therapist will be scheduled for a 
consultation, at the participant, employee, or supervisor’s request. This cost 
will be paid for by AI. 

5. With regards to proper lifting, if either party can not agree on a reasonable 
accommodation, a mechanical lift must be used if the environment can 
accommodate it. If the environment will not accommodate a mechanical lift, the 
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participant will be responsible to find another resource (i.e. friend, neighbor or family 
member, 911) to perform the lifting duties at the participant’s expense. 

6. If emergency personnel (ambulance attendants, EMTs, etc.) are called to lift a 
Participant, the employee should not engage unless specifically instructed to do 
so. 

7. Under no circumstances should an employee attempt to “deadlift” a 
Participant without mechanical and/or human assistance. 
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
 

Policy Number 7.05 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence to provide personal protective equipment (PPE) 
to all employees who have the potential for exposure to blood and body fluids. 

1. At the time of hire, each employee will be provided with a PPE kit. Each kit will 
contain face mask(s), gloves, and hand sanitizer. 

2. Each employee will be instructed on the use of each item and will be responsible to 
contact AI to replenish his/her kit as needed. 

3. Retraining during competency assessment on Blood-borne Pathogens may be 
provided to all employees of AI. 

4. Based on special needs such as allergic reactions and/or size issues, employees 
may request gloves that will meet his/her specific needs. 

5. PPE must only be used for purposes as intended. Example: Latex gloves are used 
when providing direct care not when performing ordinary household tasks where 
vinyl utility gloves would be appropriate. 

6. All employees are required to use universal precautions and personal protective 
equipment while performing direct care duties. 

7. Violations of this policy will result in disciplinary action up to and including 
termination. 
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INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
 

Policy Number 7.06 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

 I. SCOPE 

All employees 

II. POLICY 

It is the policy of Accessing Independence (AI) to provide all AI programs with guidelines 
for the prevention and control of significant infectious diseases.  
 
AI will take proactive steps to protect the workplace in the event of a significant 
infectious disease outbreak. It is the goal of AI during any such time period to strive to 
operate effectively and ensure that all essential services are continuously provided and 
that employees are safe within the workplace.  
 
AI is committed to providing authoritative information about the nature and spread of 
significant infectious diseases, including symptoms and signs to watch for, as well as 
required steps to be taken in the event of an illness or outbreak.  
 
AI will follow guidelines set forth from federal, state and/or local government, the Center 
for Disease Control (CDC), and/or any governing body(s) for program licensing 
requirements.   
 
Significant Infectious Disease shall be defined as an illness due to an infectious agent or 
its toxic products which is transmitted directly or indirectly to a person from an infected 
person or animal through the agency of an intermediate animal, host or vector, or 
through the inanimate environment. These diseases shall include, but not be limited to 
the following:  
 
 Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) and AIDS related complex (ARC)  
 Chickenpox  
 Ebola virus disease (EVD)  
 Hepatitis A, B, C and D  
 Influenza  
 Measles  
 Meningitis  
 MRSA  
 Positive HIV antibody status  
 SARS  
 Coronavirus  
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 Staph Infections  
 Tuberculosis  
 Whooping Cough 
 
Employees who know or who have reason to believe that they are infected with a 
significant infectious disease have an ethical and legal obligation to conduct themselves 
in accordance with such knowledge in order to protect themselves and others.  
 
Employees who have been diagnosed with, exposed to, or show signs of significant 
infectious diseases, whether symptomatic or not, are expected to seek expert medical 
advice.  
 
Procedures for Employees with a Significant Infectious Disease 
AI is required by law to notify certain government agencies of all cases of reportable 
infectious diseases. Due to the contagious nature of infectious diseases and the 
requirements imposed on AI, it is necessary for AI to be aware of all employees 
diagnosed with, exposed to, or who exhibit symptoms of a significant infectious disease.  
 
Employees who have been diagnosed, exposed to, or show signs of significant 
infectious diseases (whether symptomatic or not) or who wish to request a special 
accommodation, are required to share that information with the Director of Human 
Resources.  
 
If necessary, AI will develop a plan and procedure for addressing the reported significant 
infectious disease in conjunction with and after consulting the appropriate government 
agency(s). 

If AI, in consultation with government agencies, determines that the significant infectious 
disease requires limited contact with others, restrictions imposed may be: 

Social Distancing 
During the workday, employees are requested to:  
1. Avoid meeting people face-to-face. Employees are encouraged to use the telephone, 
online conferencing, e-mail or instant messaging to conduct business as much as 
possible, even when participants are in the same building.  
2. If a face-to-face meeting is unavoidable, minimize the meeting time, choose a large 
meeting room and sit at least six feet from each other if possible; avoid person-to-person 
contact such as shaking hands.  
3. Avoid any unnecessary travel and cancel or postpone nonessential meetings, 
gatherings, workshops and training sessions.  
4. Do not congregate in offices, conference rooms, lunch rooms, copier rooms or other 
areas where people socialize.  
5. Bring lunch and eat at your desk or away from others (avoid lunchrooms and crowded 
restaurants). 
 6. Encourage members and others to request information and orders via phone and e-
mail in order to minimize person-to-person contact. Have the orders, materials and 
information ready for fast pick-up or delivery.  
 
Limiting Travel 
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All nonessential travel should be avoided until further notice. Employees who travel as 
an essential part of their job should consult with their direct supervisor on appropriate 
actions.  
 
Employees should avoid crowded public transportation when possible.  
 
Telecommuting (Working from Home) 
Unless it’s part of your regular work schedule, all telework requests will be handled on a 
case-by-case basis. While not all positions will be eligible, all requests for temporary 
telecommuting should be submitted to your direct supervisor for consideration.  

Staying Home When Sick 
Many times, with the best of intentions, employees report to work even though they feel 
ill.  
 
During an infectious disease outbreak, it is critical that employees do not report to work 
while they are ill and/or experiencing the following symptoms: fever, cough, sore throat, 
runny or stuffy nose, digestive irritations, body aches, headache, chills and fatigue.  
 
Currently, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommends that people with 
an infectious illness such as the flu remain at home until at least 24 hours after they are 
free of fever (100.4 degrees F or higher) or signs of a fever without the use of fever-
reducing medications. Employees who report to work ill will be sent home in accordance 
with these health guidelines.  

Unless otherwise notified, our normal attendance and leave policies will remain in place. 
Individuals who believe they may face particular challenges reporting to work during an 
infectious disease outbreak should take steps to develop any necessary contingency 
plans. For example, employees might want to arrange for alternative sources of child 
care should schools close and/or speak with their direct supervisor about the potential to 
telecommute (work from home) temporarily or to work an alternative work schedule.  

Requests for Medical Information and/or Documentation  
If you are out sick or show symptoms of being ill, it may become necessary to request 
information from you and/or your health care provider. In general, we would request 
medical information to confirm your need to be absent, to show whether and how an 
absence relates to the infection, and to know that it is appropriate for you to return to 
work. As always, we expect and appreciate your cooperation when medical information 
is sought.  
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Confidentiality of Medical Information  
It is the policy of AI is to treat any medical information as a confidential medical record. 
In furtherance of this policy, any disclosure of medical information is in limited 
circumstances with supervisors, managers, first aid and safety personnel, and 
government officials as required by law. 

Confidentiality and Assurance against Retaliation 
Every effort will be made to ensure confidentiality of information received as a part of this 
policy and to protect the privacy of all parties involved. Retaliation against employees 
who report concerns is strictly prohibited and may be grounds for disciplinary action.  
 
Enforcement 
Employees found in violation of this policy will be subject to disciplinary action up to and 
including termination from employment. 
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DRUG FREE WORKPLACE/ALCOHOL & SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
 

Policy Number 7.07 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date May 3, 2016 

I. PURPOSE 
Accessing Independence has a longstanding commitment to provide a safe, quality- 
oriented and productive work environment. Alcohol and drug abuse poses a threat to the 
health and safety of Accessing Independence employees, our customers, our visitors 
and to the security of the company’s equipment and facilities. For these reasons, 
Accessing Independence is committed to the elimination of drug and alcohol use and 
abuse in any of its workplaces (which includes our customer’s home location). 

II. SCOPE 
This policy outlines the practice and procedure designed to correct instances of 
identified alcohol and drug use in the workplace. 

This policy applies to all employees, interns, and all applicants for employment of 
Accessing Independence. The Human Resource (HR) department is responsible for 
policy administration. 

III. SUBSTANCE ABUSE AWARENESS 
Illegal drug use and alcohol misuse have many serious adverse health and safety 
consequences. Information about those consequences and sources of help for drug 
and/or alcohol problems is available to employees through our Employee Assistance 
Program (EAP). If you need further information on our EAP please contact the HR 
department. 

IV. EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE 
Accessing Independence will assist and support employees who voluntarily seek help for 
such problems before becoming subject to discipline or termination under this or other 
Accessing Independence policies. Such employees will be allowed to use accrued paid 
time off, placed on a leave of absence, and provided information to our Employee 
Assistance Program. Such employees may be required to document that they are 
successfully following prescribed treatment and to take and pass follow-up tests before 
being permitted to return to work. Once a drug test has been scheduled, the employee 
will have forfeited the opportunity to be granted a leave of absence for treatment, and 
possible discipline, up to and including termination, will be unavoidable. 
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Employees should report to work fit for duty and free of any adverse effects of illegal 
drugs or alcohol. This policy does not prohibit employees from the lawful use and 
possession of prescribed medications or over-the-counter medications. Employees 
must, however, consult with their doctors about the medications’ effect on their fitness 
for duty and ability to work safely, and they must promptly disclose any work restrictions 
to their supervisor. Employees should not, however, disclose to Accessing 
Independence underlying medical conditions unless directed to do so. 

Employees who perform safety sensitive positions and who are granted a Medical 
Marijuana certification under the Act are required to disclose this fact to the human 
resources department in order to determine whether the prescription compromises their 
ability to safely perform their job in any capacity.  AI may require the employee to 
present medical documentation from a registered physician confirming that the 
employee is not a risk of safety to himself/herself or a fellow coworker.  AI reserves the 
right to remove an employee from a safety sensitive position.   

V. WORK RULES 
A. Whenever employees are working, are operating any Accessing 

Independence vehicle, are present on Accessing Independence premises 
or are conducting company-related work offsite, they are prohibited from: 

1. Using, possessing, buying, selling, manufacturing or dispensing an 
illegal drug (to include possession of drug paraphernalia). 
Possession includes any situation where the employee exercises 
control over the illegal drug, including carrying the item on his or her 
person, in a company locker, or consumption on company property. 

2. Being under the influence of alcohol and/or an illegal drug as 
defined in this policy. 

B. The presence of any detectable amount of any illegal drug or illegal controlled 
substance in an employee’s body system, while performing company 
business or while in a company work location, is prohibited.  Certified users of 
medical marijuana may not be under the influence of the drug while at a work 
location or performing their work duties.  AI retains the ability to discipline an 
employee for being under the influence of medical marijuana in the workplace 
where the employee’s conduct falls below the standard of care normally 
accepted for that position. 

C. Accessing Independence will also not allow employees to perform their 
duties while taking prescribed drugs that are adversely affecting their ability 
to safely and effectively perform their job duties. Employees taking a 
prescribed medication must carry it in the container labeled by a licensed 
pharmacist or be prepared to produce it if asked.  This section does not 
apply to medical marijuana, which is not permitted at the worksite. 
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D. Any illegal drugs and/or drug paraphernalia will be turned over to an 
appropriate law enforcement agency and may result in criminal prosecution. 

VI. REQUIRED TESTING 
PRE-EMPLOYMENT 

All applicants must pass a drug test before beginning work. Refusal to submit to 
testing will result in disqualification of further employment consideration. The 
presence of any controlled substance (other than a legally-prescribed and 
identified drug) shall also disqualify an applicant from employment for six (6) 
months. 

 

REASONABLE SUSPICION 

Employees are subject to testing based on (but not limited to) observations by the 
supervisors of apparent workplace use, possession or impairment. Reasonable 
suspicion may exist by virtue of (a) employee’s visible impairment on the job; (b) 
an objective evaluation of an employee’s declining productivity, quality of 
performance or attendance; or (c) otherwise unexplainable behavior by an 
employee; or (e) other objective signals. Human Resources and program 
management (Program Manager/Director or Executive Director) must be 
consulted before any conversation or action is taken. 

If this situation is at a remote location, and HR and/or Program Management is 
not able to be present, a second supervisor will be engaged in the observation 
process. Two supervisory individuals will use the Observation Checklist to 
document individual observations and behaviors that created a reasonable 
suspicion. If the results of the Observation Checklists indicate further action is 
justified, the supervisor(s) should review findings with HR and Program 
Management. 

If all agree further action is justified, together they will confront (face-to-face) the 
employee with their concerns and the documentation. After a conversation with 
the employee, if concern remains, the supervisors must alert Human Resources 
prior to taking the employee to the testing facility. Human Resources will alert the 
testing facility. Employees who refuse tests under these circumstances will be 
subject to disciplinary action, up to and including termination. Under no 
circumstances will the employee be allowed to drive him or herself to the testing 
facility. Two supervisors or management/HR must escort the employee; and the 
supervisor/management will make firm arrangements for the employee to be 
transported home. It is critical to keep all information regarding this situation 
confidential. 
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VII. COLLECTION AND TESTING PROCEDURES 
Applicants 
All applicants are subject to drug testing for Pre-employment purposes participate in an 
Oral Fluid test immediately at the time of offer of employment. For those positions 
where an offer is not made at the time of interview; the recruiter will provide 24 hour 
notice to arrive at the local office for an Oral Fluid test. Refusal to submit to testing will 
result in disqualification of further employment consideration for six (6) months. 

Reasonable Suspicion  

If there is reasonable suspicion that an employee is under the influence of drugs, that 
employee should be driven to an Accessing Independence-designated medical facility 
and directed to provide urine specimens. The laboratory should screen all specimens 
for the presence of drugs and/or metabolites of the following controlled substances: 
Marijuana (THC), Cocaine, Opiates, Amphetamines, and Phencyclidine (PCP) and 
confirm all positive screens. 

The laboratory should transmit all positive drug test results to an independent Medical 
Review Officer (MRO), who should offer the person with positive results a reasonable 
opportunity to rebut or explain the results, including providing prescriptions or a medical 
marijuana certification, as appropriate. Individuals with positive test results may also 
ask the MRO to have their split specimen tested at the individual’s own expense. Such 
requests must be made within 72 hours of notice of test results. If the second test fails 
to reconfirm the split specimen, the individual will be treated as passing the test. In no 
event should a positive test result be communicated to Accessing Independence until 
such time that the MRO has confirmed the test to be positive and without lawful 
explanation. 

Dilute Specimen 

A dilute specimen is when abnormally large quantities of fluids are consumed (in vivo) 
the urine becomes dilute and the creatinine levels are substantially reduced, as well as 
other urine constituents including drugs and their metabolites. 
 
Positive Dilute Result: When the Company receives a result from the MRO that states 
Positive Dilute, the Company shall treat the result as a verified positive result. The 
employee shall not be able to take another drug test based on the fact that the 
specimen was dilute. 
 
Negative Dilute: When the Company receives a result from the MRO that states a 
Negative Dilute drug test the company shall direct the employee to take another 
unannounced test immediately. Recollection of the specimen shall not be collected 
under direct observation unless there is another basis to support a directly observed 
collection. 
 
When the Company receives the second result after the initial Negative Dilute result 
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and the result is again Negative Dilute the Company shall accept this result, unless the 
MRO asks for another collection under direct observation. If the MRO requires another 
recollection the employee must do so immediately. 
 
The employee shall comply with the MRO and the Company or this shall constitute a 
refusal to test with immediate voluntary termination. 

 

Alcohol 
Employees subject to alcohol testing should be driven to an Accessing Independence -
designated facility and directed to provide breath specimens. Breath specimens should 
be tested by trained technicians using federally approved Evidential Breath Testing 
(EBT) devices capable of producing printed results in triplicate, that identify the 
employee. If an employee’s breathe alcohol concentration is .04 or more, a confirmatory 
test is administered within 15 minutes to 30 minutes after the screening test. The results 
of the confirmatory test should be determinative. For purposes of this policy, test results 
generated by law enforcement or medical providers may be considered by the company 
as work rule violations. 

VIII. CONSEQUENCES OF DRUG OR ALCOHOL 
Applicants who refuse to cooperate in a drug test or who test positive will not be hired 
and will not be allowed to reapply/retest in the future for at least six (6) months. 

Employees who refuse to cooperate in required drug and/or alcohol tests or who use, 
possess, buy, sell, manufacture or dispense an illegal drug in violation of this policy will 
be terminated. If the employee refuses to be tested, yet the company believes he or 
she is impaired, under no circumstances will the employee be allowed to drive 
themselves home. 

The first time an employee tests positive for alcohol and/or illegal drug use under this 
policy, the result will be discipline up to and including termination. 

Employees will be paid for time spent in alcohol and/or drug testing and then temporary 
suspended pending the results of the drug or alcohol test. After the results of the test 
are received, a date and time will be scheduled to discuss the results of the test; this 
meeting will include a member of management/supervision, and Human Resources. 
Should the results prove to be negative; the employee will receive back pay for the 
times/days of the normal hours the employee would have been paid prior to the 
suspension.  Deductions are permissible for unpaid disciplinary suspensions of one or 
more full days imposed in good faith for workplace conduct rule infractions. 

VIIII. CONFIDENTIALITY 
Information and records relating to positive test results, drug and alcohol dependencies, 
and legitimate medical explanations provided to the MRO should be kept confidential to 
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the extent required by law and maintained in secure files separate from normal 
personnel files. Such records and information may be disclosed among managers and 
supervisors on a need-to-know basis and may also be disclosed when relevant to a 
charge, claim or other legal proceeding initiated by or on behalf of an employee or 
applicant. 

X. INSPECTIONS 
Accessing Independence reserves the right to inspect all portions of its premises for 
drugs or alcohol. All employees, contract employees, interns, volunteers and visitors 
may be asked to cooperate in inspections of their persons, work areas and property 
that might conceal a drug or alcohol. Employees who possess such items or refuse to 
cooperate in such inspections are subject to appropriate discipline, up to and including 
termination. 

XI. CRIMES INVOLVING DRUGS 
Accessing Independence prohibits all employees, including employees performing work 
within customer homes, from dispensing, possessing or using an illegal drug in or on 
work locations or while conducting company business. Accessing Independence 
employees, interns or volunteers are also prohibited from misusing legally prescribed or 
over-the-counter (OTC) drugs. Law enforcement personnel should be notified, as 
appropriate, when criminal activity is suspected. 

Accessing Independence does not desire to intrude into the private lives of its 
employees, interns or volunteers; but recognizes that their off-the-job involvement with 
drugs and alcohol may have an impact on the workplace. Therefore, Accessing 
Independence reserves the right to take appropriate disciplinary action for drug use, 
sale or distribution while off company premises. 

All employees who are convicted of, plead guilty to or are sentenced for a crime 
involving an illegal drug are required to report the conviction, plea or sentence to HR 
immediately. Failure to comply may result in automatic termination. Complying may 
result in suspension without pay to allow management to review the nature of the 
charges. 

Due to the nature of our business we will immediately suspend an employee if we learn 
that an employee has been arrested on a drug charge (or any other type of serious 
criminal conduct outlined on the Prohibitive Offenses Contained in Act 169 of 1996 as 
Amended by Act 13) until all other background information and the circumstances can 
be determined. Typically the suspension will remain in effect until individual pleads 
guilty, a formal conviction has been made or the charges are dropped. 

XII. DEFINITIONS 
“Company premises” includes all buildings, offices, facilities, grounds, parking lots, 
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lockers, places and vehicles owned, leased or managed by Accessing  Independence 
or on any site on which the company is conducting business, including the customer’s 
home. 

“Illegal drug” means a substance whose use or possession is controlled by federal law 
but that is not being used or possessed under the supervision of a licensed health care 
professional. 

“Refuse to cooperate” means to obstruct the collection or testing process; to submit an 
altered, adulterated or substitute sample; to fail to show up for a scheduled test; to 
refuse to complete the requested drug testing forms; or to fail to promptly provide 
specimen(s) for testing when directed to do so, without a valid medical basis for the 
failure. Employees who leave the scene of an accident without justifiable explanation 
prior to submission to drug and alcohol testing will also be considered to have refused 
to cooperate and will automatically be subject to termination. 

“Under the influence of alcohol” means an alcohol concentration equal to or greater 
than .04, or actions, appearance, speech or bodily odors that reasonably cause a 
supervisor or law enforcement to conclude that an employee is impaired because of 
alcohol use. 

“Under the influence of drugs” means a confirmed positive test result for illegal drug 
use per this policy. In addition, it means the misuse of legal drugs (prescription and 
possibly OTC) when there is not a valid prescription from a physician for the lawful use 
of a drug in the course of medical treatment (containers must include the patient’s 
name, the name of the substance, quantity/amount to be taken and the period of 
authorization). 

Amendment of Policy 

AI reserves the right to alter, abolish or amend this policy and any other term or 
condition of employment at any time without the consent of its employees.  The 
adoption of this policy and the provision of any benefit here under does not create a 
contract of employment for a specific term not does it imply any right to continued 
employment.   

Reservation of Rights 

Nothing in this policy should be construed to prohibit AI from its responsibility to 
maintain a safe and secure work environment for its employees or from invoking such 
disciplinary actions as may be deemed appropriate for actions of misconduct by virtue 
of their having arisen out of the use of abuse of alcohol or drugs or both.   

XII. ENFORCEMENT 
The Human Resources department is responsible for policy interpretation, 
administration and enforcement. 
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EMERGENCY EVACUATION  
 

Policy Number 7.06 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date  
Effective Date January 11, 2021 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence (AI) is fully committed to maintaining a safe and secure work 
environment that fosters trust and respect among employees. AI has established an 
emergency evacuation plan that protects employees, visitors, individuals and children 
during an emergency evacuation situation within a facility location. 
 
AI wants to ensure emergency evacuations are conducted in an effective and efficient 
manner complying with all local, state and federal safety and health regulations, 
programmatic standards, and special safety concerns.  
 
 AI facilities shall be operated in conformity with applicable Federal and State laws and 
regulations. State agencies whose regulations may relate to the operation of a facility 
include, but not limited to: the Department of Environmental Resources, the Department 
of Labor and Industry, the Department of Health, the Department of Education and the 
Department of Transportation. 
 
A workplace emergency evacuation can be the result of an unforeseen situation that 
threatens employees, individuals and children; disrupts or shuts down operations; or 
causes physical or environmental damage. Emergencies may be natural or manmade 
and may include the following: 
• Floods 
• Hurricanes 
• Tornadoes 
• Fires 
• Toxic gas releases 
• Chemical spills 
• Radiological accidents 
• Explosions 
• Civil disturbances 
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• Workplace violence resulting in bodily harm and trauma. 
 
Emergency evacuations should be incorporated within each facility to address the 
specific nature of the facility and alternate means of providing service or transition 
service that is safest for the employees and individuals served by AI. 
 
At a minimum, each facility location should have an emergency evacuation action plan 
which must include the following: 

 Develop and document a clear chain of command for emergency escape 
procedures and route assignments, such as floor plans, workplace maps, and 
safe or refuge areas; 

 Evacuation procedures for employees who remain to perform or shut down 
critical operations, operate fire extinguishers, or perform other essential services 
that cannot be shut down for every emergency alarm before evacuating; and 
rescue and medical duties for any workers designated to perform them; 

 Specific assembly location and procedures to account for all employees, visitors 
and individuals after an evacuation. 

 An alternative means of communications to be used in the event of a fire or 
explosion; and 

 A secure on- or offsite location to store originals or duplicate copies of accounting 
records, legal documents, employees’ emergency contact lists, and other 
essential records. 

 A way to alert employees, including workers with disabilities, and individuals, to 
evacuate or take other action, and how to report emergencies, as required. 
Among the steps you must take are the following: 

 Make sure alarms are distinctive and recognized by all employees as a signal to 
evacuate the work area or perform actions identified in the plan; 

 Make available an emergency communications system such as a public address 
system, portable radio unit, or other means to notify employees of the emergency 
evacuation and to contact local law enforcement, the fire department, and others; 

 Using tactile devices to alert employees who would not otherwise be able to 
recognize an audible or visual alarm; 

 Providing an updated list of key personnel in order of priority, to notify in the 
event of an emergency during off-duty hours; 

 Define procedures for assisting people with disabilities or who do not speak 
English; 

 Review the emergency evaluation plan with employees and ensure everyone has 
had the proper training;  

 Hold practice drills as often as necessary to keep employees prepared. Include 
outside resources such as fire and police departments when possible. After each 
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drill, gather management and employees to evaluate the effectiveness of the drill. 
Identify the strengths and weaknesses of your plan and work to improve it and 

 Review the plan with employees at least annually. 
 
Any employee with questions and/or concerns with the evacuation plan should notify 
their supervisor, the safety committee chair, and/or human resources to discuss further.   
 
The AI Safety Committee and Human Resources will review over the evacuation plan 
annually and make any necessary changes based upon building and business needs 
and/or recommendations from first responders and emergency personnel in addition to 
law abiding agencies.   
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WORKPLACE VIOLENCE 
 

Policy Number 7.09 
Approved By Human Resources 
Effective Date February 1, 2021 
Revision Date February 20, 2019 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence is fully committed to maintaining a safe and secure work 
environment that fosters trust and respect among employees. Any threats, threatening 
behavior, or acts of violence in the workplace that endanger or are likely to endanger 
employees will not be tolerated. 

PROHIBITED CONDUCT 

Accessing Independence does not tolerate any type of workplace violence committed by 
or against employees.  Employees are prohibited from making threats or engaging in 
violent activities.  This list of behaviors provides examples of conduct that is prohibited: 

 Causing physical injury to another person. 
 Making threatening remarks. 
 Displaying aggressive or hostile behavior that creates a reasonable fear of injury 

to another person or subjects another individual to emotional distress. 

 Intentionally damaging employer property or property of another employee. 
 Possessing a weapon while on company property, in a company vehicle or while 

on company business. 

 Committing acts motivated by, or related to, sexual harassment or domestic 
violence. 

 
Any potentially dangerous situations must be immediately reported to a supervisor and 
the Human Resources Department.  Reports of any and all incidents will be investigated.  
Please note that in some cases, the employees involved may be temporarily suspended 
(with or without pay) to allow for a full investigation.  Incidents warranting confidentiality 
will be handled appropriately.  The Human Resources Team and/or Senior Leaders will 
intervene at any indication of a possibly hostile or violent situation. 
 
Although AI does not expect employees to be skilled at identifying potentially dangerous 
persons, employees are expected to exercise good judgement and to inform HR if any 
employee exhibits behavior that could be a sign of a potentially dangerous situation.  
Such behaviors include but are not limited to: 
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 Discussing weapons or bringing them to the workplace or on work property; 
 Displaying overt signs of extreme stress, resentment, hostility or anger; 
 Making threatening remarks; 
 Showing sudden or significant deterioration of performance; 
 Displaying irrational or inappropriate behavior. 

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

It is up to each employee to help make the organization a safe workplace for the overall 
team.  The expectation is that each employee will treat all other employees, as well as 
customers or clients, with dignity and respect. 
 
Employees (including managers and supervisors) are responsible for: 

 Their own behavior by interacting responsibly with fellow employees, supervisors 
and clients; 

 Being familiar with policy regarding workplace violence; 
 Immediately contacting their supervisor or the Human Resources Department of 

any prohibited conduct, which they have witnessed or received.  
 Reporting any behavior they have witnessed that they regard as threatening or 

violent, or might be carried out on company property or within their particular 
workplace (i.e. customer home) or is connected to company employment.  

 Cooperating fully in investigations/assessments of allegations of workplace 
violence and; 

 Being familiar with services provided by the Employee Assistance Program 
(EAP). 

 
Employees who report in good faith, that which they believe to be workplace violence will 
not be subject to company actions or repercussions. Individuals who deliberately file 
false accusations of workplace violence for malicious purposes will be subject to 
appropriate corrective action, up to and including termination.  
 
For those employees working outside the organizations facility; please see the 
addendum located directly behind this policy for personal safety tips while working in the 
client’s homes or other field visits. 
 
Managers and Supervisors are additionally responsible for: 

 Informing employees of the organization’s workplace violence policy; 
 Taking all reported incidents of workplace violence seriously; 
 Reporting all acts of violence, threat, and similar disruptive behavior in a timely 

fashion to the Human Resources Department; 
 Being sensitive to stress generated by the workplace and assisting employees in 

alleviating it; 
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 Encouraging employees who show signs of stress to obtain assistance such as 
that offered by the EAP; 

 Advising employees, if they inquire, of the procedures for reporting violent 
behavior 

Human Resources is responsible for: 
 Taking reasonable measures to conduct background checks and review 

candidate’s information to reduce the risk of hiring individuals with a history of 
violent behavior. 

 Promptly conducting a confidential investigation of allegations of workplace 
violence once aware of a situation. During this time, employees involved may be 
temporarily suspended with or without pay to allow time to fully investigate the 
matter. 

 If warranted, documenting corrective action in accordance with established 
Human Resources policy.  Based on all available facts, disciplinary action up to 
and including immediate termination of employment may result. 

 Reporting the situation to the Program Director and/or Program Manager who will 
report the results and action taken to the Board of Directors as appropriate. 

 Discussing the final results of the investigation with the employee. 

III. ENFORCEMENT   

All reports of threats, threatening conduct, or acts of violence in the workplace will be 
taken seriously.  Any employee determined to have committed such acts will be subject 
to termination.  

Non-employees engaged in violent acts on the company premises will be reported to the 
proper civil authorities for criminal proceedings. For more information regarding this 
policy, please contact the Director of Human Resources.  
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ADDENDUM 

PERSONAL  SAFETY TIPS FOR  FIELD STAFF 

Listed below are safety tips to assist you in protecting yourself from 
dangerous situations while making home calls and other face-to-face visits in the 
field. 

BEFORE YOU LEAVE HOME 
1. Remind yourself at the beginning of the day to always use sound judgment 
and caution. Pay attention to your intuitive feelings. 
2. Consider carrying only a limited number of valuables in the purse I wallet that 
you carry into the field.  Don't carry more than you can afford to lose. 
3. Dress practically and sensibly, wearing low-heeled shoes rather than high 
heels to allow you to run at full speed if you are in imminent danger. 
4. Carry a fully charged cell phone with you at all times, even If it is your 
personal one. Pre-dial 911 into the phone so that pressing "send" is all that is 
needed if an emergency occurs. 
5. Pre-program into your cell phone "ICE" (personal and business) 
identifying the person you want contacted if you are injured and non-
responsive. Emergency personnel are trained to check your phone for "ICE". 
6. Maintain a low profile and blend in with the surroundings rather 
than looking overdressed or flashy. 
7. Wear limited or no jewelry.  Avoid wearing expensive watches, gold 
chains and rings. Excessive, expensive-looking and flashy jewelry call 
attention to yourself and make you a target for robbers. Consider 
carrying a shoulder bag rather than a purse. 
8. Learn to use everyday objects, such as ballpoint pens, key rings, or combs, 
to protect you, if it becomes necessary. 
9. Keep your car in good running order, with regular tune-ups, a full tank of gas 
and oil changes.   Keep a spare key. 
10. You may want to belong to an emergency roadside service group. 

BEFORE YOU LEAVE THE OFFICE 

1. Try to anticipate potential problems; have a plan of action in mind in the event 
that you encounter a situation that appears dangerous; and be alert to your 
circumstances at all times.  

2.  If you have appointments in high crime areas, consider scheduling them during 
the morning hours, before the activity on the streets has begun. 

3. Give your supervisor a copy of your field itinerary and check in periodically 
throughout the day.  
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4. If the referral indicates potential violence, such as threatened use of weapons 
or gang activity, discuss the situation with your supervisor. You may wish to 
consider making a joint home visit with another case worker or your 
supervisor or you may request law enforcement assistance. 

5. If necessary, plot out your course using a Global Positioning System (GPS) 
device, MapQuest® or a street map. 

6.   Obtain as much information as possible about potential danger before leaving the 
office. 

WHILE WALKING TO & FROM YOUR CAR 
1. You may want to lock your purse I wallet in the trunk of your car before 

leaving the parking lot. 
2. Carry your keys in your hand so that you can unlock the car door without 

delay. (Keys also make a good weapon if you have to defend yourself. 
Place each key between each finger so you are ready to strike against 
an attacker!) 

3. Keep a spare car door key separate from your other keys. 
4. Choose a safe p a t h  to  your car. 
5. Check the interior of your car before you get in. 
6. Walk with purpose and confidence, be aware and erect. Be alert to 

people around you. Be cautious of strangers who approach and speak 
to you. 

7. Avoid alleyways and groups of individuals that may be intoxicated or 
loitering. 

8. Try to make eye contact with people who pass you on the street. 
9. Try not to respond to conversation from strangers. If you must 

respond (for example, if someone asks you for directions) keep 
your response short and maintain a safe distance. Keep walking, do 
not stop! 

10. Walk with your hands free; don't carry unnecessary parcels or 
bags. 

11. Try to walk in the middle of the sidewalk, facing oncoming traf f ic .  
Avoid doorways, bushes and alleyways, where someone could easily be 
hiding. 

12. If walking at night, stay in well-lighted areas whenever possible. 

WHILE IN YOUR CAR 
1.  If you carry your purse or wallet inside your car, make certain it is not visible to 
someone who looks into the car, such as by placing it under the seat or under your 
legs. When cars are stopped at traffic signals, gangs have smashed their windows 
and grabbed purses that are visible while the drivers were still dazed from the 
explosion of the glass. 
2.  Before leaving your car, you may wish to consider locking your purse or wallet in 
the trunk or other safe place. 
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3.  Keep a road atlas in your car at all times. (in case the GPS does not work!) 
4.  Keep a working flashlight in your car at all times. 
5. Always lock your car doors and windows while driving or when leaving the car. 
Robbers sometimes reach in open car windows at traffic signals to grab watches or 
other jewelry. 
6.  Never roll down your window to talk to a stranger. Open it just enough (2 to 3 
inches) to talk. 
7.  If you think you are being followed, drive to the nearest police or fire station or 
any busy public place. Criminals don't want witnesses. 

WHILE ENTERING THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF YOUR CLIENT 
1.  Try to have a plan of action once you view the surroundings. 
2.  Park near the client's residence in order to limit the distance you have to walk in 
the community. At night, park in a visible area that is well lit, if possible. 
3.  Look around before getting out of your car. Don't get out if the situation looks too 
dangerous. 
Call 911 and report the situation to law enforcement, and come back later when the 
situation appears less dangerous 
4.  If you are using an elevator, observe the inside of the elevator before entering. 
Wait for the next elevator if someone inside looks suspicious. 
5.  While in an elevator, stand next to the control panel. If accosted, you can press 
the alarm button. Exit the elevator if a suspicious person enters. 
6.  If you are using a stairwell, look up to see if people are loitering. Exit the stairs if 
you are suspicious of any conditions. 
7.  Before entering a fenced yard, make noise so that any animals in the yard will 
come into sight. You may wish to carry something than can be thrown at an attacking 
dog, such as a rolled newspaper or rawhide chew. 
8.  Never show fear to a dog. A dog feels more powerful if it knows you are afraid. 
9.  A barking dog is not necessarily dangerous or vicious. A dog that growls while 
baring its teeth, however, usually is. Do not make eye contact with an apparently 
dangerous or vicious dog. Making eye contact only engages the dog. 

WHILE APPROACHING I ENTERING HOME OF CLIENT 
1. Look and listen as you approach the client's residence. When you knock, avoid 
excessive knocking, as it can sometimes upset people. Listen for any loud 
conversation or other sounds that might be coming from within the residence. 
2. Stand to the side of the door while knocking so that you will not be directly in front 
of any upset or agitated person answering the door. 
3. If invited in, ask someone inside to open the door for you. If they cannot open the 
door, push the door open and scan the room I  home for any potential dangers, such 
as weapons. Enter only if you feel it is safe to do so. 
4. As you enter, immediately assess the situation by scanning the entire room. Try 
to make eye contact with whoever is in the room. 
5. If the client denies access, or is threatening and angrily demands that you leave, 
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you should leave immediately. 
6. if someone other than the client denies access, or is threatening and angrily 
demands that you leave, and you feel the client is endangered, you should report the 
situation to your supervisor and to the CSW, and consider arranging a joint home 
visit with the CSW. 
7. Sit near an exit door; you do not want to be blocked from exiting. Keep a clear 
path between yourself and an exit from the residence. 
8. If you don't feel comfortable using the living room for the interview, you may wish 
to suggest another location, such as the front porch. 
9. If you anticipate that someone may get angry during the visit, the kitchen would 
not be a safe place for an interview, due to the presence of sharp objects and knives. 
10. If the Client or someone else looks threatening, locks or bolts the door behind 
you, and I or places themselves between you and the door, you should consider 
leaving immediately. You can make an excuse that you forgot something in your car 
in order to flee the property. 

ATTITUDE TOWARD CLIENT 
1. Be aware of your own personal reactions. 
2. Always display courtesy and politeness. If you are in the client's home, treat the 
client as the host, and you will more likely be treated as a guest. 
3. Remain impartial. You must believe and communicate, verbally and non-verbally, 
that you are a neutral third party who is present to be helpful. 
4. In your approach, it is best to be open-minded and problem-solving rather an 
accusatory and judgmental. 
5. You must try to accept the individual as a person, even if you cannot accept their 
behavior. 
6. If you are aware that you are unable to be a neutral third party (for example, if 
you are angry or feel hostility towards the alleged abuser), it would be fairer to the 
alleged abuser, and safer for yourself, to have them interviewed by another staff 
person. 

INTERVIEWING 
1. Explain who you are and the purpose of your visit. 
2. Be alert and aware of what is going on, such as verbal   and   non-verbal 

communication, level of tension, etc. Keep in touch with your intuition and "gut 
level feeling." 

3. Remember that most communication is non-verbal rather than verbal. 
4. Try to establish a friendly working relationship with the client, and avoid springing 
surprises. 
5. Keep a flow of conversation going, making sure each person has sufficient 
opportunity to speak. 
6. Maintain an adult-to-adult level with those to whom you are speaking. Sit down 
with them. Do not stand over them in an authoritarian manner. 
7. Advise the client of what you expect of them, and what the consequences of 
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inappropriate behavior will be. 
8. Never make any promises you cannot keep. 

IF CLIENT BECOMES AGITATED 
1. Lower your voice and remain calm. Speak slowly and reassuringly. 
2. Remain still; do not move towards or away from an angry person. 
3. Remember that the client is not in control, so you need to be. 
4. Acknowledge a person's anger, such as by saying, "I can see that you are angry 
about this matter." If you pretend anger does not exist, the angry person may feel 
obligated to escalate their anger so that you finally get the message. 
5. If the client asks you to leave, or if you feel unsafe by remaining any longer, leave 
immediately! The more you confront a hostile client, the more resistant they will 
become. 

HANDLING EMERGENCIES 
1. If your car breaks down on the freeway, stay locked inside with the windows up. 
2. Use your cell phone to call your emergency roadside service group, if you belong 

to one. Otherwise, call 911 or a tow truck service. 
3. If someone stops to help you, keep your doors locked, roll down the windows just 
enough (2-3 inches) to talk to him and ask him to call 911 or a tow truck, if your cell 
phone is not available. Do not accept help from strangers! 
4. Consider not raising your hood. A car with the hood up alerts everyone that the 
car is disabled and that the occupants are unable to leave the area. 
5. Do not stop to help others! If you see someone stranded along the road, call 911 
and report the situation. 
6. If you carry a purse, and someone grabs it, it is generally better to let it go rather 
than get hurt by clinging to it. 
7. Most authorities recommend that you cooperate if being robbed. Others advise 
you to try to disable the robber and run away. You will have to assess the situation 
and decide what course of action is best for you. 

 
 
Source: California Dept of Children and Family Services, Dept of Mental Health, LA County, Specfal Foster Care Guidelltles, 2009 
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ACTIVE SHOOTER 
 

Policy Number 7.10 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date August 1, 2016 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence is fully committed to maintaining a safe and secure work 
environment.  With that said, it is recognized that unforeseen situations may occur.  This 
policy is to assist employees in responding to an active shooter event.  In order to 
preserve life and address the reality of an active shooter event, these guidelines have 
been established to guide our response to this event to maximize survivability.   

III. DEFINITION 
Active Shooter - An active shooter is defined as "... an individual actively engaged in 

killing or attempting to kill people in a confined and populated area; in most cases, active 

shooters use firearm(s) and there is no pattern or method to their selection of victims.” 

IV. PROCEDURES 

The intent of most active shooters is to kill as many people as quickly as possible.  
In order to save lives, local law enforcement will make an immediate entry into the 
building to locate, contain and stop the assailant. In addition law enforcement 
response will include the concept of “surround and contain” in order to minimize the 
number of victims.  

1. Upon discovery of an active shooter situation, as soon as possible and 
when safe to do so, notify law enforcement (dial 911) and quickly alert those 
around you of an “Active Shooter” and the location of the situation. 

The phone call to 911 (from the area where you are safely concealed) should 
provide the following information: 

 Description of suspect and possible location 
 Number and types of weapons 
 Suspect’s direction of travel 
 Location and condition of any victims 

2. Emergency Coordinator(s) and/or a Senior Leader will meet and guide law 
enforcement officers if possible and as appropriate.  The goal of law 
enforcement is to locate, isolate, and neutralize the shooter as quickly as 
possible to prevent additional deaths or injuries. 
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3. Emergency Coordinator(s) and/or a Senior Leader will assist Law 
Enforcement as needed and will, to the best of their ability, attempt to lock 
down buildings to keep the perpetrator from moving to other buildings on 
campus. 

V. RESPONSE 

RUN - If there is an accessible escape path, attempt to evacuate the premises. 
When possible run where there are obstacles or create obstacles between you 
and the shooter.  Be sure to: 

 Have an escape route and plan in mind 

 Evacuate regardless of whether others agree to follow 

 Leave your belongings behind 

 Help others escape, if possible 

 Prevent individuals from entering an area where the active shooter 
may be 

 Keep your hands visible. Your cell phone can look like a weapon. As 
police arrive it is important to have them up in the air so the police can 
quickly assess it is not a weapon. 

 Follow the instructions of any police officers 

 Do not attempt to move wounded people 

 Call 911 when you are safe 

HIDE - If evacuation is not possible, find a place to hide where the active shooter is 
less likely to travel. 

 Direct personnel into nearby rooms or other adjacent rooms, close the door 
and attempt to barricade the door. Your hiding place should: 

1. Be out of the active shooter’s view 

2. Provide protection if shots are fired in your direction (i.e., locating into 
a bathroom and locking the door, stay as low to floor as possible and 
remain quiet and still) 

3. Not trap you or restrict your options for movement when possible 

 To prevent an active shooter from entering your hiding place: 

1. Lock the door 

2. Blockade the door with heavy furniture 

 

 If the active shooter is nearby: 

1. Lock the door 

2. Silence your cell phone  
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3. Turn off any source of noise (i.e., radios, televisions) 

4. Hide behind large items (i.e., cabinets, desks) 

5. Remain quiet 

 If evacuation and hiding are not possible: 

1. Remain calm  

2. Dial 911, if possible, to alert police to the active shooter’s location 

3. If you cannot speak, leave the line open and allow the dispatcher to 
listen 

FIGHT - Take action against the active shooter - As a last resort -- and only when 
your life is in imminent danger -- attempt to disrupt and/or incapacitate the active 
shooter by: 

1. Acting as aggressively as possible against him/her 

2. Throwing items and improvising weapons 

3. Yelling 

4. Committing to your actions 

VI. ACCOUNTABILITY 
DESIGNATED GATHERING SITE – At your earliest opportunity (and when it 
is safe to do so) proceed to the designated Active Shooter Assembly Point 
for your location (away from the building).    
Elm Ave: 
Castle Skating Rink Parking Lot, 1400 Elm Ave, Lancaster, PA 17603 
Phone: (717) 393-3126 
Tamaqua: 

 One Stop Fuel at 704 Claremont Ave, Tamaqua, PA 18252 
Phone: (570) 668-4909 

   

VII. MEDIA COVERAGE 
Share Information with Media - A Senior Leader will be designated as the 
ONLY person authorized to speak to the media on behalf of the organization. 
Effective coordination with the media and timely dissemination of information will 
help reduce media pressure on those who are the most vulnerable.  All 
employees are strongly discouraged from speaking to the media to protect all 
other employee’s and their family members from premature information. 

VIII. RECOVERY 
Share Information with Employees - The health and wellbeing of our 
employee’s is critical.  As soon as possible after law enforcement has 
relinquished Command and Control of the scene, the Emergency Coordinator(s) 
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and Senior Leadership Team will develop information strategies to address 
employee and family questions related to the event. 

Bring in Crisis Response Professionals – The Senior Leadership Team will 
identify trained mental health professionals in the agency's Company Employee 
Assistance Program; Lancaster County Crisis Intervention --Emergency 394-
2631 or Non-Emergency 664-1180 or other resources who would be available to 
respond in the event of an incident. When an incident occurs, these emergency 
mental health consultants will provide any necessary physical, emotional and 
psychological support as soon as feasible. 

Clean-up by Remediation Company - Initially, the site of a violent incident will 
be secured as a crime scene. After the authorities have completed their 
investigation and have released the crime scene, management will need to have 
the facility appropriately cleaned and sanitized.   Cleanup for the safe removal of 
bio-hazardous substances including blood borne pathogens must take place, yet 
we must be sensitive, compassionate, and caring for the deceased.  The bio-
hazards remediation company that will provide response services to all locations 
is: 

Paul Davis Restoration 
1704 Hempstead Rd.  
Lancaster, PA    
Phone #291-6000 
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COMPANY VEHICLES 
 

Policy Number 7.11 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 

All eligible operators. An “eligible Operator” is defined as a person designated by an 
Accessing Independence (AI) management representative with approval of the AI 
Facilities/Fleet Manager to operate an AI owned and/or leased vehicle. 

II. POLICY 

This policy pertains to AI owned and leased vehicles and is intended to cover use, 
maintenance, and operator eligibility and training under the direction and supervision of 
Facilities/Fleet Manager. 

AUTHORIZED USE: 

1. All AI owned and leased vehicles are for business use only. AI vehicles will be 
maintained for the exclusive use of AI programs unless “otherwise authorized” by 
Facilities/Fleet Manager. “Otherwise authorized” operations might best be 
considered for those more rare opportunities that promote AI goodwill with staff 
and with AI customers. 

2. The reservation calendars are available in Outlook. You are responsible for 
scheduling and reserving vehicles for your use. If your appointment cancels, it is 
your responsibility to remove your reservation from the calendar so someone 
else can use the vehicle. 

3. Any staff traveling more than 80 miles round trip should be using one of the AI 
owned/leased vehicles. It is more cost efficient to have you drive a company vehicle 
versus your personal vehicle. Eligible operators travelling more than 80 miles round 
trip are permitted to “bump” a reserved vehicle if that vehicle is scheduled for less 
than an 80 mile round trip. Twenty four (24) hours notice must be given if an 
operator is going to “bump” a reserved vehicle. 

4. If all company vehicles are reserved or being used and an eligible operator needs to 
travel 80 miles or more round trip they have permission to rent a vehicle from their 
local Enterprise Car Rental office.   

5. Any required overnight use should be specifically authorized by the Program 
Director or Manager. 

6. All AI owned/lease vehicles are available for staff to use for travel during the 
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workday; you don’t have to be scheduled to transport a client in one of the vans in 
order to use the van. 

MAINTENANCE: 

1. Vehicle maintenance is the responsibility of Facilities/Fleet Manager; however your 
assistance is required should you see or hear anything that doesn’t seem right on 
the vehicle, any problems, issues or concerns should be brought to his attention 
immediately, if he is unavailable you may report to the Chief Operating Officer. 

2. Incident report forms will be kept in all AI vehicles for documenting all incidences 
resulting in accidental damage and/or injury to the occupants. This form can also 
be used to report mechanical problems – such as starter system, steering system, 
brakes, unusual odors or cosmetic defects to the interior and exterior. 

3. Vehicle  operators  will  be  responsible  for  returning  the  vehicle  in  a condition 
that is reasonably clean and free of debris. This includes the removal of coffee 
cups, soda cans and food wrappers. 

4. A gasoline credit card is kept in the glove compartment of each vehicle and must 
remain with that assigned vehicle at all times. Please do not remove or use for 
any other vehicle in the fleet without the permission of Facilities/Fleet Manager. Any 
lost or stolen gas cards must immediately be reported to Facilities/Fleet Manager 
who will then cancel the lost card and request a replacement. 

5. The vehicle should be returned to AI with a full tank of gas anytime the reading 
dips below ½ tank.  Van operators who have not been granted a pin number are 
required to e-mail Facilities/Fleet Manager as soon as possible to advise of the need 
for a fill-up. 

OPERATOR ELIGIBILITY & TRAINING: 

1. All eligible operators must be able to produce a valid driver’s license that shows 
evidence of at least 3 years of driving experience. A copy of each operator’s 
license will be kept on file; it is the operator’s responsibility to update expired 
licenses according to Penn Dot regulations. The eligible operator must be 
insurable by the AI fleet liability insurance company. 

2. Each eligible operator must become certified to operate an AI vehicle by 
completing AI van training course.   Facilities/Fleet Manager is an approved trainer 
as is the Safety Mentor. Van training, under the supervision of Facilities/Fleet 
Manager, includes instruction on operating procedures, gaining a gas driver’s 
number, lift operations, wheel chair tie downs, safety precautions and procedures, 
and accident reporting. This training is needed if you provide transportation to an AI 
customer. 

3. Operator eligibility is a privilege and can be revoked at the discretion of 
Facilities/Fleet Manager, the Human Resources Director and the Executive 
Director of AI.   

4. The AI Drug and Alcohol Policy is in effect for all operators during vehicle 
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operations. 

When an incident report is received, the driver of the AI vehicle will meet with 
Facilities/Fleet Manager and a member of the Human Resources Department within ten 
(10) days to discuss the incident. Together they will determine what steps could have 
been taken to prevent the incident. Facilities/Fleet Manager will then record the number 
of points the driver receives. 

AI has adopted a “No Hand Held Cell Phone Policy”: 
1. While driving an AI-owned or leased vehicle, the operator is prohibited from using 

a hand held cell phone. 
a. If an AI driver needs to take or make a call, they must pull off to the side 

of the road where it is safe, unless an emergency arises. 

b. Although it is difficult to monitor cell phone usage, any AI employee seen 
using a cell phone while driving an AI vehicle, will receive 
coaching/training. Repeated instances of using a cell phone while 
operating an AI vehicle will result in corrective action up to and including 
termination of employment. 

c. Although the use of a cell phone may be legal in some areas, AI upholds 
its no hand held cell phone policy while driving an AI owned or leased 
vehicle. 
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SAFE DRIVING AND VEHICLE SAFETY 
 

Policy Number 7.12 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date July 24, 2018 

I. SCOPE 
All employees who are approved to drive company and/or personal vehicles 

II. POLICY 
All Accessing Independence (AI) employees are expected to act in a safe manner when 
driving any company and/or personal vehicle.  AI has endorsed a safe driving policy to 
ensure that any approved driver is operating any vehicle in a safe manner in addition to 
driving defensively to prevent injuries and property damage.   
 
All employees who operate a motor vehicle in conjunction with their position will be 
considered a “professional driver.”  The term “professional driver” entails more then just 
a driver of “average” performance, but is based on the concept of defensive driving. AI 
employees will practice defensive driving, by utilizing their ability to avoid accidents in 
spite of the wrong actions of another driver and despite adverse driving conditions.  The 
attitude that AI employees take when they are behind the wheel is the single most 
important factor in driving safely. 
 
Definitions: 
Driver:  Anyone authorized to drive a company vehicle or drive any vehicle for the 
company including their personal vehicle while performing company business. 
 
Preventable Accidents:  A preventable accident is defined as any accident involving a 
company vehicle, or any vehicle while being used on company business that results in 
property damage and/or personal injury, and in which the driver in question failed to do 
everything he/she reasonably could have done to prevent or avoid the accident.   
 
Examples of classification of preventable accidents includes, but is not limited to:  driving 
too close, driving too fast for conditions, failure to observe clearances and/or obey signs, 
improper turns, failure to reduce speed, improper parking or passing, failure to yield, 
improper backing, exceeding the posted speed limit, Driving While Intoxicated (DWI) or 
Driving Under the Influence (DUI) or similar charge.     

 
Driver Guidelines and Reporting Requirements 
AI believes knowing the ability, experience and attitude of drivers is a key factor in safe 
driving.  An important area in this process is to establish qualification standards for new 
employees and existing employees who have driving duties.  To enforce these 
standards, AI has implemented the following driver qualifications procedures.   
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1. Company vehicles are to be driven by authorized employees only.  If a company 
vehicle is available for use, a company vehicle should always be driven prior to 
an employee’s own personal vehicle. 
  

2. Employees must have a valid and current Driver’s license to operate a company 
vehicle, or a personal vehicle with current auto insurance while on company 
business. Recommended auto insurance liability limits should be determined by 
the employee’s insurance carrier based upon the scope of the employee’s 
position and job duties.  Drivers who fail to meet this requirement or whose 
driver’s license is revoked for any reason will no longer be classified as a 
company driver and are not eligible for driving on company business.  Where 
applicable, this could also result in loss of their vehicle assignment.   
 
 This policy applies to all company provided vehicles including but not limited to:  
leased vehicles and equipment, company owned vehicles and equipment, rented 
vehicles provided by the company, and personal vehicles used during company 
business. 

 
3.  Any employee that is submitting an expense report for mileage reimbursement 

for company business purposes is in good faith having a valid license, valid 
vehicle insurance and valid vehicle registration.   
 

4. Employees are expected to drive in a safe and responsible manner and to 
maintain a good driving record.  Motor Vehicle Reports (MVR) are run upon hire 
for all employees that require driving as part of the scope of their employment.  
MVR reports will show the employees past three (3) years of driving offenses and 
can provide an indication of the candidate’s future driving performance.  MVRs 
will be run by our insurance carrier yearly for all employees who drive personal 
and/or company vehicles for company business.   
 

5. All accidents in company vehicles regardless of severity must be reported to the 
police and the employee’s supervisor.  Accidents are to be reported immediately 
(from the scene, during the same day, or as soon as practicable if immediate or 
same day reporting is possible.)  Accidents in personal vehicles while on 
company business must follow these same accident procedures.  Accidents 
involving the employee’s personal injury must be reported to Human Resources 
for Workers’ Compensation purposes.  Failing to stop after an accident and/or 
failure to report an accident may result in disciplinary action, up to and including 
termination of employment. 
 

6. Drivers must report all ticket violations received during the operation of a 
company vehicle, or while driving a personal vehicle on company business, 
within seventy-two (72) hours to the employee’s supervisor and/or to the Human 
Resources Department.  The driver is responsible for the resolution and prompt 
payment of any citations or parking tickets that result from the action of the 
driver. 
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Driving Violations 
The following violations could result in loss of driving privileges and/or employment 
termination as a result of any of the primary violations that occurs on company business: 

1.  Primary Violations 
a. Driving Under the Influence of alcohol or drugs 
b. Driving with a suspended or revoked license 
c. Leaving the scene of an accident 
d. Two citations of reckless, careless or negligent driving 
e. A combination of three or more preventable accidents and/or moving 

violations 
f. Failure to notify manager of license suspension for impaired driving, or driving 

under the influence 
g. Falsifying information on an accident report, driving record or to a law 

enforcement officer. 
h. Eluding or attempting to elude a law enforcement officer 

 
The following violations that occur in the performance of company business could result 
in loss of driving privileges as a result of a driver’s motor vehicle record check for a 
combination of three or more within a three year period: 

2.  Secondary Violations 
a.  Failure to obey “Stop” or “Yield” signs 
b. Improper passing 
c. Driving on the wrong side of the road 
d. Following too closely 
e. Failure to obey traffic signals 
f. Passing a stopped school bus with flashers on 
g. Exceeding the posted speed limit 
h. Any other moving motor vehicle convictions 

 
Road Review for Company Vehicles 
A road review allows the employee to demonstrate his/her skills and proficiency in 
handling the vehicle and associated equipment that will be assigned to them.   
 
These road reviews may be done by the Program Manager, Program Specialist, and/or 
Facility Supervisor as part of the on-the-job training process and/or for instances where 
a violation has occurred for drivers using company owned or leased vehicles.  The same 
type of equipment that will be assigned to the driver should be used in the review.  The 
review will cover a variety of situations and should not establish a passing/failing grade, 
but rather indicate the driver’s competent areas and areas for suggested training.   
 
Online Driving Training Courses 
All AI employees that are approved to drive during company time due to the scope of 
their position duties and/or responsibilities are encouraged to take an interactive online 
Defensive Driving course (approx. 30 minutes) as well as an online Distracted Driving 
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course (approx. 30 minutes)  through Philadelphia Insurance.  At the end of the course, 
employees will complete a brief training exam on their comprehended knowledge of the 
course and print out a certificate of completion for their personal file. 
 
Equipment Familiarization 
Equipment familiarization is necessary for all drivers who will be driving AI vehicles.  
USDF wants all authorized drivers to practice safe driving and be efficient in operating all 
vehicle functions and/or equipment.  Anyone driving a van and/or a truck should be 
familiar with windshield wipers, seat belts, tie downs, lifts (where applicable), fueling 
procedures, lights (high and low beams, interior lights) and emergency exits (if 
applicable) 
 
Employee Owned Vehicles 
Personal Vehicles may be used for AI work, but drivers are encouraged to use AI owned 
and/or leased vehicles whenever feasible.  Any damage and/or liability done to an 
employee’s personal vehicle during company time is the sole responsibility of the 
employee and not the organization.   
 
 
Driver’s Responsibilities 

1. Drivers are required to wear a safety belt properly while operating the vehicle.  It 
is the driver’s responsibility to ensure that all passengers wear a seat belt when 
the vehicle is in operation. 

2. Driver’s may not operate any vehicle during working hours if impaired by alcohol, 
drugs, medication, illness, fatigue or injury.  Drivers are to immediately report to 
their supervisor if stopped by law enforcement for impaired driving, driving under 
the influence, or refusing a breath test.  Any employee convicted of an alcohol or 
drug-related offense while driving on company business will have their company 
driving privileges terminated and possibly face other appropriate disciplinary 
action,  up to an including termination.  Please refer to policy #7.06. 

3. Company insurance does not permit anyone except an employee of AI to drive a 
company vehicle.  Non-designated company drivers are not allowed to drive a 
company vehicle except in an emergency where the driver must be transported 
to a medical facility.  

4. Drivers should be familiar with all codes, laws, and regulations in the jurisdiction 
in which vehicles are operated, including those jurisdictions where only 
occasional travel is anticipated and obey all applicable state and federal laws. 

5. Employees are not permitted to utilize hand held devices when driving.  Any use 
of a hand held cell phone must be done while safely pulled over on the side of 
the road with emergency four ways on, in the event of an incoming or outgoing 
cell phone call.  Texting is prohibited by hand held devices unless the driver is 
safely pulled over on the side of the road with emergency four ways on. 

6. Smoking, smoke free, and tobacco products are not permitted to be used in any 
company vehicle.  Please refer to policy #2.02     

7. Under no circumstances are hitchhikers allowed to be picked up 
8. Drivers should always have the vehicle under control so that they can stop at 

ample distance ahead and avoid accidents for unexpected actions on the part of 
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other drivers, pedestrians, children, and animals.  Additionally, driving speed 
should be adjusted to the condition of road surface, general traffic, and visibility.  
Drivers should be able to stop within their range of their headlights at night, in the 
fog, and/or active work zones. 

9. Employees should check their vehicle daily before each trip.  Any company 
vehicles, employees are required to complete the vehicle checklist before and 
immediately after their final destination.  Any areas of concern should be reported 
to the Facilities/Fleet Manager.   

10. Employees should not take chances, it is more important to arrive safely to your 
destination then arrive on time. 

11. Drivers are expected to assist individuals (when applicable) when entering and 
exiting the vehicle.   

12. Only authorized employees on company duty can ride in company vehicles 
13. Passengers are prohibited from riding in any portion of a vehicle not specifically 

intended for the conveyance of passengers. 
14. Company vehicles should be parked in the designated space at the work 

location. 
15. When the vehicle is parked, the emergency brake should be engaged and all 

windows and doors secured. 
 

Defensive Driving Guidelines 
1. Drivers are required to maintain a safe following distance at all times.  Drivers 

should keep a three second interval between their vehicle and the vehicle 
immediately ahead.  During slippery road conditions, the following distance 
should be increased to at least four seconds. 

2. Drivers must yield the right of way to all traffic control signals and signs requiring 
them to do so. Drivers should also be prepared to yield for safety’s sake at any 
time.  Pedestrians and bicycles in the roadway always have the right of way. 

3. Drivers must honor posted speed limits.  In adverse driving conditions, reduce 
speed to a safe operating speed that is consistent with the conditions of the road, 
weather, lighting, and volume of traffic.  Tires can hydroplane on wet pavement 
at speeds as low as 40 mph. 

4. Radar Detectors are strictly prohibited in company vehicles.  Drivers are to drive 
at the speed of traffic but never to exceed the posted speed limit 

5. Turn signals must be used to show where you are heading; while going into 
traffic and before every turn or lane change. 

6. When passing or changing lanes, view the entire vehicle in your rear view mirror 
before pulling back into that lane. 

7. Be alert of other vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists when approaching 
intersections.  Never speed through an intersection on a caution light.  When the 
traffic turns green, look both ways for oncoming traffic before proceeding. 

8. When waiting to make left turns, keep your wheels facing straight ahead.  If rear 
ended, you will not be pushed into the lane of oncoming traffic.   

9. When stopping behind another vehicle, leave enough space so you can see the 
rear wheels of the car in front.  This allows room to go around the vehicle if 
necessary, and may prevent you from being pushed into the car in front of you if 
you are rear-ended.   

10. Check behind your vehicle before backing up.  Do not solely rely on technology 
(i.e. back up camera) to ensure that another vehicle, object, and/or person is not 
behind your vehicle. 
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11. Before starting the vehicle, all objects in the vehicle are to be secured, placed on 
the floor or other location where they will not fall or otherwise distract the driver.  
Any programmable GPS devices used for navigation should be programed with 
the final destination prior to driving the vehicle.   

12. Drivers are to avoid any activity that diverts attention from the driving task such 
as reading, writing, adjusting controls, etc. unless the vehicle is stopped or 
parked. 

 
Driving Supervision 
A key to success in the supervision of drivers is the supervisor’s ability to enhance the 
development of proper driving attitudes.  As attitudes heavily influence the manner in 
which a job is accomplished, the supervisor must see that the driver receives positive 
reinforcement and that undesirable influences are recognized and counteracted. 
 
Global Positioning System (GPS) Tracking on Company Vehicles 
 
Electronic Tracking Technology allows AI to monitor vehicle performance, location, 
speed, and/or time spent at fixed intervals.  Electronic Tracking Technology may include 
event data recorders (EDR) sensing and diagnostic modules (SDM), or other systems 
that are used for the purpose of identifying, diagnosing, or monitoring functions related to 
the potential need to repair, service, or performance maintenance as well as to capture 
safety systems-related data for retrieval after a collision or similar incident has occurred. 
 
 AI may utilize data collected through Electronic Tracking Technology as part of a 
disciplinary investigation or discipline of employees pertaining to abuse of the company 
vehicle, inappropriate use of time, speeding or other misconduct.   
 
Data collected using Electronic Tracking Technology is used by AI for business 
purposes and shall have no expectation of employee privacy regarding the information 
that results from such monitoring. 
 
Employees are prohibited from altering or attempting to alter or disable Electronic 
Tracking Technology in any company owned or leased vehicles.   
 
 
Accident Reporting and Investigation 
Should an employee be involved in an auto accident during company time they should 
take immediate action to prevent further damage or injury at the scene of the accident 
such as the following: 

1.  Remain calm and pull onto the shoulder or side of the road 
2. Activate four way flashers and place warning signals promptly and properly 
3. Assist any injured individuals, but don’t move the person unless they are in 

danger of further injury 
4. If help is available, ask someone to call the police, and request medical 

assistance by dialing 911 if needed 
5. The vehicle or individuals should not be left unattended 
6.  The employee should exchange any traffic accident information such as name, 

addresses, license numbers, insurance company information, and phone 
numbers.  In some circumstances police officers at the scene may restrict 
contact between parties.  The driver should give identifying information to the 
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other party involved, but should make no comments about assuming 
responsibility or liability. 

7. The driver should secure names and telephone numbers of any witnesses (when 
applicable). 

8. Note the weather and road conditions when the incident occurred.  Utilizing a cell 
phone can be of assistance in taking a picture of the scene.   

 
The AI employee is expected to report the incident/accident to their supervisor 
immediately.  The Facilities/Fleet Manager and a member of the Human Resources 
Department will meet with the employee within ten (10) days to discuss the 
incident/accident.  Together they will determine what steps could have been taken to 
prevent the incident.   
 
Corrective Action 
Employees receiving moving violations/citations or are involved in an accident while 
using a AI vehicle may be subject to disciplinary action up to and including termination. 

 1st Offense—Formal Verbal Warning and take an eLearning course on Defensive 
Driving and Distracted Driving through Philadelphia Insurance.  A road review 
with the Facility Supervisor and/or designee will be conducted 

 2nd Offense—Written Warning and check MVR every 6 months for a year, in 
addition to taking and/or re-taking an online eLearning course on Defense Driving 
and Distracted Driving through Philadelphia Insurance.  A road review with the 
Facility Supervisor and/or designee will be conducted. 

 3rd Offense within a year—Final Warning, suspend driving privileges, and placed 
on probation 

 4th Offense—Termination of employment 
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WORKPLACE VISITOR POLICY 
 
Policy Number 7.13 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date  
Effective Date February 1, 2021 

 

I. SCOPE 
All employees, participants, contractors, external vendors, stakeholders, former 
employees, family and/or friends of employees and visitors. 

II. POLICY 
Accessing Independence (AI) welcomes visitors to the premises with established 
guidelines to ensure their safety and the safety of others within all company buildings. 
The purpose of this policy is to establish guidelines for visitors to ensure that visitors will 
not pose a threat to our premises and property, distract employees from their work, or 
expose employees to danger.   

RESPONSIBILITIES:  

1. Upon entry, all workplace visitors will be issued a temporary visitor badge after 
notifying the receptionist (and/or point of contact for locations without a 
receptionist).  The visitor will need to sign in with their name, arrival time, and 
who they are there to meet with.  Due to the safety and security of our building 
occupants an employee is responsible for accompanying their workplace 
visitor(s) while they are at an AI location.  This includes but is not limited to 
common areas such as lobbies, meeting rooms, kitchen areas, hallways, other 
offices, etc. It is advised that employees only permit workplace visitors in those 
areas for a short time period and for specific periods.   

2. Employees are responsible for safely evacuating their workplace visitor in the 
event of an emergency, as well as making sure their workplace visitor complies 
with all AI policies and procedures. 

3. Employees who spot unauthorized visitors are encouraged to stop this person 
and inquire as to their name, who they are here to see, and if they require any 
assistance.  No employee is encouraged to stop anyone that appears to be a 
“threat” to them or anyone else.  Instead they should notify their supervisor, a 
Senior Leader, and/or Human Resources to alert them of their concern so 
additional follow up can be done.  This may include further action such as 
notifying the police by calling 9-1-1.   
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4. To eliminate the risk of a security breach, doors should not be propped open 
without a responsible employee present.  Propped doors may invite someone 
into a secure area without authorization. 

5. Employee must notify the Receptionist and/or onsite contact person of all visits 
scheduled to be at any AI location.  Notification should include the visitor(s) 
name, time of arrival, and who they are there to see.  If an Outlook meeting 
calendar was utilized for a meeting, it is recommended to put in there attendee’s 
name(s) of the meeting and/or training in addition of who reserved the room. 

6. All building occupants should be notified in advance of any planned building tours 
so they can be prepared (cleaning desk area/department area, securing 
confidential material, rescheduling meeting/visit, etc) for the tours arrival.  

7. All employees are responsible for understanding any accommodations their 
visitor(s) may require and to provide instructions on where/how to enter and exit 
the premise they are visiting. 

8. The host employee should notify their visitor(s) prior that if he/she is feeling sick 
and/or experiencing flu like symptoms and/or a temperature of 100.4 degrees or 
higher he/she is encouraged to remain at home so as not infect other individuals.   

III. PROCEDURE  

1. Upon entry, all visitors, will stop at the office area and sign-in.  If the designated 
onsite-contact person is not available at that time (i.e. on the phone, away from 
their desk), the visitor will wait patiently until they return.   

The visitor will state who they are here to see.  The AI staff will either sign the 
visitor in and/or the visitor will complete the sign in sheet with the name of the 
person that they are there to see and time of arrival.   

Upon completion of their visit, they will sign out and note the time of departure.   

The sign-in/out process is extremely important due to accountability on behalf of 
AI should an emergency arise at an AI location (i.e. fire drill, fire). 

The host employee is responsible to notify their visitor(s) of this procedure prior 
to their visit. 

2. All visitors will be issued a dated visitor badge by the receptionist and/or onsite 
contact person.  Badges shall be properly designated as “visitor” and the 
individual is required to display the badge in full view on their article of clothing 
(preferably shirt).  The badge will be discarded when departing the facility. 
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3. Suppliers, Contractors, Delivery Personnel:  Typical mail and package delivery 
personnel are in company issued uniforms and are making routine stops to an AI 
location (i.e. U.S. Postal Mail, UPS, Federal Express, and Cintas).  These 
individuals will be permitted to make deliveries to the appropriate areas without 
an AI issued company badge and/or pass, provided they do not go outside their 
normal pickup or delivery areas.   

4. Other delivery personnel will use their bill of lading as an acceptable ID; however, 
individuals shall not be permitted outside the normal pick-up and delivery areas 
without being escorted by an employee responsible for delivery/pick-up. 

5. Maintenance, and/or repair contractors will be required to stop at the reception 
area upon entry.  They will be permitted within the facilities to the appropriate 
areas without a badge or a pass, provided they are wearing their company 
uniforms with logo; and they are escorted by an employee responsible for their 
service(s).   

6. Personal visitors (i.e. family members) for employees occasionally happens.  If 
so, the visit time should be appropriate in length so as not to impede the 
employee’s job duties.   

7. No visitors are permitted beyond normal business operation hours, unless it 
requires facility maintenance.  If this occurs, the host employee must be present. 

Solicitation 
Visitors must not try to persuade or encourage employees, gather donations or request 
participation in activities while on an AI premises. Any visitors who violate this policy may 
be asked to leave.  The host employee is responsible for informing the visitor prior to 
their visit of AI’s stance on solicitation.   

Unauthorized Visitors 
An unauthorized visitor will be asked to leave AI premises if the individual is a threat, 
engages in hate speech, and/or steals company issued property.  Further action may 
apply including contacting the police by dialing 9-1-1 in addition to any legal 
ramifications.   

Guest Wi-Fi 
Visitors requiring internet access may utilize the AI guest Wi-Fi services.  At no time is a 
visitor allowed to access company proprietary information and/or company program 
information with their laptop and/or another mobile device.  This includes personal 
devices and/or company borrowed devices (i.e. company laptops). 

Photography 
No photographs may be taken without prior approval.  Photography that is allowed 
cannot be published without prior approval from the Marketing Manager and Vice 
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President of Business Development.  Photography of participants is not permitted 
without prior authorization do to confidentiality and releases.  No photography shall be 
used for publishing printed material and/or social media (i.e. Facebook, Instagram, etc) 
without prior AI authorization. 

Infectious Disease Outbreak 
During an infectious disease outbreak, only essential visitors may be permitted in AI 
buildings.  All visitors may be required to have their bodily temperature checked and/or 
complete an affidavit prior to entry of any AI location.  Visitors may also be required to 
utilize PPE equipment (i.e. face mask).   

During an infectious disease outbreak, visitors are encouraged to practice social 
distancing of at least six feet  apart, wash hands and/or utilize hand sanitizer after 
touching common areas (i.e. door knobs) and/or bodily fluids (i.e. coughing, sneezing, 
blowing one’s nose, utilizing the bathroom, etc.).   

All medical information will be kept confidential and in compliance with HIPAA and 
Center of Disease Control (CDC) standards.  Visitor’s with a body temperature of 100.4 
degrees Fahrenheit or higher will be asked to leave and return at a later date when they 
have been free of symptoms based on CDC guidelines.  This protocol is to ensure the 
safety of those with whom they’ve had contact.  Further restrictions may apply based 
upon governmental and regulatory bodies.  

Enforcement 
Employees found in violation of this policy could result in disciplinary action up to and 
including termination from employment.  Visitors, vendors, temporary employees, and 
guest who are in violation of this policy may be asked to not return to the premises.   
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SOLICITATION / DISTRIBUTION 
 

Policy Number 8.01 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence to control solicitation and distribution of literature 
and materials on all AI property by employees and non-employees. 

The purpose of the policy is to establish a uniform system for the control of solicitation 
and/or distribution of literature, emails and/or materials in order to prevent disruptions in the 
operation of AI services, interference with employees and their work, and inconvenience to 
participants and visitors. 

PROCEDURE: 

Except for the solicitation or participation in official AI employee programs or the 
distribution of literature, emails and/or materials directly related to such programs: 

1. No employee may solicit for any reason on working time, in working areas or on 
company property. No employee may distribute literature or other materials on 
working time or in working areas.  

2. Employees will not solicit participants at any time. Literature distributed to 
participants may only be AI-approved teaching aids or AI program materials. 

3. Solicitation and distribution by non-employees and former employees is 
prohibited on all AI property, with the exception of official AI employee programs. 
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CONFIDENTIALITY 
 

Policy Number 8.02 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence (AI) to provide guidelines for employees and 
other persons (e.g., independent contractors, consultants and associates, etc.) who may 
obtain access to confidential and/or proprietary information during (and subsequent to) their 
employment or relationship with AI. 

1. In the course of work, information may be acquired that is confidential. This 
information should not be discussed outside AI or even with other AI employees. 
Casual conversation with other employees may be overheard and thereby violate 
the right of privacy of others. Be particularly careful about conversation in eating 
places and other places of public gathering within the facility. Do not give personal 
opinions to others regarding your participants or other employees.   

2. Confidential information includes such things as names and medical conditions of 
participants, personnel information, personal employee and any non-public 
information or materials relating to the business affairs of AI. 

3. Employees and others handling confidential information are responsible for its 
security. Care must be exercised to ensure that it is safeguarded to protect AI, its 
personnel, participants, business partners, associates sub-contractors and 
representatives. 

4. Nothing contained in this policy is intended to prohibit the disclosure to third parties 
of information about AI that is routinely made available by advertisement or 
otherwise, such as the nature of AI's programs and services. 

5. There are instances when employees and others must discuss confidential 
information with third parties during the normal course of business. These 
occasions such as review meetings, are appropriate, however, all persons should 
be aware of the confidential nature of the information which is being divulged. 

6. Information, computer software and computer-related documentation that is 
obtained or used in the performance of duties as an employee of AI is considered 
"proprietary AI data". Much of this is sensitive in nature and is to be protected from 
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unauthorized use, modification, loss and disclosure. This information should not 
leave the premises of AI offices. 

7. There are exceptional times when confidential information must be taken from AI 
premises. This may only occur with the approval of the Program Director/Manger of 
AI. 

8. All reasonable efforts must be made to protect and prohibit the unlawful release or 
disclosure of proprietary data to other people, (within or outside of AI), who have not 
been authorized to obtain this data. 

9. Any breach of confidentiality is prohibited and will result in disciplinary action, up to 
and including termination. 
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PERSONAL PROPERTY 
 

Policy Number 8.03 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence to assume no responsibility for theft or 
damage of employee’s personal property. If you store personal property on AI property 
or at a participant’s residence, you do so at your own risk. 
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EMPLOYEE IDENTIFICATION 
 

Policy Number 8.04 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. POLICY 
It is the policy of Accessing Independence that all covered employees will be issued a 
photo identification badge on the first day of employment. This identification badge is the 
property of Accessing Independence. Employees must wear the identification badge when 
reporting for AI work and be clearly displayed front side out for easy visibility. 

This policy outlines AI’s method of identifying its employees for safety, security and good 
customer relation reasons.  The photo identification badge also identifies AI employees to 
public authorities if the employee is required to report to AI or participant’s residence during 
disaster or emergency situations. 

1. The identification badge will contain the following: 
a. Employee’s Name 
b. Employee’s ID Number 
c. Employee’s Department 
d. Employee’s Photo 
e. Employee’s Job Title 

2. The identification badge should not be defaced by any unauthorized stickers, 
buttons, badges, pins etc. 
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HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT (HIPAA) 
PRIVACY POLICY 

Policy Number 8.05 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 6, 2015 

I. SCOPE 
All employees 

II. PURPOSE 
This Policy is intended to promote awareness of the confidential nature of the medical 
information that is collected, maintained and disseminated. This policy and these 
procedures reflect the commitment of Accessing Independence (AI) to protecting the 
confidentiality of the private health information of its employees, their dependents, 
Participants and Affiliates. 

III. POLICY 
This Policy is intended to comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act of 1996 as amended (“HIPAA”) and the Health Information Technology for Economic 
and Clinical Health Act of 2009 as amended (“HITECH”), along with the HIPAA Omnibus 
rule and all related regulations. HIPAA, HITECH and all related regulations are 
collectively referred to herein as the “Privacy Rule.”  
 
It is the intent of this Policy to maintain and protect the privacy of the protected health 
information (“PHI”) of its employees, Participants and Affiliates to give specific rights with 
respect to their PHI. 
 
This Policy applies to the following components: 
 
Primary Components:  

 Employee Welfare Benefits (collectively the “Plan”) 
 AI Staff Health Information 
 Participant PHI 
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Support Employees:  
Individual employees within any part of AI (other than the Primary Components) who 
provide support services to any of the Primary Components and, as a part of such 
support services, have access to PHI.   
 
Primary Components and Support Employees are collectively referred to as “Covered 
Components.” Accessing Independence (AI) designated Covered Components shall 
maintain the security and privacy of participants Private Health Information (PHI) in 
accordance with the requirements of the HIPAA statute and regulations with the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and subsequent federal regulations.  
 
This Privacy Policy and Procedures will be overseen by the HIPAA Privacy and Security 
Officer. The Privacy and Security Officer will have authority and responsibility for 
implementation and operation of this Privacy Policy and Procedures. 
 

DEFINITIONS 

1. “Breach” means the acquisition, access, use or disclosure of PHI in a manner not 
permitted by the Privacy Rule which compromises the security or privacy of PHI. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, a breach does not include: (1) any unintentional 
acquisition, access, or use of PHI by an employee or individual acting under the 
authority of AI or a Business Associate and in the scope of the employment or 
relationship between the employee or individual and AI or Business Associate, 
provided such acquisition, access or use was made in good faith and does not result 
in further disclosure by any person; (2) any inadvertent disclosure by an individual 
who is authorized to access PHI at AI’s or Business Associate’s facility to another 
authorized individual at the same facility, provided such information is not further 
disclosed by any person; and (3) a disclosure of PHI in a situation in which AI or 
Business Associate has a good faith belief that the person(s) to which the 
unauthorized disclosure was made would not reasonably have been able to retain 
such information. Except as provided above, an acquisition, use or disclosure of PHI 
is presumed to be breach unless AI, the Plan or Business Associate demonstrates 
that there is a low probability that the PHI has been compromised based on a risk 
assessment of at least the following:(1) the nature and extent of the PHI involved, 
including the types of identifies and likelihood of re-identification; (2) the 
unauthorized person who used the PHI or to whom the disclosure was made; (3) 
whether the PHI was actually acquired or viewed; and (4) the extent to which the risk 
to the PHI was mitigated. 

 
 
2. “Business Associate” means a person (who is not an employee of AI) who creates, 

receives, maintains or transmits PHI or provides legal, actuarial, accounting, 
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consulting, data aggregation, management, administrative, or financial services 
where the provision of these services involves the disclosure of PHI to the person. 

3. “Covered Entity” means (in this Policy) a group health plan sponsored by AI as 
defined in the Privacy Rules, Participant health information and Affiliates’ Participant 
health information. 

4. “Designated Record Set” for any participant includes all enrollment and disenrollment 
information, claim forms, explanations of benefits, electronic claims information and 
any other information that AI creates, receives or maintains in connection with the 
Plan and the Affiliates’ Participant health information. 

5. “Health Information” means any information, including genetic information, whether 
oral or recorded in any form or medium, that is created or received by AI and relates 
to the past, present or future payment for the provision of health care to an individual. 

6. “DHHS” means the United States Department of Health and Human Services. 
7. “Participants” means individually and collectively, the employees that are enrolled in 

the Plan, their covered spouses and dependents, consumers of AI and/or its 
Affiliates.  

8. “Plan” means the group health plan sponsored by AI that is also a Covered Entity 
9. “Protected Health Information” or “PHI” means individually identifiable Health 

Information that is transmitted or maintained by a covered entity, as defined by 
HIPAA, in oral, electronic or written form. 

10. “Unsecured PHI” means PHI that is not rendered unusable, unreadable, or 
indecipherable to unauthorized persons through use of a technology or methodology 
specified by the Secretary of DHHS. 
 

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
 
1. Collection and Receipt of Protected Health Information 
 
Policy 
AI will collect only the minimum necessary PHI that is needed for the particular purpose 
for which it is collected. The PHI collected will be considered part of the Designated 
Record Set. 
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Procedure 
1. When collecting or receiving PHI, employees of AI will request only the minimum 

necessary information. Prior to making such a request and at the time this Policy first 
becomes effective, employees who collect or receive PHI will evaluate the 
information that is requested or received to determine that he or she is receiving or 
requesting only the minimum necessary. The Privacy and Security Officer will make 
the final determination (when necessary) as to what information can be requested 
and received. 
 

2. When collecting or discussing PHI, employees will comply with the following privacy 
guidelines, along with any additional procedures established from time to time: 

 PHI should not be discussed in any open area;  
 Documents containing PHI should be kept in locked files and should not be left in 

any open area or area where the general public has access;  

 Documents containing PHI should be de-identified wherever possible; and  
 Documents containing PHI should be shredded when they are no longer needed. 
 

3. PHI will be discussed and shared with an employee only to the extent that the 
individual has a need to know the PHI as part of the performance of his or her job 
duties.  

 
4. The information in any Designated Record Set will be kept in a file that is locked or 

otherwise secured from access by any unauthorized individuals. 
 
2. Uses and Disclosures of Protected Health Information 
 
Policy 
AI will use and disclose the PHI it creates, collects and/or maintains for the following: to 
enroll and un-enroll individuals in or from the Plan; to evaluate renewal proposals or new 
health plan vendors, insurance companies or administrators; to assist in claims 
resolution; to conduct due diligence in connection with the sale or transfer of assets to a 
potential successor, and to perform any similar or related functions with respect to the 
Plan. 

 
All PHI collected by AI will be disclosed only to the following “valid recipients” or in the 
following situations:(1) to the Participant; (2) if the Participant is a minor, to the 
Participant’s parent or legal guardian (a Personal Representative); (3) to a Personal 
Representative of a Participant who is incapable of making health care decisions and/or 
has appointed another individual to make these decisions on his or her behalf; (4) to an 
insurance company, reinsurance company, third party administrator or a business 
associate of the Plan, (5) to the Participant’s representative, agent, or any other person 
with a signed authorization from the Participant; (6) in response to legal process; (7) to 
investigate possible insurance fraud; (8) to help settle a claim dispute for benefits under 
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a medical benefit plan or insurance policy; (9) to the Plan Sponsor, but only if the plan 
documents have been amended in accordance with the provisions of HIPAA; or (10) to a 
family member, other relative, or a close personal friend of the individual, or any other 
person identified by the individual any PHI that is directly relevant to such person’s 
involvement with payment related to the individual’s health care. 

 
The Plan will enter into an appropriate agreement with any Business Associate. AI will 
terminate that agreement and stop providing PHI to that Business Associate if it knows 
of a pattern of activity or practice of the Business Associate that constitutes a material 
breach or violation of the Business Associate’s obligations under the contract unless AI 
and/or Business Associate takes reasonable steps to cure the breach or end the 
violation. 

 
AI will not use or disclose PHI (and will not allow a Business Associate to use or disclose 
PHI) that is genetic information for underwriting purposes, which includes determining 
the benefits under the Plan, coverage or policy (such as providing additional benefits for 
those who complete a health risk assessment or participate in a wellness program), 
setting premium or contributions under the plan, applying pre-existing conditions, or any 
other activities related to the creation, renewal or replacement of health benefits. 

 
AI will not sell PHI (and will not allow a Business Associate to sell PHI) without first 
obtaining authorization from each individual who’s PHI would be sold (such authorization 
must include a statement that the disclosure will result in payment to AI). The sale of PHI 
includes any situation where AI directly or indirectly receives remuneration from the 
recipient of the PHI. The sale of PHI does not include a disclosure (1) for public health 
purposes, research purposes, treatment and payment purposes, (2) relating to the sale, 
transfer, merger or consolidation of AI, the Plan or with another entity, or (3) to or by the 
Business Associate (or subcontractor) for work that the Business Associate (or 
subcontractor) is performing on behalf of AI, (4) to the individual who is the subject of the 
information, (5) that is required by law, or (6) for any other purpose where the only 
remuneration received is a reasonable, cost-based fee to cover the cost to prepare and 
transmit the PHI. 
 
Procedure 
1. To the extent reasonably possible, PHI that is requested or disclosed by AI will be 

received or distributed after it has been de-identified. The Privacy and Security 
Officer will oversee the de-identification process. 

 
2. Where it is not possible or practicable to de-identify PHI that is received or disclosed, 

employees will disclose only the minimum necessary information. The Privacy and 
Security Officer will help, upon request, to determine that the minimum necessary 
information is disclosed. Minimum necessary standards will be created and followed 
for all routine disclosures of PHI. 
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3. In any situation where PHI is requested from AI, an employee will verify the identity 
of the person requesting the information and the authority of the person to have 
access to PHI (unless the identity and authority is already known). 
 

4. PHI will be disclosed to a “Valid Recipient” as described above through the 
telephone, only after the identity and authority of the person who is on the other end 
of the call is verified. 
 

5. PHI will be disclosed to a “Valid Recipient” by email only after the identity and 
authority of the person receiving the email has been verified and only if the email is 
sent using encryption protocol. 
 

6. PHI will be sent to a “Valid Recipient” by facsimile only if the employee who is 
sending the information can determine that the intended recipient will be the receiver 
of the facsimile, or that he or she is expecting the confidential facsimile at that time. 

 
7. PHI will be disclosed to a Business Associate only if AI or the Plan or on behalf of AI 

has entered into a business associate agreement with that Business Associate.  
 

8. PHI will be disclosed to a Business Associate of AI only after AI has entered into a 
business associate sub-contractor agreement with the Business Associate. 
 

9. All fax cover sheets utilized by employees and all emails sent by employees will 
contain a standard confidentiality statement. 
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10. If the individual is present, AI may disclose PHI to the family member, other relative 
or close personal friend, or any other person. Or, if the individual cannot be provided 
an opportunity to agree or object due to the individual’s incapacity or an emergency 
circumstance, AI will determine whether the disclosure is in the best interest of the 
individual and may make the disclosure. 

 
3. Access to Protected Health Information by Participants 
 
Policy 
AI will provide Participants with the right to access PHI that has been collected, created 
or received by AI, maintained by AI and is part of the Designated Record Set. This right 
of access does not apply to information compiled in anticipation of a civil legal action. 
 
Procedure 
1. A Participant (or his or her Personal Representative, including the parent or legal 

guardian of a minor) may request a copy of his or her PHI, as long as the request is 
in writing, is signed by the Participant or his/her Personal Representative and is 
maintained in the Designated Record Set. All such requests will be given to the 
Privacy and Security Officer for response.  
 

2. Within thirty (30) days of receipt of the written request, the Privacy and Security 
Officer will inform the Participant of the acceptance of the request, will provide the 
Participant with a written denial, or will direct the Participant to the entity that 
maintains the requested information. 

 
3. The Privacy and Security Officer may extend the thirty (30) day response time above 

by no more than thirty (30) additional days if it is unable to take action, provided that: 
(a) he/she provides the individual a written statement of the reasons for the delay 
and the date that AI will complete its action on the request; and (b) AI may have only 
one extension. 

 
4. The Privacy and Security Officer will provide the Participant either with access to the 

PHI in the form and format requested if it is readily producible in that format. If not, 
the Privacy and Security Officer will provide it in a readable hard copy form or such 
other form or format to which the Privacy and Security Officer and the individual 
agree. AI may charge a reasonable fee for all copying requests. This fee will include 
supplies, labor and postage, as applicable, whether the PHI is provided in paper or 
electronic format. 

 
5. The Privacy and Security Officer will provide the information to another person 

designated by the individual upon request. The request must be in writing, signed by 
the individual and clearly identify the designated person and where to send the copy 
of the PHI. 
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6. The Privacy and Security Officer may provide the Participant with a summary of the 
PHI or an explanation of the PHI, if the Participant requests such a summary or 
explanation. 

 
4. Amendment of Protected Health Information  
 
Policy 
AI will allow Participants to request amendment of their PHI that is part of the 
Designated Record Set. PHI that was not created AI or that is accurate and complete, as 
determined by the Privacy and Security Officer, is not subject to amendment. 
 
Procedures 
1. A request for amendment of PHI must be made on a form approved by AI. The 

request must be made by the Participant or the Participant’s personal representative, 
parent (for a minor) or guardian (collectively referred to as “Participant”).The request 
must reference the information for which amendment is requested and the reason for 
the requested amendment. 

 
2. When a Participant first contacts AI to request an amendment, the employee who 

receives the request will notify the Participant of the requirements for requesting the 
change. 

 
3. All written requests for amendment will be forwarded to the Privacy and Security 

Officer for response. 
 
4. Within sixty (60) 60 days after receipt of the request for amendment, the Privacy and 

Security Officer will either accept or deny the amendment request. The Privacy and 
Security Officer will make this determination. If the amendment request is accepted, 
the Privacy and Security Officer will notify the Participant and request the agreement 
of the Participant to notify Business Associates or other persons who have received 
the incorrect PHI about the Participant from AI. If the amendment request is denied, 
the Privacy and Security Officer will notify the Participant of the basis for the denial, 
the right of the Participant to submit a written statement of disagreement or to 
request that the amendment and the denial be included in any future disclosures, 
and a description of how the Participant may file a complaint. 

 
5. If the Participant files a statement of disagreement, the Privacy and Security Officer 

may prepare a written rebuttal, which must be given to the Participant. All future 
disclosures of PHI for this Participant must include both the statement of 
disagreement and the rebuttal, if any, and a link between these documents and the 
PHI that is subject to dispute. 
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5. Accounting of Disclosures of PHI 
 

Policy 
It is the Policy of AI to provide Participants with an accounting of disclosures of PHI that 
were made for purposes other than the payment and healthcare operations of the Plan. 
 
Procedures  
1. All disclosures of PHI, other than those conducted in the course of payment or 

healthcare operations of AI, will be reported to the Privacy and Security Officer. 
 

2. When requested by a Participant in writing, the Privacy and Security Officer will 
prepare an accounting of all disclosures that were not part of the health care 
operations of AI. 
 

3. The Privacy and Security Officer will contact all Business Associates to request an 
accounting of disclosures made by the Business Associate and any subcontractor. 
 

4. The accounting will include all disclosures made by AI or a Business Associate 
(including a subcontractor) that occurred in the past six (6) years (or shorter period 
as requested by the Participant), and will comply with all applicable laws and 
regulations. 
 

5. The accounting will be provided within sixty (60) days of the request. 
 

6. No charge will be imposed for the first accounting requested during any twelve (12)-
month period. 

 
6. Restriction on Disclosures of PHI 

 
Policy 
It is the Policy of AI to allow Participants to request a restriction on the uses and 
disclosures of the Participant’s PHI made by AI. 
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Procedures  
1. A request for restriction on the uses and disclosures of PHI must be made on a form 

approved by AI. The request must be made by the Participant or the Participant’s 
personal representative, parent (for a minor) or guardian (collectively referred to as 
“Participant”).The request must reference the particular type of restriction that is 
requested and the reason for the requested restriction. 

 
2. When a Participant first contacts the Plan to request a restriction, the employee who 

receives the request will notify the Participant of the requirements for requesting the 
change. 

 
3. All written requests for restriction will be forwarded to the Privacy and Security 

Officer for response. 
 
4. Within a reasonable period of time after receipt of the request for restriction, the 

Privacy and Security Officer will either accept or deny the restriction request. The 
Privacy and Security Officer will make this determination.  

 
If the restriction request is accepted, the Privacy and Security Officer will notify the 
Participant and will document the agreed upon restriction. If the restriction request is 
denied, the Privacy and Security Officer will notify the Participant of the basis for the 
denial. 

 
 
7. Notice of Privacy Practices 
 
Policy 
It is the Policy of AI to create and, as required by law, to provide all Participants with a 
Notice of Privacy Practices that describes AI’s required and permitted uses and 
disclosures of PHI and the rights of Participants with respect to their PHI. 
 
Procedure 
1. AI will deliver the Notice of Privacy Practices to each participant upon enrollment in 

the Plan. If a Participant has requested that benefit, enrollment or other employment 
information be delivered by e-mail, the notice may be given by e-mail. Otherwise, the 
Notice of Privacy Practices will either be hand delivered or sent by interoffice or U.S. 
mail. 

 
2. If AI maintains an employee benefits related website or intranet, AI will also post of 

copy of the Notice of Privacy Practices prominently on its website or intranet. 
 
3. Every three (3) years from the date of the initial delivery of the Notice of Privacy 

Practices, the Privacy and Security Officer will be responsible for notifying 
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employees that the Notice is available and that they can receive a copy of it on 
request. 

 
4. A revised Notice of Privacy Practices will be posted on the employee benefits 

website by the effective date of the change. At the time of its next annual employee 
benefits mailing, AI will include either a copy of the Notice of Privacy Practices or 
information about the change or how to obtain a copy of the Notice of Privacy 
Practices. If AI does not maintain an employee benefits website, it will provide the 
revised Notice of Privacy Practices or information about how to obtain the Notice of 
Privacy Practices, to participants within sixty (60) days of the change. 

 
8. Notice in case of Breach of Unsecured PHI 
 
Policy 
It is the Policy of AI to secure PHI in accordance with its Security Policy and to notify 
Participants, the media and the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) in 
the event of a breach of unsecured PHI, in accordance with HITECH. 
 
Procedures 
1. AI will follow any Security Policy that it has adopted to comply with the HIPAA 

Security Rules and will secure any electronic PHI that it maintains in accordance 
with HITECH. 

 
2. AI will require all Business Associates to notify it of any breach following its 

discovery. AI and the Business Associate will comply with any state laws 
requirements relating to timing of notification by the Business Associate. 

 
3. Upon discovery of any breach of Unsecured PHI made by AI, the Plan or any 

Business Associate, AI will provide written notice or a substitute notice (if the last 
known contact address is insufficient) to each affected individual within sixty (60) 
days following discovery of the breach. The notice will include: 

 A brief description of what happened including the date of the breach and the 
date of discovery, if known;  

 A description of the types of unsecured PHI that were involved in the breach; 
 Any steps the individual should take to protect him/herself from potential 

harm resulting from the breach; 

 A brief description of what AI is doing to investigate the breach in accordance 
with HIPAA breach notification requirements; 

 Contact procedures for individuals to ask questions or learn additional 
information 

 
4. A breach will be considered to be discovered by AI, the Plan or Business Associate 

as of the first day on which such breach is known to AI, the Plan or Business 
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Associate or, by exercising reasonable diligence would have been known to any 
person, other than the person committing the breach, who is an employee officer or 
other agent of AI, the Plan or Business Associate. 

 
5. If a breach of unsecured PHI involves more than five hundred (500) residents of a 

state, AI will provide notice to local media outlets serving the state within sixty (60) 
days of discovering the breach. 

 
6. If a Breach of unsecured PHI involves more than five hundred (500) covered 

persons, AI will maintain a log or other documentation of the breach and provide 
notice to HHS not later than sixty (60) days after the end of the calendar year in 
which the breach occurred. 

 
9. Training of Employees with access to PHI 
 
Policy 
The Privacy and Security Officer will train or oversee training of all new employees and 
current staff who have access to PHI. Training will include general information about 
HIPAA and will focus on the requirements of this HIPAA Privacy Policy and Procedures. 
 
Procedures 
1. The following employees of AI have been trained on the policies and procedures 

with respect to PHI: Director of Human Resources, Benefits Administrator, HR 
Generalist, HRIS Specialist, HR Coordinator, Staff Accountant, Controller, CFO  
 

2. Other members of the workforce will be trained as appropriate to carry out their job 
functions. 
 

3. New staff will be trained within a reasonable time, but not later than sixty (60) days 
of the start of their employment, or within sixty (60) days of assignment to a position 
in which they deal with PHI as part of their job requirements.  
 

4. The Privacy and Security Officer will provide training on any further material 
changes made to the Privacy Policy within sixty (60) days after the changes become 
effective. 
 

5. Additional training sessions may be conducted as needed. 
 

6. All training will be documented by the Privacy and Security Officer, or other 
employee as requested by the Privacy and Security Officer. 
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10. Complaints relating to Use or Disclosure of Protected Health Information 
 
Policy 
AI will accept and respond to complaints relating to this Privacy Policy, procedures, and 
compliance efforts relating to the privacy of PHI. 
 
Procedures 
1. Complaints regarding this Policy will be forwarded to the Privacy and Security 

Officer for review and response.  
 
2. The Privacy and Security Officer will review all complaints, will discuss them with 

the appropriate employees, will review relevant documents and will respond to the 
Participant who has filed the complaint. 

 
3. All complaints will be logged by the Privacy and Security Officer. The log will include 

the complaint and a brief description of the resolution of the complaint. 
 
11. Recordkeeping 
 
Policy 
AI will retain all documentation related to this HIPAA Privacy Policy and Procedures for a 
minimum of six (6) years from the date the documentation was created or the date that it 
was last in effect, whichever is later. 
 
Procedures 
1. The following documents will be maintained in the files of the Privacy and Security 

Officer or other secured location: 

 This Plan Privacy Policy and Procedures 
 Notice of Privacy Practices (all versions) 
 All signed authorizations 
 PHI Disclosure Log 
 Record Access Requests and Record Request Log 
 Complaint Log, along with copies of any written complaints 
 Records of any sanctions imposed on employees 
 Employee training documents (if any), including a training log 
 Business associate agreements 
 All information contained in any Designated Record Set 
 Plan document amendments 
 Plan sponsor certification 
 

2. Every year on or about January 1, the Privacy and Security Officer will determine 
which records, if any, have been held for the minimum period required and should be 
destroyed. 
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12. Sanctions for failing to comply with this Policy 
 

Policy 
It is the policy of AI to issue corrective action to any staff member who fails to comply 
with this HIPAA Privacy Policy and Procedures.   
 
Procedures 
For any failure to comply with this Policy, the Privacy and Security Officer will, in 
conjunction with the Director of Human Resources, review the actions of the employee 
and determine an appropriate sanction. An employee will be subject to sanctions up to 
and including removal of access by the employee to PHI and termination of employment. 
 
13. Miscellaneous  
 
Policy 
1. It is the policy of AI to mitigate any wrongful disclosures of PHI to the extent 

reasonably possible. 
 

2. It is the policy of AI to prohibit any intimidation, threats, coercion, discrimination or 
other retaliatory acts against any person for the exercise of his or her rights under 
this HIPAA Privacy Policy and Procedures, for filing a complaint with the DHHS, or 
for assisting in an investigation of any act made unlawful by HIPAA. 
 

Procedures 
Employees will attempt to mitigate any disclosures of PHI that are in violation of this 
Privacy Policy by, for example, requesting return of any written PHI that was improperly 
disclosed, or by reminding the recipients of any wrongly-disclosed PHI of their obligation 
not to further disclose the PHI. 

MAINTENANCE 

This Policy shall be reviewed by the HIPAA Privacy and Security Officer and the Primary 
Components as deemed necessary based on changes in the law and changes in 
technology that affect the protection of PHI.  All iterations of this Policy shall be 
maintained for a period specified by applicable federal regulations. 

ENFORCEMENT 

Violations of this Policy may result in suspension or loss of the violator’s use privileges 
with respect to AI Information Systems, and/or discipline up to and including termination 
of employment with AI.  Additional civil, criminal and equitable remedies may apply.  
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EXCEPTIONS 

Exceptions to this Policy must be approved by the Chief Operating Officer and relevant 
individuals in the Primary Components.  All exceptions must be formally documented.  
Exceptions will be reviewed on a periodic basis for appropriateness. 

Reporting actual or suspected vulnerabilities in the confidentiality or integrity of PHI and 
or the suspected breaches in the security or privacy of PHI to the HIPAA Compliance 
Officer, HIPAA Privacy and Security Officer and/or the HIPAA Security Officer. 

Suspicious requests for PHI should be reported to the HIPAA Privacy and Security 
Officer. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

If you have any questions or concerns related to these roles and responsibilities, please 
contact: 
 
HIPPA Privacy and Security Officer:  Erik Lofgren, IT Director 
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NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES 
 

Policy Number 8.06 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date September 23, 2013 

I. POLICY 
THIS NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES (THE “NOTICE”) DESCRIBES HOW 
MEDICAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOU MAY BE USED AND DISCLOSED AND HOW 
YOU CAN GET ACCESS TO THIS INFORMATION.   
 

PLEASE REVIEW IT CAREFULLY. 

The Notice describes the legal obligations of the Accessing Independence group health 
plan (the “Plan”) and your legal rights regarding your protected health information held 
by the Plan under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 
(“HIPAA”). 

We are required to provide this Notice to you pursuant to HIPAA Privacy Rules. 

The HIPAA Privacy Rule protects only certain medical information known as “protected 
health information” or PHI. Generally, protected health information is individually 
identifiable health information, including demographic information, collected from you or 
created or received by a health care provider, a health care clearinghouse, a health plan 
or your employer on behalf of a group health plan that relates to: 

1. Your past, present, or future physical or mental health or condition; 
2. The provision of health care to you; or 
3. The past, present, or future payment for the provision of health care to you. 

If you have any questions about this Notice or about our privacy practices, please 
contact the designated Privacy and Security Officer: 

Erik Lofgren 
HIPAA Privacy and Security Officer 
Accessing Independence 
Non-Profit Management Solutions 
2270 Erin Court 
Lancaster, PA 17601 
800-995-9581 
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OUR RESPONSIBILITIES 

We are required by law to: 
- Maintain the privacy of your protected health information; 
- Provide you with certain rights with respect to your protected health information; 
- Provide you with a copy of this Notice of our legal duties and privacy practices 

with respect to your protected health information; and 
- Follow the terms of the Notice that is currently in effect. 

We reserve the right to change the terms of this Notice and to make new provisions 
regarding your protected health information that we maintain, as allowed or required by 
law. If we make any material change to this Notice, we will provide you with a copy of 
our revised Notice of Privacy Practices via any reasonable method or by mailing a 
revised notice to your last-known address on file. 

HOW WE MAY USE AND DISCLOSE YOUR PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION 

Under the law, we may use or disclose your PHI under certain circumstances without 
your permission. The following categories describe the different ways that we may use 
and disclose your PHI. For each category of uses or disclosures, we will explain what we 
mean and present some examples. Not every use or disclosure in a category will be 
listed. However, all of the ways we are permitted to use and disclose information will fall 
within one of the categories. 

For Payment. We may use or disclose your PHI to determine your eligibility for 
Plan benefits, to facilitate payment for the treatment and services you receive from 
health care providers to determine benefit responsibility under the Plan, or to 
coordinate Plan coverage. For example, we may tell your health care provider about 
your medical history to determine whether a particular treatment is experimental, 
investigational, or medically necessary, or to determine whether the Plan will cover the 
treatment. We may also share your PHI with a utilization review or precertification 
service provider. Likewise, we may share your PHI with another entity to assist with the 
adjudication or subrogation of health claims or to another health plan to coordinate 
benefit payments. 

For Health Care Operations. We may use and disclose your PHI for other Plan 
operations. Theses uses and disclosures are necessary to run the Plan. For example, 
we may use medical information in connection with conducting quality assessment and 
improvement activities, underwriting, premium rating, and other activities relating to Plan 
coverage, submitting claims for stop-loss (or excess-loss) coverage, conducting or 
arranging for medical review, legal services, audit services, and fraud and abuse 
detection programs, business planning and development such as cost management and 
business management and general Plan administrative activities. 
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To Business Associates. We may contract with individuals or entities known as 
Business Associates to perform various functions on our behalf or to provide certain 
types of services. In order to perform these functions or to provide these services, 
Business Associates will receive, create, maintain, use and/or disclose your PHI, but 
only after they agree in writing with us to implement appropriate safeguards regarding 
your PHI. For example, we may disclose your PHI to a Business Associate to administer 
claims or to provide support services, such as utilization management, pharmacy benefit 
management, claims management, nurse navigation, or subrogation, but only after the 
Business Associate enters into a Business Associate Contract with us. 

As Required by Law. We will disclose your PHI when required to do so by federal, 
state or local law. For example, we may disclose your PHI when required by national 
security laws or public health disclosure laws. 

To Avert a Serious Threat to Health or Safety. We may use and disclose your PHI 
when necessary to prevent a serious threat to your health and safety or the health and 
safety of the public or another person. Any disclosure, however, would only be to 
someone able to help prevent the threat. For example, we may disclose your PHI in a 
proceeding regarding the licensure of a physician. 

To Plan Sponsors. For the purpose of administering the Plan, we may disclose to 
certain employees of the employer protected health information. However, those 
employees will only use or disclose that information as necessary to perform Plan 
administration functions or as otherwise required by HIPAA, unless you have authorized 
further disclosures. Your PHI cannot be used for employment purposes without your 
specific authorization. 

SPECIAL SITUATIONS 

In addition to the above, the following categories describe other possible ways that we 
may use and disclose your PHI. For each category of uses or disclosures, we will 
explain what we mean and present some examples. Not every use or disclosure in a 
category will be listed. However, all of the ways we are permitted to use and disclose 
information will fall within one of the categories. 

Military and Veterans. If you are a member of the armed forces, we may release your 
PHI as required by military command authorities. We may also release PHI about foreign 
military personnel to the appropriate foreign military authority.  

Workers’ Compensation. We may release your PHI for workers’ compensation or 
similar programs. These programs provide benefits for work-related injuries or illness. 

Public Health Risks. We may disclose your PHI for public health actions. These actions 
generally include the following: 

- To prevent or control disease, injury or disability; 
- To report births and deaths; 
- To report child abuse or neglect; 
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- To report reactions to medication or problems with products; 
- To notify people of recalls of products they may be using; 
- To notify a person who may have been exposed to a disease or may be at risk 

for contracting or spreading a disease or condition; and 
- To notify the appropriate government authority if we believe that a patient has 

been the victim of abuse, neglect, or domestic violence. We will only make this 
disclosure if you agree, or when required or authorized by law. 

Health Oversight Activities. We may disclose your PHI to a health oversight agency for 
activities authorized by law. These oversight activities include, for example, audits, 
investigations, inspections, and licensure. These activities are necessary for the 
government to monitor the health care system, government programs, and compliance 
with civil rights laws. 

Lawsuits and Disputes. If you are involved in a lawsuit or a dispute, we may disclose 
your PHI in response to a court or administrative order. We may also disclose your PHI 
in response to a subpoena, discovery request or other lawful process by someone else 
involved in the dispute, but only if efforts have been made to tell you about the request 
or to obtain an order protecting the information requested. 

Law Enforcement. We may disclose your PHI if asked to do so by a law enforcement 
official 

- In response to a court order, subpoena, warrant, summons or similar process; 
- To identify or locate a suspect, fugitive, material witness, or missing person; 
- About the victim of a crime if, under certain limited circumstances, we are unable 

to obtain the victim’s agreement; 
- About a death that we believe may be the result of criminal conduct; and 
- About criminal conduct 

Coroners, Medical Examiners and Funeral Directors. We may release PHI to a 
coroner or medical examiner. This may be necessary, for example, to identify a 
deceased person or determine the cause of death. We may also release medical 
information about patients to funeral directors, as necessary to carry out their duties. 

National Security and Intelligence Activities. We may release your PHI to authorized 
federal officials for intelligence, counter intelligence and other national security activities 
authorized by law. 
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Inmates. If you are an inmate of a correctional institution or are in the custody of a law 
enforcement official, we may disclose your PHI to the correctional institution or law 
enforcement official if necessary (1) for the institution to provide you with health care; (2) 
to protect your health and safety or the health and safety of others, or (3) for the safety 
and security of the correctional institution. 

Research. We may disclose your PHI to researchers when: 
1. The individual identifiers have been removed, or 
2. When an institutional review board or privacy board has reviewed the research 

proposal and established protocols to ensure the privacy of the requested 
information and approves the research. 

REQUIRED DISCLOSURES 

The following is a description of disclosures of your PHI we are required to make. 

Government Audits. We are required to disclosure your PHI to the Secretary of the 
United States Department of Health and Human Services when the Secretary is 
investigating or determining our compliance with the HIPAA privacy rules. 

Disclosure to You. When you request, we are required to disclose to you the portion 
of your PHI that contains medical records, billing records, and any other records used to 
make decisions regarding your health care benefits. We are also required, when 
requested, to provide you with an accounting of most disclosures of your PHI if the 
disclosure was for reasons other than for payment, treatment, or health care operations, 
and if the PHI was not disclosed pursuant to your individual authorization. 

OTHER DISCLOSURES 

Personal Representatives. We will disclose your PHI to individuals authorized by you, 
or to an individual designated as your personal representative, attorney-in-fact, etc., so 
long as you provide us with a written notice/authorization and any supporting documents 
(i.e., power of attorney). NOTE: under HIPAA privacy rules, we do not have to disclose 
information to a personal representative if we have a reasonable belief that: 

1. You have been, or may be, subjected to domestic violence, abuse or neglect by 
such person; or 

2. Treating such person as your personal representative could endanger you; and 
3. In the exercise of professional judgment, it is not in your best interest to treat the 

person as your personal representative. 
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Spouses and Other Family Members. With only limited exceptions, we will send all 
mail to the employee. This includes mail relating to the employee’s spouse and other 
family members who are covered under the Plan and includes mail with information on 
the use of Plan benefits by the employee’s spouse and other family members and 
information on the denial of any Plan benefits to the employee’s spouse and other family 
members. If a person covered under the Plan has requested Restrictions or Confidential 
Communications (see below under “Your Rights”, and if we have agreed to the request, 
we will send mail as provided by the request for Restrictions or Confidential 
Communications.  

Authorizations. Other uses or disclosures of your PHI not described above will only be 
made with your written authorization. Examples include, but are not limited to, 
psychotherapy notes, uses and disclosures for marketing purposes and any sale of PHI. 
You may revoke written authorization at any time, so long as the revocation is in writing. 
Once we receive your written revocation, it will only be effective for future uses and 
disclosures. It will not be effective for any information that may have been used or 
disclosed in reliance upon the written authorization and prior to receiving your written 
revocation. 

Underwriting. If the group health plan uses PHI for underwriting purposes, the Plan will 
not use or disclose genetic information for underwriting purposes. 

YOUR RIGHTS 

You have the following rights with respect to your Protected Health Information. 

Right to Inspect and Copy. You have the right to inspect and copy certain PHI that 
may be used to make decisions about your health care benefits. To inspect and copy 
your PHI, you must submit your request in writing to the HIPAA Privacy and Security 
Officer. If you request a copy of the information, we may charge a reasonable fee for the 
costs of copying, mailing, or other supplies associated with your request. 

We may deny your request to inspect and copy in certain, very limited circumstances. If 
you are denied access to your medical information, you may request that the denial be 
reviewed by submitting a written request. 

Right to Amend. If you feel that the PHI we have about you is incorrect or incomplete, 
you may ask us to amend the information. You have the right to request an amendment 
for as long as the information is kept by or for the Plan. 

To request an amendment, your request must be made in writing and submitted to the 
HIPAA Privacy and Security Officer. In addition, you must provide a reason that supports 
your request. 
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We may deny your request for an amendment if it is not in writing or does not include a 
reason to support the request. In addition, we may deny your request if you ask us to 
amend information that: 

- Is not part of the medical information kept by or for the Plan; 
- Was not created by us, unless the person or entity that created the information is 

no longer available to make the amendment; 
- Is not part of the information that you would be permitted to inspect and copy; or 
- Is already accurate and complete. 

If we deny your request, you have the right to file a statement of disagreement with us 
and any future disclosures of the disputed information will include your statement.  

Right to an Accounting Disclosure. You have the right to request an “accounting” of 
certain disclosures of your PHI. The accounting will not include (1) disclosures for 
purposes of treatment, payment, or health care operations; (2) disclosures made to 
you; (3) disclosures made pursuant to your authorization; (4) disclosures made to 
friends or family in your presence or because of an emergency; (5) disclosures to 
business associates; (6) disclosures for national security purposes; and (7) disclosure 
incidental to otherwise permissible disclosures. 

To request this list or accounting of disclosures, you must submit your request in writing 
to the HIPAA Privacy and Security Officer. Your request must state a time period of not 
longer than the past six (6) years. Your request should indicate in what form you want 
the list (for example, paper or electronic). The first list you request within a twelve (12)-
month period will be provided free of charge. For additional lists, we may charge you for 
the costs of providing the list. We will notify you of the cost involved and you may 
choose to withdraw or modify your request at that time before any costs are incurred. 

Right to Request Restrictions. You have the right to request a restriction or limitation 
on your PHI that we use or disclose for treatment, payment, or health care operations. 
You also have the right to request a limit on your PHI that we disclose to someone who 
is involved in your care or the payment for your care, such as a family member or friend. 
For example, you could ask that we not use or disclose information about a surgery that 
you had. 

Except as provided in the next paragraph, we are not required to agree to your request. 
However, if we do agree to the request, we will honor the restriction until you revoke it or 
we notify you. 
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Effective February 17, 2010 (or such other date specified as the effective date under 
applicable law), we will comply with any restriction request if (1) except as otherwise 
required by law, the disclosure is to the health plan for purposes of carrying out payment 
or health care operations (and is not for purposes of carrying out treatment); and (2) the 
PHI pertains solely to a health care item or service for which the health care provider 
involved has been paid out-of-pocket in full. 

To request restrictions, you must make your request in writing to the HIPAA Privacy and 
Security Officer. In your request, you must tell us (1) what information you want to limit; 
(2) whether you want to limit our use, disclosure, or both; and (3) to whom you want the 
limits to apply -  for example, disclosure to your spouse. 

Right to Request Confidential Communications You have the right to request that 
we communicate with you about medical matters in a certain way or at a certain 
location. For example, you can ask that we only contact you at work or by mail. 

To request confidential communications, you must make your request in writing to the 
HIPAA Privacy and Security Officer. We will not ask you the reason for your request. 
Your request must specify how or where you wish to be contacted. We will 
accommodate all reasonable requests if you clearly provide information that the 
disclosure of all or part of your PHI could endanger you. 

Right to Be Notified of a Breach. You have the right to be notified in the event that we 
(or a Business Associate) discovers a breach of unsecured PHI. 

Right to a Paper Copy of this Notice. You have the right to a paper copy of this 
Notice. You may ask us to give you a copy of this Notice at any time. Even if you have 
agreed to receive this Notice electronically, you are still entitled to a paper copy of this 
Notice.  

To obtain a paper copy of this Notice, contact the HIPAA Privacy and Security Officer 
identified on the first page of this Notice. 

COMPLAINTS 

If you believe that your privacy rights have been violated, you may file a complaint with 
the Accessing Independence (AI) or with the Office for Civil Rights of the United States 
Department of Health and Human Services. To file a complaint with AI, contact the 
HIPAA Privacy and Security Officer. All complaints must be submitted in writing. 

You will not be penalized, or in any other way retaliated against, for filing a complaint 
with the Office for Civil Rights or with us.  
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SUBPOENA RESPONSE 
 

Policy Number 9.01 
Approved By Human Resources 
Revision Date February 1, 2021 
Effective Date January 16, 2017 

I. SCOPE 
All Employees 

II. POLICY 
As a provider of services to individuals with disabilities, seniors and veterans, Accessing 
Independence (AI) maintains detailed and confidential information regarding its employees, 
Participants, volunteers and third parties doing business with AI.  As such, AI often receives 
subpoenas requiring the timely production of records or information pertaining to specific 
individuals or entities involved in potential or ongoing litigation.  This policy formalizes our 
procedures for responding to such subpoenas. 

A subpoena may require an individual to do any of the following: 

1. Produce papers, records, books, or other physical items (including electronic records) for 
inspection and/or copying; 

2. Appear and testify in person at a trial, hearing, or other court proceeding; and/or 
3. Appear in person for a deposition before trial and/or produce documents at the 

deposition. 

If you are served with a subpoena that only requires your presence (i.e., it does not 
request records) you should immediately inform your supervisor and contact the 
Director of Human Resources.   

The following guidelines are intended to address only subpoenas that request documents. 

A subpoena is a legal document compelling the production of certain designated materials that 
may be relevant to a pending judicial proceeding.  The individual, program or department 
responding to such a subpoena typically must have control, custody, or possession of the 
requested materials. 

Before responding to a subpoena you must deliver said subpoena to the Director of 
Human Resources to determine whether the subpoena is valid and enforceable.  

Examples of valid subpoenas are: 
1. A subpoena issued by a Commonwealth of Pennsylvania court.  A subpoena is generally 

not considered valid if it is issued by another state court.  This rule applies for both civil 
and criminal cases. 
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2. A subpoena issued by a Pennsylvania federal court.  In federal civil cases, a subpoena 
may be issued by a judge within the federal district of Pennsylvania or by a federal judge 
in another district.  In federal criminal cases, there are no jurisdictional restrictions on 
compliance with the subpoena.  

Generally, the target of a subpoena is given approximately a couple weeks from the date of 
service to respond.  However, there are occasions when a court may decrease or extend this 
time period.  For this reason, it is always important to verify the due date, which should be 
clearly stated on the subpoena.  Where a subpoena seeks documents that are maintained by 
more than one program or department, the Director of Human Resources or its designee will 
coordinate the collection of documents from the various programs and departments. 

Documents requested by subpoena should be delivered to the requesting party on or before the 
date designated in the subpoena.  AI must keep a record of both the subpoena and any records 
produced.   

The recipient of the subpoena must coordinate with the Director of Human Resources 
and the Program Director/Manager of Accessing Independence before disclosing any 
documents requested.  No statement or information should be given to anyone:  REFER 
ALL REQUESTS TO THE DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES OR TO THE PROGRAM 
DIRECTOR/MANAGER OF ACCESSING INDEPENDENCE. 

SPECIFIC RECORDS 

Employment Records 
Subpoenas requesting employment records of AI personnel should be directed to the Director of 
Human Resources.   

The following procedures should be followed when producing documents of any kind: 
1. Make sure that the subpoena includes the employee’s social security number to ensure 

that we are retrieving the records of the correct individual. 
2. All files must be reviewed to ensure that personal information relating to persons not 

named in the subpoena is either excluded or redacted. 

Participant Records 
The Program Director/Manager of Accessing Independence or its designee may respond to 
valid subpoenas seeking Participant information only.  Subpoenas seeking “any and all” records 
maintained by AI or subpoenas seeking additional records maintained by other programs or 
departments should be forwarded to the Director of Human Resources. 

In all cases a copy should be forwarded to the Director of Human Resources or its designee. 

The following procedures should be followed when producing employee and/or Participant 
records of any kind: 

1. Make sure that the subpoena includes the employee’s/Participant’s social security 
number to ensure that AI is retrieving the records of the correct individual. 

2. All files must be reviewed to ensure that personal information relating to persons not 
named in the subpoena is either excluded or redacted. 
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Medical Records 
A subpoena or a request from an attorney representing an AI employee and/or Participant 
requesting protected health information (PHI) concerning that individual must be accompanied 
by a valid document authorizing the requested disclosure. 

A subpoena from an attorney representing a third party who is requesting PHI concerning an AI 
employee and/or Participant must be accompanied by at least one of the following documents 
before records may be released: 

1. A valid authorization to disclose the PHI signed by the target of the subpoena; 
2. A certificate of compliance from the attorney that contains all of the requirements under 

HIPAA; 
or 

3. A court order for the release of the requested information. 

Before disclosing employee, individual and/or Participant records, AI must usually notify 
the individual of the subpoena.  This notice is required by law and provides the individual 
time and opportunity to challenge the subpoena, if the individual cares to do so. 

Having sent notice to all affected individuals, AI shall wait no longer than fifteen (15) days after 
receipt of the subpoena before forwarding the records to the requesting party (ALWAYS sent by 
certified mail – return receipt requested). 

Any and all documents sent electronically will be encrypted in accordance with AI’s 
Acceptable Use Policy.  
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